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Editors’ Note

In choosing the aesthetics of visual arts as the main topic of AM Journal of Art
and Media Studies No. 19, we were inspired by the 21st International Congress of Aesthetics that was held in Belgrade, in organization of the University of Belgrade, Faculty of Architecture, the Society for Aesthetics of Architecture and Visual Arts Serbia
and the International Association for Aesthetics. The general congress topic – “Possible Worlds of Contemporary Aesthetics: Aesthetics Between History, Geography and
Media” – implies a question of how contemporary aesthetics deals with the visual
aspects of actuality? In finding the answers to this question we presuppose the thesis
that there are not only many possible worlds of contemporary aesthetics, but also the
many possible worlds of contemporary visual arts. Because of that, every possible case
of visual arts aesthetics appears as an individual theoretical text that needs to solve
problems of the relationship and conflicts between the distribution of sensible, visual
arts, visual culture and many other aspects of the contemporary worlds.
Within the contexts of the late neoliberal capitalism and the manifestations of
nationalism, postcolonialism and globalism, the aesthetics of visual arts today deals
with contemporary visual art practices that tend to cope with different social problems (feminist, activist, political, ecological, participatory, appropriative practices).
At the same time, aesthetics today mainly theoretically intersects with the art practices that are persistent in crossing the traditional artistic media boundaries. Thus, the
contemporary theoretical reflection about visual arts is defined by the self-request to
permanently re-define itself in regard to its research objects, theoretical approaches,
methodologies and research issues taking into account morphological and ontological plurality as well as the plurality of specific social goals of artistic practices. In the
light of all above mentioned, this AM Journal issue should be regarded as a small
sample within many possible solutions to theoretically deal with the visual aspects of
contemporary worlds and to problematize the actuality through visual arts.
Sanela Nikolić
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Mojca Puncer
Faculty of Education, University of Maribor, Slovenia

Interspaces of Art – Challenges For Contemporary
Aesthetics

Abstract: The paper deals with the consequences of an exceptional rise of hybrid forms of
in-between spaces in contemporariness, which are populated with objects and phenomena
from a wide and very heterogeneous field of (visual) arts. Theoretical reflection on this field
requires cross-disciplinary networking and transdisciplinary treatment, intersectional co-operation of disciplines, and the deployment of new methodological approaches that often result
from the recombination of already existing methods and procedures. We are dealing with the
consequences of the productive fading of the boundaries of different areas (especially aesthetics, political philosophy, new urban studies and contemporary art history), i.e. by introducing
new hybrid research subjects, which expound the potentials of ever new, yet unexplored areas,
which can also be marked on the level of terminology.
The discussion aims to contribute to the analysis of participatory art from the perspective of intermediate spaces between art and everyday social reality. The focus is on the critical
reflection of such art with examples from Slovenia in the light of the need to find new ways
of analyzing art, which would no longer be related only to visuality. The author comes from
the view that participatory art due to its hybrid and transdisciplinary nature cannot be adequately evaluated within the traditional framework of art criticisms, and thus strives for more
general concepts in the field of philosophy and political theory. Deployment of contemporary
approaches, which contribute significantly to the reflection on such art (besides Rancière’s
politics of aesthetics, the affirmation of aesthetics based on critical discourses of post-Marxist,
post-socialist and post-transitional perspectives), is particularly helpful for the author.
Keywords: art in social space; politics of aesthetics; post-transition; hybridity; transdisciplinarity; participation; interspaces of art; visual arts.

What is crucial for the processes of the (neo-)avant-garde, postmodernism and
especially contemporary artistic practices is precisely their crossing artistic boundaries into areas of exploring the ideal and broader social phenomena. Claire Bishop, an
art historian and critic, points out, in particular, the “social turn” of art in the 1990s,

*Author contact information: mojca.puncer@gmail.com
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with which artists changed from the creators of objects into the producers of situations co-created together with the other participants in the project.1
Faced with contemporary artistic practice, art history found itself in a crisis.
Since the 1960s, it did draw on the findings and methods of linguistics, psychology,
psychoanalysis, semantics, various branches of structuralism, semiotics, Marxism,
etc., available in the international environment, which also had a significant effect on
the happenings in Slovenia, but this did not bring about a greater increase in interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary expansions of the field of art history. In this contribution, we also endeavor to strengthen the significance of various theoretical approaches
in shaping the interpretative tools in order to deal with contemporary (participatory)
art in a more effective way. The social turn of art (Bishop) takes us through the insufficient sociological discourse on art to a renewed and strengthened philosophical and
aesthetic reflection on contemporary participatory art, the kind stimulated by Jacques
Rancière’s aesthetic oeuvre.
Methodological remarks on participatory art:
towards the politics of aesthetics
The analysis of Claire Bishop’s case studies in her Artificial Hells (2012) effectively shows the challenge posed by the methodological implications of participatory
process art, which demand that we seek alternative criteria for the study and evaluation of such art.2 When research is faced with an artistic practice that has to do with
people and social processes, visual analyses prove to be insufficient as they miss the
affective dynamics between the participants of the event itself. It was already conceptualism and the performative practices of the 1960s and 1970s that tried to shake the
commodity-object in favor of an elusive experience, but visuality remained their important part. In contemporary participatory art, performativity (in addition to teaching as an artistic medium) is crucial since the live contact between the participants
enables a more effective participatory engagement. The emphasis, therefore, lies in
direct experiences based on the process of intersubjective exchange (group dynamic,
raised consciousness, etc.). Bishop devotes special attention not only to the processual nature of participatory art but also to its product or result, which she attempts to
evaluate in relation to the formation of an “analysis of the politics of spectatorship”3.

Claire Bishop, Artificial Hells: Participatory Art and the Politics of Spectatorship (London and New York: Verso,
2012).
1

The work of North American critics was crucial for the establishment of the field of participatory art in Europe, the creation of the terminology used in its analysis and thereby also for the formation of Claire Bishop
herself. In Europe, the main stimulation for the development of the field is Nicholas Bourriaud’s relational
aesthetics, from which Claire Bishop decisively distances herself.
2

3

2

Bishop, Artificial Hells, 9.
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As Bishop’s case studies of participatory art illustrate,4 we face the insufficiency
of the positivistic sociological approach to participatory art (evidence, measurability
of results), on the one hand, and the need to preserve the fundamentally undefined
reflections on a quality characteristic of the humanities, on the other hand. We also
have to mention the pragmatic aspect of the method of researching such arts, which
due to their experiential nature demand a specific discursivity: concretely, the case
study presented below took several years of continued research of the local art scene,
ranging from the study of archive material and a series of conversations, interviews
and discussions with the artists, curators and individual participants in the projects to
the communication with the audience to which the research findings were presented
in the form of texts, lectures, exhibitions and public debates.5
In the methodological sense, dealing with people and social processes, however, at least partially requires a sociological reading since the analysis necessarily has to
include concepts such as ‘community’, ‘society’, ‘agency’, etc., which traditionally had
a greater significance within the social sciences than the humanities.6 But because, in
addition to being a social activity, participatory art is also a symbolic activity, which
enables it not only to be embedded in the world, but also to be separated from it and
have a certain aesthetic distance to it, the positivist social sciences are, in this regard,
less useful than the more general, more abstract concepts from the field of philosophy
(especially aesthetics and political philosophy).
For the needs of discussing participatory art practices, we use the theories and
concepts from aesthetics or the philosophy of art and political philosophy (Rancière,
Mouffe), aesthetics under post-socialist and post-transitional conditions (Erjavec,
Kreft, Šuvaković), contemporary art history and criticism (Bishop) and also architecture and urbanism (Jurman and Šušteršič, Krasny).7 This specific interdisciplinarity
and trans- or post-disciplinarity differ from the interdisciplinary approaches of art
history from the 1970s since the need for theoretical inter- or transdisciplinarity originates in the participatory art practices themselves.
Contrary to the sociologically and ethically colored approach to evaluation is
the decision to deal with participatory projects “as art.”8 In view of the described cir4

Ibid., 16–17.

In this process, however, a transition from a theoretical critical treatment of the practices of Celje artists
took place (researches about the so-called Celje alternative of the seventies, Admission Free festival from the
late nineties, etc.) to active participation in several projects of artists from the Association of Fine Artists of
Celje. Recently the author of this paper has assumed the role of curator in several exhibition projects: e.g. The
Architecture of Interpersonal Relationships: open studio, Celje, August 31 – September 11, 2015; WE MET AT
SIX: Proposals for Communal Practices and Green Areas in Celje: an exhibition on view at the Celje Gallery of
Contemporary Art (co-curator Irena Čerčnik), Celje, September 11 – October 18, 2015.
5

6

Bishop, Artificial Hells, 7.

On participatoty urbanism see Urška Jurman and Apolonija Šušteršič, ed., AB. Architektov Bilten [Architect's
Bulletin International Magazine for Theory of Architecture] 41, 188–189 (2011). See also Elke Krasny, ed., Hands
-On Urbanism 1850–2012: The Right to Green (Hong Kong and Vienna: MCCM Creations, Architekturzentrum
Wien, 2012); Marjetica Potrč, “Self-Organization Where the State Has Withdrawn,” (2015), https://designforthelivingworld.com/self-organization-in-communities-where-the-state-has-withdrawn/, acc. July 20, 2019.
7

8

Bishop, Artificial Hells, 17.
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cumstances, we need to reconsider the role of aesthetics, which some time ago (in
the context of historical avant-gardes and neo-avant-gardes) became discredited for
allegedly concealing the inequalities and exclusions in society, which is why it was
equated with formalism, decontextualisation and depoliticisation; furthermore, aesthetics became synonymous with the market and social hierarchy. A certain re-evaluation of aesthetics only came about in the new millennium with the important contribution of Rancière’s aesthetic thought. In addition to overcoming traditional art
classifications and hierarchies, Rancière insists on preserving the tension or paradox
between the autonomy and the heteronomy of art: “in this regime, art is art insofar as
it is also non-art, or something other than art.”9
Participatory art practices under post-socialism and post-transition:
a few examples from Slovenia
The demise of socialism coincided with the emergence of Western postmodernism, which supports Erjavec’s thesis about the emergence of a specific form of
postmodernism within the transition period of the so-called “postsocialism” of former Eastern Europe, which saw the rise of interest by the Western art system only in
the 1990s.10 After the fall of communism, former Eastern Europe, that is, former socialist countries also witnessed a rise in socially engaged and participatory art. When
Slovenia became independent in 1991, it went through a period of transition to neoliberal capitalism, which was crucial for the formation of new production conditions
for making art. This led to a change in the way artists worked and established a relation with the audience, but also to changes in the reception and the evaluation of art,
which moved more and more to the margins of social happening. While the critical
performative, research and participatory practices moved from the traditional institutional venues of fine and visual arts through alternative places and locations into the
broader social space, they remained quite neglected in the eyes of criticism and critical theoretic reflection. We can assume that what caused a certain unease among the
critics was especially their participatory procedures, which demanded a fundamental
rethinking of value criteria.
In continuing this paper we shall focus particularly on those contemporary artistic articulations by Slovenian artists that are actualized in different hybrid forms of
experimental spatial, aesthetic and habitation practices playing a connective role in a
community. Central to those projects concerned with the production of spaces is the
question of the role of the public in their involvement in decision-making processes
Jacques Rancière, Aesthetics and its Discontents, trans. Steven Corcoran (Cambridge and Malden: Polity Press,
2009), 36.
9

Cf. Aleš Erjavec, ed., Postmodernism and the Postsocialist Condition: Politicized Art under Late Socialism
(Berkeley, University of California Press, Berkeley 2003); Aleš Erjavec, Postmodernism, Postsocialism and
Beyond (Newcastle: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2008). Miško Šuvaković, Postmoderna (73 pojma) (Beograd: Nova knjiga, Alfa1995).
10
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regarding spatial practices, since these projects are connected to the local community’s
ways of habitation. The common attributes of discussed projects are a certain affinity towards conceptual art, expansion from ‘just art’ to social space, urban contexts, forms to
which we can attribute a relational form, participation and striving towards community
despite the heterogeneity of their formal approaches and content accents.11
The first wave of art in the public, urban, social space that appeared in Slovenia in the mid-1990s was followed by the second wave at the beginning of the new
millennium (the majority of these artists have been from the narrower sphere of fine
arts and architecture). Among the more prominent socially engaged artists of the first
wave is Marjetica Potrč; from the second wave are especially engaged members of
KUD Obrat (Polonca Lovšin and others) and also of the Association of Fine Artists of
Celje (DLUC); the work of the latter has not been appropriately evaluated or entered
in national art surveys, which is why I devote special attention to this below.
The internationally-renowned architect, sculptress and urban anthropologist
Marjetica Potrč artistically explores often overlooked and conflictual aspects of contemporary cities, possibilities of self-supply and habitation alternatives. Her typical artwork
is based on a structure or situation that she finds in a remote location where she tries to
contribute to its revitalization. Artistic actualizations of the ideas about self-sufficiency,
self-organization, participation and alternative sources of energy in Potrč’s art are based
on high social and environmental awareness and are very engaged since they originate
in the habitation needs of individuals, disadvantaged groups and local communities.12
The next example is Ljubljana-based Obrat association. Obrat members strive
for an interdisciplinary integration of art, architecture and urban planning in the socalled “critical spatial practices”.13 In their project Beyond the Construction Site (August
2010–ongoing), which is situated in the long-closed building site on Resljeva Street in
Ljubljana, they explore the potentials of degraded municipal areas and their revaluation with temporary community interventions: “[T]he site is being transformed into
a hybrid community space, dedicated to urban gardens, socializing, ecology, culture,
play and education.”14 (Figure 1)
One of the members of Obrat, an artist and architect, Polona Lovšin, focuses
on self-organized initiatives and alternative forms of action within architecture and
urban planning. In her public art projects, she explores spatial participation practices
where the local community’s collaboration plays a crucial part. The project Movement
for Public Speaking is an interactive and temporary public sculpture15 that offers an
Mojca Puncer, “Art in the Social Space: Parallel Strategies, Participatory Practices, Aiming towards Community,” in Hibridni prostori umetnosti [Hybrid Spaces of Art], ed. Barbara Orel, Maja Šorli and Gašper Troha
(Ljubljana: Maska, 2012), 235.
11

12

See for e.g. Potrč, “Self-Organization Where the State Has Withdrawn.”

13

Jurman and Šušteršič, “Introduction,” 10.

Obrat, “Onkraj gradbišča / Beyond the Constructi on Site,” AB. Architektov Bilten [Architect’s Bulletin International Magazine for Theory of Architecture] 41, 188–189 (2011): 105.
14

Polonca Lovšin, project Movement for Public Speaking (Trg svobode, Maribor, Slovenia, UGM / Maribor Art
Gallery, 2015), http://www.ugm.si/en/exhibitions/movement-for-public-speaking-1349/, acc. July 20, 2019.
15
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opportunity to connect individuals and groups with the aim of public speaking. The
sculpture is comprised of a podium and a platform for generating electricity, both
interconnected and interdependent. Namely, the speech can only be heard if a group
of people generates energy for the sound system by moving on the platform (Figures
2, 2a). The practices of individual artists from the DLUC circle are also marked by
social engagement and participatory tendencies – most prominently those of Andreja Džakušič, Simon Macuh, Estela Žutić and Gilles Duvivier.16 Art enters the public space, where it addresses the residents of the city of Celje. In this, the Celje art
scene has important references in the so-called “Celje Alternative” of the 1970s, which
brought conceptualization and performativity to the local art practice that extended
beyond the gallery walls.17 At the end of the 1990s, artists took art onto the streets of
Celje (the Admission Free festival has been run under the auspices of DLUC since
1999),18 sparking off a renewed interest in social issues and art activism. In Celje, a
complex network of local artists has been forged in collaboration with the art institution, whose aspiration always strove towards change in the local environment. In the
new social conditions, individual DLUC members practice community art as a part of
informal urbanism, actively involving themselves in initiatives for the revitalization of
the city center. In pursuing real, sustainable impact within the local community, these
artists are acting following the principles of urban regeneration, social integration and
participatory urbanism. In doing so, they stem from the belief that urban areas tied
to the community can significantly improve the prospects for sustainable development. The artists appear in the role of co-initiators in establishing community-based
urban gardening as well as in the conservation and expansion of green areas as an
opportunity for sustainable development for the city. They are approaching the debate by means of artistic research covering experimental and educational workshops
and actions for all ages, by which they are encouraging the exchange of experience
and knowledge of all participants. In such a way Andreja Džakušič deals with plans
for community-based gardens: together with workshop participants and experts, she
questions the pressing environmental concerns and the possibility of hanging gardens
as a form of sustainable, environmentally friendly urban gardening (Figures 3, 3a).19
An echo of Situationist urbanism20 can also be recognized here, which likewise resoCf. Mojca Puncer, “Community Based (Artistic) Practices as a New Spatial Ecology in Celje,” in WE MET AT
SIX: Proposals for Communal Practices and Green Areas in Celje, ed. Irena Čerčnik (Celje and Ljubljana: Center
sodobnih umetnosti Celje and KUD Mreža, Galerija Alkatraz, 2015), 4–10.
16

On Celje alternative see Mojca Puncer, “Conceptual Art in Slovenia: An Example of the Celje Alternative in
the Seventies,” Maska 24, 123–124 (2009): 104–123.
17

Cf. Mojca Puncer, “Festival Vstop prost – petnajst let” [“The Admission Free Festival – Fifteen Years”],
Likovne beside 99 (2014): 62–67.
18

Already as part of the Hanging Gardens project by artist Andreja Džakušič, which she prepared on the occasion of her retrospective exhibition Encounters (Celje Gallery of Contemporary Art, December 20, 2012 –
February 21, 2013), a series of accompanying events took place. This included workshops on composting and
recycling as related to creating a garden plot in an urban environment suffering from pollution.
19

The avant-garde movement of the Situationist International (SI, 1957–1972) is characterized by doubt in
art, so its vision of the aesthetic revolution favors direct collective action in an everyday urban environment
20
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nates in the proposals for contemporary informal participatory urbanism. The latter
emphasizes user-friendly and adapted spatial planning.
These artists are interested not merely in the overlooked aspects of the local urban
space in their research, but also in the relationships with the local residents of the space
of exploration itself, as well as in the aesthetic and conceptual relationships with the
gallery audience and the general public. The participatory process at a specific location
itself does not actually have a secondary audience, which makes the public critical discourse in the form of an exhibition all the more important. The exhibition discloses the
results of the preceding artistic research related, for example, to specific city locations
that stand out by their topical nature since they are subject to broader civil initiatives
(Figure 4). The artists communicate the messages from the separate initiatives through
heterogeneous and multi-dimensional works, which are aesthetic and at the same time
expand into the social space (the set of works can include live events, installations, documentary material, drafts, sketches, drawings, photographs, video, as well as materials, relocated from the urban environment into the gallery space) (Figure 5). Creating
works/projects following the principles of participation is necessarily integrated into a
network of connections with specific historical and socio-political contexts as well as
everyday life situations. The artistic means of urban life research are always contextually
specific, and thus bound to the singularities of determining the meaning.21
Towards an elaboration of the politics of a critical view
in contemporary aesthetics
Rancière’s conception of aesthetics in its close relation to politics can importantly contribute to us understanding the effects of contemporary art dealing with the
social field. With the help of Rancière’s aesthetic regime and the politics of aesthetics,
we can also see contemporary participatory art in Slovenia as a certain continuation
of the participatory impulses of international neo-avant-garde movements and their
heteronomous nature.
Questioning the emphasis on affective responses, compassionate identification
and consensual dialogue brings to light a typical discourse around participatory art,
in which “an ethics of interpersonal interaction comes to prevail over a politics of
social justice.”22 This is a frequent objection to participatory, community art. Opposed
to this trend, which can be denoted as an “ethical turn”, is Jacques Rancière’s politics
of aesthetics. In his influential critique of the recent ethical turn, Rancière points out
(implementation of so-called “unitary urbanism”) prior to the production of works of art for the art world. Cf.
Raymond Spiteri, “From Unitary Urbanism to the Society of the Spectacle,” in Aesthetic Revolutions and the
Twentieth-Century Avant-Garde Movements, ed. Aleš Erjavec (Durham and London: Duke University Press,
2015), 178–214.
Jacques Rancière, The Politics of Aesthetics: The Distribution of the Sensible (London and New York: Continuum, 2004), 23; Bishop, Artificial Hells, 335.
21

22

Bishop, Artificial Hells, 25.
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the weakening or even the elimination of political dissensus and social antagonisms.23
But it is not necessary that every such project ends in a consensus, exclusion and the
concealment of otherness rather than in an aesthetic break with the habits of perception, a break that, by way of a dissensus, irony or critique, arouses a unique negative
pleasure, embarrassment, unease, ambivalence, etc., in relation to the questions about
the ‘excluded’ as a condition of the existence of every community (for example, about
foreign migrant workers). For art is also characterized by elements of critically opposing society and operating in the field of antagonism or agonism (Mouffe),24 where
it can realize the power of maintaining a contradictory position in relation to the
economic-political imperatives. The participatory process is not immune to the characteristic traps of the contemporary capitalist modes of production when it comes,
for example, to unpaid collaborators that co-create the work of art, etc. This is why it
is not unusual that, with its distancing from the conventional forms of art production
under capitalism, participatory art prompts discussions within the tradition of Marxist and post-Marxist writing about art (Mouffe, Rancière, Bishop, etc.). In Slovenia,
Lev Kreft has called for a reconsideration of the relevance of Marxist aesthetics in
relation to the critique of political economy in the context of both art and aesthetics,
referring to Marx’s research into “esthesis of the capital” and his “critical analysis of
fetishism of commodities and universal mystification”, which Marx does not discuss
“as ideological illusions, but as objective conditions of sensuality and perception.”25 In
contemporary times, after art and aesthetics turned to everyday life and all areas of
life were taken over by the capitalist machine, the need for such a critique has become
evident in view of the increasing objectification of interpersonal relations in line with
the criterion of usefulness “because the commodity form translates relations between
people into relations between objects.”26 As a subversive social power against capitalism, art must reach towards the social (a sensual experience of community), but at the
same time remain in the domain of art and be successful in both fields, which means
that – in line with Rancière’s aesthetic regime – it persists in a constant tension, even
a paradox. Artistic re-presentation has the power of intervening in public discourse,
which appears as a contextually specific artistic or aesthetic strategy (of division, intervention, over-identification, etc.), repeatedly put to the test in every new project
(Rancière, Bishop). This realization has important consequences for the reflection
on contemporary participatory art, which, with the democratization of the aesthetic
means of expression, endeavors to transform the material conditions of its own practice and establishes new, different relations with the audience and the reality outside
art. This is also in concurrence with Rancière’s finding on the radical contingency
of the work of an “emancipated spectator”, who is in principle active and equal with
23

Cf. Rancière Aesthetics and its Discontents, 109–132.
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Cf. Chantal Mouffe, The Democratic Paradox (London and New York: Verso, 2000).

Lev Kreft, Estetikov atelje: od modernizma k sodobni umetnosti [Aesthetician's studio: from modernism to contemporaty art] (Ljubljana: Znanstvena založba Filozofske fakultete Univerze v Ljubljani, 2015), 282.
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everybody.27 Furthermore, such a politics of spectatorship essentially concerns and
determines the formation of the critical view and the elaboration of its politics also in
the field of aesthetics dealing with interspaces of art and social life in a contemporary
global society.

Figure 1: Obrat association, Beyond a Construction Site (2010–), a community-based garden
intervention in a degraded urban space in Ljubljana, February 2011. Photo: Suzana Kajba.
Courtesy of Obrat association.

Figure 2: Polonca Lovšin, Movement for Public
Speaking: Everybody‘s Land, a community-based
garden Beyond a Construction Site, Ljubljana,
Slovenia, June 1, 2019. Photo: Toni Poljanec.
Courtesy of the artist.

27

Jacques Rancière, The Emancipated Spectator, trans. Gregory Elliott (London and New York: Verso, 2009), 17.
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Figure 2a: Polonca Lovšin, Movement for Public Speaking: Everybody‘s Land, a community-based
garden Beyond a Construction Site, Ljubljana, Slovenia, June 1, 2019. Photo: Toni Poljanec. Courtesy
of the artist.

Figure 3: Andreja Džakušič, Hanging Gardens, making a raised bed adapted to contaminated
soil; In collaboration with: mag. Jure Radišek / ProTellus (solutions for our soil and environment)
and Bogdan Rahten, a permaculture farmer, Kare 9, Celje, September 7, 2015. Photo: Valentin
Steblovnik. Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 3a: Andreja Džakušič, Hanging Gardens, making a raised bed adapted to contaminated
soil; In collaboration with: mag. Jure Radišek / ProTellus (solutions for our soil and environment)
and Bogdan Rahten, a permaculture farmer, Kare 9, Celje, September 7, 2015. Photo: Valentin
Steblovnik. Courtesy of the artist.

Figure 4: Andreja Džakušič, Hanging Gardens, installation at the Gallery of Contemporary Art
Celje, 2015. Photo Tomaž Černej. Courtesy of Zavod Celeia Celje, Center for Contemporary
Arts.
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Figure 5: Andreja Džakušič, Save the Future (2013), installation at the Gallery of Contemporary Art
Celje, 2015. Photo: Tomaž Černej. Courtesy of Zavod Celeia Celje, Center for Contemporary Arts.
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Designing a Socialist Man
Abstract: This paper asserts that graphic design can be analyzed as a performative act, particularly in relation to political performativity, a term coined by Reuben Rose-Redwood and
Michael R. Glass after Judith Butler’s theory of performativity. Graphic design as a mass media
tool enables persistent and everyday reiteration of regime authority, thus enforcing the construction of preferable identities of ideal citizens. In the text, the scope of political performativity of graphic design as an example of socialist Yugoslavia is analyzed, based on the cultural
theory and the theory of political performativity, and by using examples of poster, magazine
and catalogue cover designs created for political and cultural events in Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY) from the 1940s to the 1980s. It will be shown how graphic design
has had an impact in shaping and reshaping the image of Yugoslav citizens through an everyday representation of men, women and youth in order to consistently reassert the dominant
state/regime narrative. At the same time, it will be shown that graphic design, even when used
within that narrative, is a powerful tool for subverting the regime’s authority and challenging
the perceived ideal thus helping shape new identities.
Keywords: graphic design; political poster; performativity; political performativity; socialism;
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.

In this text, I analyze political performativity of graphic design in socialist
Yugoslavia. Reuben Rose-Redwood and Michael R. Glass derive the term political
performativity as “continuous reassertion of sovereign authority”1 from, among others, Judith Butler’s theory of performativity and, in particular, her statement that performativity must be understood as an everyday iterative and citational practice that
brings into being that which it names.2 Furthermore, in this text, I lean on contemporary concepts of culture as performative i.e. the view of culture as changeable, unstable, and created through practice.
In the enactment of political performativity, the practice of graphic design as a
mass media tool and executor of a client’s (in this case a regime’s) orders, plays an important, even key role. It enables the everyday mass promotion of images of a devoted
Reuben Rose-Redwood and Michael R. Glass, ed., Performativity, Politics, and the Production of Social Space
(New York: Routledge, 2014), 22.
1

2

Judith Butler, Bodies that Matter: On the Discursive Limits of ‘Sex’ (New York: Routledge, 1993), 2
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subject and his/her desirable virtues, thus contributing to the formation of identity of
an ideal Yugoslav citizen. However, let us not forget that at the same time the graphic
design is used as a tool for combatting the dominant narrative, and subverting those
ideal images and established political symbols. In this text I shall analyze how the
graphic representation of various groups of citizens (men, women, workers, youth)
transformed through forty-five years of existence of socialist Yugoslavia according to
the needs of dominant state narratives (and their subversions), transforming at the
same time identities of its audience.
In Performativity, Politics, and the Production of Social Space Redwood and
Glass cite numerous contemporary theoreticians of political sciences and political
geography that examine ties between national identities, nation-state and performativity. However, the starting point of the book (and many works written prior to it) is
Judith Butler’s theory and her statement that “[t]here is no power that acts, but only a
reiterated acting that is power in its persistence and instability.”3
Or, as Rose-Redwood and Glass simplify: “[i]t is only through the continuous
reassertion of sovereign authority that the collective subject we call ‘the state’ comes
into being as a performative effect.” And, furthermore: “The sovereign state, according
to such accounts, is not a pre-existing political actor that performs the sovereignty
that it already possesses; it is through the assertions of sovereign power that the structural effect of ‘the state’ is performed.”4
Ann Norton proposes a similar thesis when considering culture as performative category created through practice. For example, in Thesis no 17: Culture is made in
practice, Norton claims: “Changes in practice reflect – and effect – changes in principles, values, structures, and conditions. As people change their practices, they change
their cultures. […] Each culture embraces, in practice, a variety of ways in which
social roles can be performed – myriad performances of nationality, gender, class.”5
Performances in printed media such as posters, magazine or book covers, and
even matchbox sleeves – as an aspect of visual material culture – are thus more than
appropriate source of data not only on acceptable values and performances of identities in context of time and space of certain culture, but also on an active molding of
preferred social values acceptable to the dominant narrative.
To paraphrase Trocki’s statement on art, the design is not a mirror but a hammer: it does not reflect but shapes (and resulting form depends, of course, on hand
that holds the hammer). The process of legitimization of a political system depends
on the continued and consistent promotion of political symbols and fortification of
their uniformity, which is particularly noticeable in the early stages of new regimes.
Finally, in Thesis no 69, Norton directly emphasizes the importance of form-giving for creation of meaning: “The form in which something is expressed determines
3

Judith Butler,“Critically Queer,” GLQ: A Journal in Gay and Lesbian Studies 1 (1993): 17.

4

Rose-Redwood and Glass, ed., Performativity, Politics, and the Production of Social Space, 22.

5

Ann Norton, 95 Theses on Politics, Culture, and Method (New Haven: Yale Univesity Press, 2004), 36.
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its meaning. The signifier constitutes the meaning of the sign.”6 Here, we can use the
classic example of Barthes’s analysis of Le Paris Match magazine cover7 which vividly
depicts that a simple description of a “soldier proudly viewing [the] French flag” gets
completely different political connotation if we note that said soldier is black-skinned
and from the French colonies.
Or, if we use an example from the area of socialist graphic design: during the
first years of the new Yugoslav state, the symbol of a red five-pointed star was established by controlled, strict and persistent application as an unambiguous symbol.
However, in the sixties, the established symbol begins to take on unimaginable connotations. For example, Mihajlo Arsovski in Zagreb (Figure 1: poster Predstava Hamleta u selu Mrduša Donja / Showing of Hamlet at the Village Mrduša Donja, 1971) and
Slobodan Mašić in Belgrade (Figure 2: catalog cover FEST72, 1972) simultaneously
inserted new meanings in the well-known symbol: so far untouchable five-pointed
star becomes a symbol of show business as well.
When discussing graphic design, we cannot observe it separately from its essential part – printed media. In his book The Performance of Nationalism Jisha Menon,
just like Norton or Rose-Redwood and Glass did, situates performance in the center
of political power8 and states that the imagined community (named so after Benedict
Anderson’s work: Imagined Communities from 1983) of a nation is realized through
performance. However, Menon reminds that dominant theories of nationalism emphasize the key role of print technology and mass media in the process of creating the
nations, mainly through creating consolidated public opinion and national identity.
Between the two world wars, film and radio introduced radical changes in
communication between the regime and the public. Yet, traditional printed media underwent an equally dramatic transformation. New printing techniques enabled cheap
multiplication and bigger editions, as well as easier and faster use of quality photography in papers, magazines and posters drastically changed the representation of political and social events. The new visual language also created new professionals – art directors and graphic designers – capable of using the new arsenal of printing elements,
from photomontage to typography. As noted by Eric Hobsbawm,9 from the end of the
19th century (in light of the transformation of subjects to citizens) new and old but
dramatically transformed social communities demanded innovative approaches and
methods in securing unity, obedience and loyalty and expression of identity. Thus,
the necessity of mass politics stressed the importance of irrational elements in maintaining social order and cohesion: construction of new traditions, public ceremonies,
parades, mass gatherings and, of course – national symbols. Michael Geisler10 empha6

Ibid., 102.
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sizes that national (state) symbols serve to affirm the collective identity and must be
in constant circulation or their original meaning will be lost. Or, as Rose-Redwood
and Glass wonder: “Indeed, what could be more performative, and utterly contingent, than the ‘props’ of institutional authority?”11 Of course, the establishment of
state symbols as authentic props of the institutional authority always brings with it the
danger of their contamination – as already shown in example of transformation of a
five-pointed star into a show business symbol, or, in somewhat later example of Matjaž Vipotnik’s poster (Figure 3: Missa in A minor, Slovenia, 1980–81) – the absolute
measure of an ideal man.
We can contemplate political performance in graphic design on several levels.
Literally, performativity is manifested in urging the workers to perform better. Either
through direct appeals for higher productivities or by providing the heroic examples
of sacrifices (in battle and in rebuilding the country). Thus, posters “Takmičimo se
u čast godišnjice V. kongresa KPJ” [Let’s compete in the honor of the anniversary of
[the]5th congress of KPJ, 1949] and “Ispunivši svoj zavjet autoput predajemo narodu,
partiji i Titu” [By fulfilling our promise, we present the highway to the people, the party
and Tito, Zagreb, 1949] illustrate (and entice) a zeal for rejuvenating the country in
the early post-war years, when the dominant narrative insisted on socialist contest
i.e. competitions in work efficiency (performance)12 and continuation of the struggle
against the superior enemy (in this case nature, which needed to be subjugated by new
railways and highways).
Furthermore, posters and magazine cover served as a supplement for ritual ceremonies (Youth Day rallies, Labor Day or Republic Day celebrations), as they transferred the central happening out of the time and space of the event itself. Those images
framed the live performance (of a rally or carrying a baton) by representing bodies
of participants as standardized, uniform, multiplicated movement. It is important to
note that on these posters the bodies are always strictly controlled and always additionally signified by ideological symbols. The symbol becomes a natural upgrade of
the body through a hand that holds a sickle, a hammer or a baton (as seen on Figure
4: poster Živeo Prvi maj / Long Live the First of May, Serbia, 1946).
On another level, the performativity of posters can be observed in their role
in forming the identity of citizens. Compositions displayed on these regime prints
(mostly, these posters were sponsored by the state or republic organizations like the
Communist Alliance or the Alliance of Socialist Youth) suggested an ideal picture of
a certain part of the population, whether it is an ideal worker, a woman or an adolescent. However, as Norton notes, culture is not a static monolith and the process of
legitimization, i.e. the ultimate achievement of absolute authority is not possible: it
needs to be reasserted over and over again. During this continuous process of affirmation of changeable culture, the image of acceptable identities changes as well. Thus,
11

Rose-Redwood and Glass, ed., Performativity, Politics, and the Production of Social Space, 13.

Igor Duda, “Uvod: od nazadnosti do svemira, od projekta do zbornika,” in Stvaranje socijalističkog čovjeka,
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political posters, leaflets and youth magazine covers as the most numerous preserved
examples of addressing the people through printed mass media, give a good insight
into the changes of dominant narratives. At the same time, it is important to note that
these representations also reflect the changes in the dominant culture that the regime
has been trying to match in order to maintain some relevance (here, in particular, I
am referring to the way the regime posters from the 1960s on tried to catch the attention of younger population by incorporating elements of pop culture).
In the analysis of the imposition of requests for the transformation of certain
population groups, the key example is an alteration of the image of the workers (formally, the fundamental unit of Yugoslav identity). During the early post-war years,
the image of an ideal worker was perpetuated by numerous posters such as the Slovenian examples Parada dela, 1946 and Osvobojeni gradimo / Liberated, we build, 1945
(Figure 5): a man building a new state with his bare hands, through heavy physical
and manual work (and without any protective equipment). In the fifties, with new
five-year plans focusing on the construction of Yugoslav heavy industry, the workforce is represented by posters such as Osnivački kongres sindikata radnika i službenika metalurgije Jugoslavije / Founding congress of the Syndicate of Workers and Officials
in Yugoslav Metallurgy (Belgrade, 1950), where the determined and frowning workers
(of course, men) are dressed in protective suits, surrounded by soot chimneys and
fires of factory furnaces. In the 1960s and the 1970s, with the advancement of technology and knowledge, the introduction of a market economy, and the parallel insistence on personal happiness and the well-being of the Yugoslav citizens, the images
of workers’ faces contorted by hard manual labor are replaced by a laughing worker
in clean, professional overalls, posing in front of a modern and sunny city, as shown
on the poster Dan samoupravljača / Day of Self-managers (Figure 6: Milan Stanković,
Belgrade, 1974). Towards the end of the seventies, the worker illustrated on the poster for the first time became a female worker,13 serious and focused, surrounded by
modern electric machines and measuring instruments (VIII. Kongres ZKS, Slovenija,
1978). Changes in the concept of work and the position of a worker in society are well
illustrated by the poster of Duško Šojlev from the early 1980s Velike obrazovne potrebe
Sve obrazovaniji radnici / Great educational needs More educated workers (Figure 7:
Zagreb, 1982) where the image of a worker is placed in the background (both in size
and use of monochrome photography) while the poster is dominated by precise and
luxurious graphs displaying statistical data.
Another favorite subject of political print in Socialist Yugoslavia was the youth
population, a typical subject of numerous posters dedicated to Youth Work Actions
(ORA) and Youth Day. The identity of the Yugoslav youth has undergone a process of
transformation similar to the one in the workforce. In the early post-war years, a cult
of Youth Work Actions was carefully groomed as captured by numerous early posters
of ORA. However, there was an obvious change of course in later years concerning the
purpose of these Actions and it was clearly captured in corresponding posters. In the
13
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late forties and early fifties, participation in the ORA assumes hard mass effort, which
has been reflected and stimulated through numerous portrayals of fervent young
people at work, such as the one mentioned above (Ispunivši svoj zavjet...). According
to Andrea Matošević, this first wave of work actions is well captured in the phrase
‘reachable utopia’ where “everyone wanted to do more and proudly show to Tito how
impossible becomes possible”.14 Yet, as Matošević notes, already the late fifties’ generation was reproached for imitation of western fashion, music, for ‘vanity and rebellion’
and ‘immoral habits’. The posters of Youth Workers’ Actions were struggling against
new influences by attempting to impose the ideal of a responsible and conscientious
generation through already established images of smiling and enthusiastic working
youth. However, the rhetoric that was valid for the fifties was no longer applicable in
the following decades. From the sixties on, youth magazines (Polet, Pop ekspres, Omladinski list) present new, very advanced designs. Thus, the design of posters for Youth
Work Actions had to be updated as well and the messages that the state transmitted
to the youth needed to be dressed in a contemporary fashion. The intention beyond
new Youth Work Actions was to mitigate with consequences of political liberalization15 and to conceive the coexistence of the communist ideology with the new rock
generations. Youth Work Actions of the 1970s and the 1980s became places for socializing and leisure and the posters promoting them were defined by pop culture motifs.
One of those posters – ORA81 by Branko Gavrić (Figure 8: Belgrade, 1981), starring
Superman – provides an interesting set of contradictions: an American (capitalist)
superhero (with face of Yugoslav rocker Vlado Divjan) promotes Youth work action
on a poster whose iconography otherwise recalls the 1974 poster for Dan samoupravljača.
Furthermore, on the majority of the 1980s political posters intended for the
younger population, it is noticeable that the official symbols of the state are either
camouflaged or entirely disappear. If they exist, they are often ambivalent if not openly subversive, and on verge of excess. The impression is that the state is persistently
trying to capture the new generation which is uninterested in proclaimed communist
values, but – especially from the second half of the 1980s – the performance of these
posters and magazine covers seems to counter their intended use. Late Yugoslav youth
posters are critical towards the contemporary generation and, like poster 40 godina
omladinske pruge / 40 years of Youth Railway (Serbia, 1986, Figure 9), remind new
(ungrateful?) urban youth on the sacrifice of prior generations. Contrary to those
complaints, there are openly confrontational magazines (like Slovenian Mladina) or
self-critical (in best communist manner) messages from the poster for the 11th Congress of SSO Croatia (Figure 10: Zagreb, 1986) showing the leg of a ballerina dressed
in red, precariously balancing on the edge. Rebellious youth demands more freedom,
Andrea Matošević, “Posrednici u stvaranju socijalističkih ljudi na omladinskim radnim akcijama: utopija, dijalektika i vrijeme,” in Stvaranje socijalističkog čovjeka ed. Igor Duda (Zagreb, Pula: Srednja Europa, Sveučilište
Jurja Dobrile, 2017), 80.
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questions the future of the system and demands changes, just as it is foreshadowed
by the slogan of the poster for the 11th Congress of SSO Serbia – Menjajmo da nas ne
promene / Let us change in order to not be replaced, 1986.
The female population is rarely a protagonist of political posters or any other
political print, and that says much about the female position in socialist Yugoslavia.
Although formally equal, Yugoslav women are not the primary audience of political
agitation, because they are not really meant to be politically active. Here and there,
a female character is present on the earliest posters celebrating the rebuilding of the
country, but even then, they are only supporting male labor. Women are always shown
a step behind men, and most often with a sickle in their hand, as in poster Društveno
upravljanje Snaga socijalizma / Social self-management Strength of Socialism (Croatia,
1960, Figure 11). Contrary to a manhandling a hammer or a flag as a symbol of a new
industrial society and a new state, a woman with a sickle or a sheaf of wheat in hand
is a representative of a village – secondary and backward: “In extensive social planning, urbanization and deagrarization follow them at a rate by designing new urban
settlements, but also leaving the village on a sideways track where everything that is
considered backward will be found.”16
The female identity in Yugoslavia, at least when considering print media and
graphic design, was formed mainly through advertising and women’s magazines. This
is particularly true in the 1960s when, after adopting the market economy, women are
established as key consumers of the new Yugoslav industry. The political poster addresses men: even when political slogans seemingly acknowledge all Yugoslav citizens
(Let us build, let us compete), the ‘us’ is illustrated by young males excluding the rest
of population. And, when (rarely) they address women, as a poster for ORA (Gavrić,
1981, Figure 12), they address them as consumers, by asking: What will you wear this
summer?
The only less present segment of the population in political propaganda than
women were senior citizens (particularly older women). To paraphrase part of Norton’s Thesis No 6 – it is important to question what is not said/shown, what cannot be
said/shown. Out of some three hundred identified Yugoslav political posters, only a
few of them show a human figure past his/her prime. The exceptions, of course, being
the portraits of fathers of communist ideology: Tito, Marx or Lenin. Still, even Tito’s
portrait, although the frequent subject of political poster, is rarely shown in his later
years (in three posters altogether) and even then, it is highly rasterized to cover up
the most prominent signs of aging (8. kongres Saveza komunista Bosne i Hercegovine
/ 8th Congress of communists of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 1982, Figure 13). It could be
deduced that Yugoslavia saw itself foremost as a virile, potent state of erect factory
chimneys and shining batons. Or, as Igor Duda quotes Milorad Đilas›s report from
1949, “a Yugoslav man is a man of rich inner life, physically and morally healthy, stout
and hearty.”17
16
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When we talk of a subversive subtext in a political poster, the question arises
– to what extent the designer has planted an unwanted message hidden to the client
and to what extent it was simply a communist preference for self-criticism. In any
case, the ambivalence of political posters and the possibility of multiple meanings in
the previously established symbols can only be seen from the sixties onwards, after
liberating the public space. At the end of the seventies and in the early eighties, especially within the press intended for young people, there are more frequent instances of
clear and obvious criticism, although they usually occur within a dominant narrative
and within institutions themselves. Ljubica Spasovska thus states: “[t]he reiteration of
socialist slogans appeared anachronistic to a generation which witnessed their pure
rhetorical, performative use and hence used them to challenge the official socialist
discourse through various cultural forms.”18 Probably the most direct conflict with
the dominant ideology occurred in Slovenia through the famous poster affair of 1987,
when the Neue Slowenische Kunst (art collective formed in Slovenia in 1984) won the
state competition for the Youth Day poster with their submission which turned out to
be an appropriated image of Richard Klein’s Nazi propaganda painting from the 1930s
updated to the communist iconography.
Yet, as noted by Cvetka Požar,19 the poster that replaced the scandalous proposal is equally critical of the political system: new and approved poster displayed a leaf of
linden tree (symbol of Slovenia) partially torn by a five-pointed star. As already mentioned, in the late 1980s the federal authorities lost control over the local press/print
(of various Yugoslav republics). The political poster, of course, continued to fulfill its
function of forming an ideal citizen, but for the needs of another narrative.
The design of posters and newspapers had an important influence on the
(trans)-formation of the identity of the main population groups in Yugoslavia, either
through the ways of representing the ideal representatives of individual groups or
through their omission. Graphic design as a part of the mass (and massive) industry
of the print media had a significant reach in the transmission of regime messages, the
establishment of state symbols, and the dominant narrative of desirable values and
characteristics of citizens. The ubiquity of media products (posters, leaflets, cover pages) has enabled continuous repetition and iteration of messages aiming to form the
ideal subject. At the same time, the established power itself has made these symbols
vulnerable to subversion and contamination with additional meanings. Ultimately,
when this other, contaminated meaning overwhelmed the regime’s interpretations of
the symbols, even the seemingly loyal political poster contributed to the downfall of a
dominant narrative and the formation of new identities of its audience.
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Figure 1: Mihajlo Arsovski: poster Predstava Hamleta u selu Mrduša Donja, Zagreb, 1971;
from the collection of Museum of Arts and Crafts, Zagreb

Figure 2: Slobodan Mašić: catalog cover
FEST72, Belgrade, 1972; from the collection
of Museum of Applied Arts, Belgrade

Figure 3: Matjaž Vipotnik: poster Missa in A
minor, Slovenia, 1980–81; from the collection of
Museum of Architecture and Design, Ljubljana
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Figure 4: poster Živeo Prvi maj, Serbia,
1946; from the collection of Museum of
Yugoslavia, Belgrade

Figure 5: Janez Trpin: poster Osvobojeni
gradimo, Slovenia, 1945; from the collection
of Museum of Architecture and Design,
Ljubljana

Figure 6: Milan Stanković: poster Dan
samoupravljača, Belgrade, 1974, from the
collection of Museum of Yugoslavia, Belgrade

Figure 7: Duško Šojlev: poster Velike obrazovne potrebe Sve obrazovaniji radnici, Zagreb, 1982; from the collection of Museum
of Arts and Crafts, Zagreb
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Figure 8: Branko Gavrić: poster ORA81,
Belgrade, 1981; the property of Branko
Gavrić

Figure 10: Ivan Posavec, Mio Vesović: poster
11th Congress of SSO Croatia, Zagreb, 1986;
from the collection of Museum of Arts and
Crafts, Zagreb

Figure 9: poster 40 godina omladinske
pruge, Serbia, 1986; from the collection of
Museum of Yugoslavia, Belgrade

Figure 11: poster Društveno upravljanje Snaga
socijalizma, Croatia, 1960; from the collection
of Museum of Arts and Crafts, Zagreb
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Figure 12: Branko Gavrić: poster Što ćete
nositi ovog leta?, Belgrade, 1981; the property of Branko Gavrić

Figure 13: poster 8. kongres Saveza komunista Bosne i Hercegovine, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 1982; from the collection of Museum of Yugoslavia, Belgrade
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On the Relationship of Landscape and Painting
Abstract: This paper intends to sketch out how the understanding of landscape has changed
today, using painting as an interpretative tool. As this paper argues, the contemporary sense
of landscape is considered through historical, political, social, cultural, and aesthetic facets.
Differentiating from the Kantian notion of landscape as an aesthetic category in the domain
of visual arts, it has achieved multiple layers of meaning, rather than only referring to gardens
and agricultural areas. The extent of the landscape began to change in the 19th century due to
industrialization, exploration of new territories, and the development of technology, botany,
and geography. Since the 20th century, the concept has also included immaterial constituents
in addition to technological, cultural, and social developments. It has become a social construct as an expression of ideas, memories, imagination, and feelings. Pointing to an active
and flowing system, rather than a static and visual one, today, the landscape is grasped as an
interdisciplinary and collaborative production. It defies distinct urban zonings and proposes
ambiguity, vagueness, and contradiction, as it expands the issue through the concepts of anti-landscape and non-landscape. Anti-landscape indicates marginalized and unsuccessfully
man-modified lands, whereas non-landscape describes unused and neglected lands. This paper traces the shift of landscape as a dynamic force in the recent paintings of the contemporary
Turkish artist, Yıldız Arun. Her works in landscape, anti-landscape, and non-landscape reflect immateriality and immanence as a dynamic and interactive system. In her paintings, the
landscape emerges as an affective field of an internal order with a capacity to transmit affects
and sensations in Deleuzian sense. It becomes a force field, which flows into a multiplicity of
intensities, revealed by layers of colors, lines, and brush strokes. The juxtaposition of spirituality and materiality turns her canvases into generative fields of multiple encounters affected
by each stroke. As this paper shows, the landscape does not point to a pre-defined, extrinsic,
static, and visual area, but a force field in flux, with a capacity to produce potentials, reciprocal
relations, and immanent affects.
Keywords: landscape architecture; anti-landscape; non-landscape; landscape painting; visual
arts; artist.
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Introduction
This paper argues that the contemporary sense of landscape is considered
through historical, political, social, cultural, and aesthetic facets. It aims at sketching
out how the understanding of landscape has changed today, using painting as an interpretative tool through the recent works of the contemporary Turkish artist, Yıldız
Arun. Her works mostly focus on nature, space, and metaphysic issues;1 yet this paper merely analyses her works in the landscape, anti-landscape, and non-landscape,
which are the expressions of dynamic and interactive systems and reflection of immateriality and immanence.
A brief overview of the landscape in relation to visual arts
The conception of landscape in relation to visual arts has shifted through the
centuries and across geographies. The most ancient landscape drawings ever created
are found in the proto-city of Çatalhöyük in Turkey as a Neolithic drawing, or in the
Chauvet-Pont d’Arc Cave in France as cave drawings.2 In the Eastern context, Chinese
landscape paintings and gardens have been closely and historically associated.3 In the
15th century, the landscape in visual arts became an expression of ideas, thoughts,
beliefs, and feelings, and appeared simultaneously with a new type of garden design
and urban lifestyle.4 Until the 17th century, the landscape was mostly used as a backdrop for portraits and epic scenes. In the 17th century, particularly in the paintings of
Nicolas Poussin, the landscape was depicted autonomously as a subject and a poetic
narrative by means of numerous allegories.5
The theory of the picturesque in the 18th century changed Poussin’s understanding of the harmonic landscape and shifted the relationship of landscape and visual
arts by merging beauty (in terms of composition and order) and the sublime (in terms
of vastness and roughness).6 William Gilpin developed the concept of the picturesque,
Yıldız Arun, “Yıldız Arun: Contemporary Artist & Traveler,” acc. June 22, 2019, https://yildizarun.wixsite.
com/yildizarun.
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Sebastien Nomade et al. “A 36,000-Year-Old Volcanic Eruption Depicted in the Chauvet-Pont d’Arc Cave (Ardèche, France)?” Plos One 11, 1 (2016), acc. July 20, 2019, https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/
journal.pone.0146621#sec001; Axel K. Schmitt et al. “Identifying the Volcanic Eruption Depicted in a Neolithic
Painting at Catalhoyuk, Central Anatolia, Turkey,” PLoS ONE 9, 1 (2014), acc. July 20, 2019, https://journals.
plos.org/plosone/article?id= 10.1371/journal.pone.0084711.
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Chuan Wang, “Historical Origins of Landscape Painting and Chinese Gardens,” Asian Social Science 5, 10
(2009): 137, 139.
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Marc Antrop, “A Brief History of Landscape Research,” in The Routledge Companion to Landscape Studies, ed.
Peter Howard, Ian Thompson, and Emma Waterton (London, New York: Routledge, 2013), 13, 14.
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Sheila McTighe, Nicolas Poussin’s Landscape Allegories (Cambridge, New York: Cambridge University Press,
1996), 3–9.
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William Gilpin, “On Picturesque Beauty,” in Art in Theory 1648–1815: An Anthology of Changing Ideas, ed.
Charles Harrison, Paul Wood, and Jason Gaiger (Malden, Oxford: Blackwell, 2000), 821–23, 857, 861.
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with regard to the ideal beauty of a landscape painting, in his 1768 treatise, Essay on
Prints. As a visual ideal and aesthetic effect, the presence of a picturesque landscape
was dependent on being perceived by viewers.7 Gilpin’s contemporary, Immanuel
Kant, tackled landscape as an aesthetic category in the domain of visual arts, considering it as only pleasing to the eye. As he elaborated in his 1790 treatise, Critique of
Judgment, landscape gardening as the art of beautiful arrangement (of flowers, grasses, shrubs, trees, ponds, and so on) belonged to the domain of painting, which was
regarded as beautiful art. Natural beauty, which consists of the beauty of form, colors,
and sound, preceded artificial beauty; yet they had a close relationship. Gardens were
beautiful since they imitated art, whereas the art of painting was considered beautiful
as long as it resembled nature.8 His ideas were manipulated by Frederick Law Olmsted (1997) in the 19th century, as he transformed landscape gardening into landscape
architecture. He also handled landscape as a social device of democratization.
The Prussian geographer and explorer Alexander von Humboldt’s naturalistic
explorations paved the way to the holistic perception of the landscape. He emphasized
the human and cultural aspects of landscape, which he also considered as mentally
healing, rather than its aesthetic qualities.9 On the other hand, the approach of Paul
Vidal de la Blache, the French geographer, is more literary and historical, although he
grasped landscape as a holistic unity like Humboldt. He highlighted the importance
of local society and its lifestyle in organizing the landscape, thus leading to regional
differentiation due to the fragmentation of culture, settlement patterns, and social
territories.10
The Enlightenment and Industrial Revolution represented a turn towards rationality and technological upheaval. Being against the effects of industrialization and
mechanical reproduction in visual arts, artists and designers used botanical nature as
an important standpoint. Artists depicted naturalistic landscapes as creations of God
and represented alienation due to developing industrialization, as seen particularly
in the works of Caspar David Friedrich and William Turner. In the 19th century, the
extent of the landscape began to change due to industrialization, exploration of new
territories, and the development of technology, botany, and geography. In the ﬁrst half
of the 19th century, a variety of concepts were included in the conception of landscape
in the USA, ranging from land to the worldwide circulation, networks, and economies
of merchandise and people.11 From the mid-19th century, the importance of landscape
7

Ibid., 857–60.

Immanuel Kant, Critique of Aesthetic Judgment, ed. and trans. James Creed Meredith (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1911), 161,187–88.
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Malcolm Nicholson, Historical Introduction: Alexander von Humboldt Personal Narrative of a Journey to the
Equinoctial Regions of the New Continent (London: Penguin, 1995).
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Paul Claval, “The Languages of Rural Landscapes,” in European Rural Landscapes: Persistence and Change in
a Globalising Environment, ed. Hannes Palang, Helen Sooväli, Marc Antrop, and Gunhild Setten (Dordrecht:
Springer, 2004), 11.
10
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began to increase in Europe in relation to the development of botany, zoology, history,
geography, as well as industrialization, colonization, and economic globalization.12
In the early 20th century, due to the beginning of degradation of nature and loss of
traditional rural landscapes, movements for protecting nature, landscapes, sites, and
monuments were initiated in numerous Western countries. For landscape, within this
context, this was the beginning of being accepted as common heritage and establishing laws for protection.13
Unpacking landscape today
Since the 20th century, the concept has also included immaterial constituents
in addition to technological, cultural, and social developments. The coalescence of
land, technology, and vision paved the way to the merging of experience and representation.14 The contemporary understanding of the landscape is considered through
historical, political, social, cultural, and aesthetic facets. It has a different meaning for
different regions: In the USA, it is seen as a configuration of spatial patterns and ecological processes, whereas in Europe, a more holistic and interdisciplinary approach
emphasizes it as a common heritage that contains narratives and symbolic values.15
Having achieved multiple layers of meaning, rather than only referring to gardens
and agricultural areas, the landscape has become a social construct as an expression of
ideas, memories, imagination, and feelings. Pointing to an active and flowing system,
the contemporary understanding of the landscape is grasped as an interdisciplinary
and collaborative production.
Land art of the mid-20th century and environmental movements at the end
of the 20th century, which were initiated by architects and artists, paved the way to
exploring the potentials of transforming ruined and abandoned industrial sites, and
to produce new kinds of parks on brownfields, along waterfronts, on rooftops and in
garbage dumps.16 The contemporary understanding of landscape thus defies distinct
urban zonings and proposes ambiguity, vagueness, and contradiction, as it expands
the issue through the concepts of anti-landscape and non-landscape. Briefly, ‘anti-landscape’ indicates marginalized and unsuccessfully man-modified lands, whereas
‘non-landscape’ describes unused and neglected lands.
It may be argued that anti-landscape is in contrast with the landscape: Landscape is considered beautiful, natural, useful, and harmonious, whereas anti-landscape
Marc Antrop and Veerle Van Eetvelde, Landscape Perspectives: The Holistic Nature of Landscape, Dordrecht:
Springer, 2017), 14.
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is seen as ugly, urban, useless, and chaotic.17 Yet, the aesthetic qualifications of anti-landscape are so relational and dependent on the viewer that it can also be regarded
as appealing and attractive. Its contrasting and conflicting features pave the way to
experiencing it through the tension of limitation, fear, curiosity, failure, and disturbance. The representational character of anti-landscape may vary by different cultures and societies, but generally, it can be said that it emerges as four different forms:
Firstly, as in the depiction of the desert in the Bible, the landscape can obtain a negative cultural meaning. Secondly, as in Chernobyl, it can occur through the failure
of a cultural projection and material reality. Thirdly, as in science-fiction worlds, it
can remain radically other and non-responsive to human ideas. Fourthly, as in the
American-style suburb, which negates both city and countryside, rather than combining them, it can emerge as a failed transformation of landscape due to ideological
contradictions.18 Riuttavuori in Finland is also given as an example of anti-landscape,
since it lacks social and cultural relations, practices and exchanges, and builds on the
discursive landscape of memory.19
Non-landscape, on the other hand, is a spatial concept, which indicates that a
community does not have any relation to an area. It is also called as “nonecumene”,
which associates with a land that is “not ours”, meaning, not owned, controlled, or
used by a community. The conception of non-landscape differs in every period and
culture, ranging from a variety of terms, such as wilderness, wasteland, no-man’s land,
and non-place. For example, the wilderness is not regarded as non-landscape anymore in industrialized societies; yet, the variety of non-places has increased by now
due to mobility and placelessness associated with modernity.20
Landscape in contemporary painting
Arun’s paintings, within this context, are used as case studies, because they unveil what lurks beneath the apparent. They render the invisible forces, potentials, and
dynamics of landscapes visible. Accordingly, as Deleuze argues, “In art, and in painting as in music, it is not a matter of reproducing or inventing forms, but of capturing
forces. For this reason no art is figurative […] The task of painting is defined as the
attempt to render visible forces that are not themselves visible.”21 Through juxtapoMaunu Häyrynen, “Lost Landscapes: Degraded Landscape as Anti-Landscape,” in The Anti-Landscape, ed.
David E. Nye and Sarah S. Elkind (Leiden: Rodopi, 2014), 147.
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sition and superimposition of colors and contours, Arun does not represent objects
and figures per se but captures sensations through ambiguous possibilities of networks
and relationships. She gives way to the emergence of the landscape from within the
canvas and with a capacity to transmit affects and sensations. Deleuze defines sensation in-between subject and object, referring to instinct, event, and in contrast to the
ready-made and the cliché.22 Arun sees the landscape in the process of ‘becoming’ ad
infinitum, ready to shift between anti and non-landscape, which reveal the nature of
our urban, social, and cultural milieu.
In her paintings, the landscape becomes a force field, which flows into a multiplicity of intensities, exposed by layers of colors, contours, and brush strokes. In
Loneliness and Silhouettes the flow of modulations reveals invisible forces that act in
different directions (Figure 1; Figure 2). Shapes and depth give birth to each other
in order to produce ever-changing landscapes. Deleuze unpacks modulation as “the
relations between colors – which at the same time explains the unity of the whole, the
distribution of each element, and the way each of them acts upon the others.”23 The
traverse of invisible forces also occupies the surfaces of the paintings Chaos and To the
Village, by means of modulations (Figure 3; Figure 4). Manifesting the interactions of
environment and creatures – human beings and animals – they compose landscapes
through traces – vivid ones that expose experiences and perceptions, and faded ones
that turn into memories and dreams – since every interaction with our environment
leaves a temporary or permanent trace. The juxtaposition of immateriality and materiality, transmitted through superimposed layers of colors and contours, turns her
canvases into generative fields of multiple encounters as expressions of dynamic and
interactive systems.
Landscapes always have the possibility of transforming into anti-landscapes, as
elaborated in the previous section, with a sense of the uncanny concealed under its
surface. The uncanny, or unhomeliness (unheimlich), is developed by Sigmund Freud
and situated around the issues of identity and otherness.24 He defines the uncanny as
the reappearance of the familiar and the repressed in a peculiar and frightening way.25
The sense of the uncanny in cities, as elaborated by Anthony Vidler is associated with
the feeling of the alienation of the individual in all aspects of urban life. Its modern
notion is initiated through heterogeneous crowds and new architectural scales and
triggers the sense of individual security, spatial and temporal fear, and disorientation
in the city.26 Arun’s painting, The Rhythm of New York, liberates the uncanny through
the sense of getting lost in the crowds and the ‘rhythm’ of the city, as much as the act
of dissolving one’s identity and soul in the urban landscape (Figure 5). Through the
22
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dynamism and tension of the painting, intensified with the color red, it is difficult to
differentiate the urban landscape from passers-by.
Arun’s painting, The Protector of the Last Tree on Earth, is a critique of humanly altered barren lands (Figure 6). In contrast to the dynamism and hopefulness of
her many other paintings, a large portion of the canvas transmits the timelessness
and vastness of anti-landscape. While she evokes the possibility of an inhumane and
greenless world, she also explores the allegories of maternity, life, and hope by pointing to the protector figure in the foreground. She thus transmits the dichotomy of
contrasting forces that act on the canvas by means of the sgraffito technique and a
collage of marbling art. This painting can also be considered as the implication of
paintings such as Shanghai, Industrial City, and Marina Bay (Figure 7; Figure 8; Figure
9). These three paintings allow reading of both contemporary urban landscapes and
anti-landscapes. The urban landscape of Shanghai uses contours and brush strokes
to expose the problematic relationship between urbanization and greenery. It seems
as if the skyscrapers and the colorful topography trigger the formation of each other
under the nebulous sky, making it hard to distinguish where one ends and the other
begins. In the Industrial City,” the smoke and dirt of the urban landscape obscures the
city and turns it into a blurry cloud of smudged colors. Likewise, in Marina Bay, the
expression of speed as a fundamental element in the contemporary urban landscape
renders the painting ambiguous. It looks as if the scene is a view from a fast-moving
car in the city, where people, buildings, cars, lights, and other actions and spectacles
superpose so that they all blend as a single entity. On the other hand, the network
of high-tech infrastructure, or “electrified landscape” as defined by David Nye,27 has
the potential to transform into an anti-landscape. Blackout temporarily turns the
‘landscape of light’, which is an intrinsic part of our daily life, into a dysfunctional
environment. Since anti-landscape refers to an uninhabitable land, Nye argues that
a blackout as the cause of a paralyzed space is also an anti-landscape.28 These three
paintings also point to how our post-industrial urban landscapes have changed over
time by situating residential uses into historical business districts. This new development of landscaped residential districts also pave the way to the rehabilitation of anti
and non-landscapes, such as non-used waterfronts, derelict and old industrial areas,
as well as using these landscapes for marketing and city branding that attract drivers
and passers-by.29 Called ‘network cities’, these urban landscapes that allow flexibility
propose multicentred, heterotopic, and mixed-use urban sites that also emphasize
local ecology, urban parks, and agriculture.30
Arun’s paintings Forbidden Lives and Metamorphosis explore the aesthetic potential of wastelands, leaving aside the clichéd view of these alienated zones as gloomy
and bleak badlands (Figure 10; Figure 11). Wastelands are defined as polluted areas
27

David E. Nye, “Are Blackouts Landscapes?” American Studies in Scandinavia 39, 2 (2007): 72.

28

Ibid., 73, 76–77.

29

Grahame Shane, “Recombinant Landscapes in the American City,” Architectural Design 77, 2 (2007): 28.

30

Ibid., 35.
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or empty spaces of waste in relation to industrial areas in particular.31 As non-landscapes, they tend to evoke monotonous and quiet or depressive feelings in paintings. On the contrary, in her paintings, Arun intends to express the essence of these
non-landscapes.
In Metamorphosis by the Sea, the creature’s transformation is channeled through
the decomposition of the figure (Figure 12). The transition of vivid colors and the
mixed techniques of acrylic painting and marbling art make the painting seem as if,
along with the creature, the non-landscape is in the process of mutation, as well. Volcano Burst, another non-landscape painting, uncovers the aesthetics of the volcano,
ready to burst out at any second (Figure 13). The occurrence of volcanos in nature and
visual arts finds its formulation in Kant’s concept of the sublime. Producing the feeling of respect, representing power, and elevating nature to a place beyond our reach,
the sublime triggers the sense of impressiveness and fearsomeness simultaneously.32
In Arun’s painting, the stretching of modulations composes large fields of colors, on
which the non-landscape of lava, rocks, and gas is loosely formed.
Conclusion
Through a case study, this paper unfolds the shift in the understanding of landscape as a dynamic force in order to evaluate its emergence as an affective field of an
internal order with a capacity to produce affects and sensations in a Deleuzian sense.
It shows how the depictions of landscape, anti-landscape, and non-landscape reflect
immateriality and immanence. The understanding of landscape has undergone many
stages. At some points, different disciplines considered landscape in different contexts
and contents. However, there are still common points – like human experience – and
terms such as non-landscape and anti-landscape that allows inter-disciplinary work.
Artists, when they confront with nature, perceive landscapes with their hidden languages. Instead of direct communication, they create a new language of relations via
space-time, harmonies, contrasts, and so on. In this regard, Arun’s paintings create a
language of new expressions that re-mythologize landscapes with strong contrasts.
To sum up, the landscape today does not point to a pre-defined, extrinsic, static, and
visual site, but a force field in flux, with a capacity to produce potentials, reciprocal
relations, and immanent affects.

Ana Maria Moya Pellitero, “Wasteland as Landscape: the Need of a New Perceptual Approach,” in Landscape
and Ruins: Planning and Design for the Regeneration of Derelict Places: Proceedings of the European Council of
Landscape Architecture Schools Conference, ed. Adriana Ghersi, Francesca Mazzino (Genova: Alinea Editrice,
2009), 100.
31

32
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Figure 1: Yıldız Arun, Loneliness, acrylic on paper, 2013

Figure 2: Yıldız Arun, Silhouettes, acrylic on paper, 2015

Figure 3: Yıldız Arun, Chaos, acrylic on paper, 2013
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Figure 4: Yıldız Arun, To the village, acrylic on paper, 2013

Figure 5: Yıldız Arun, Rhythm of New York, acrylic on paper, 2015
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Figure 6: Yıldız Arun, Protector of the last tree on earth, mixed media on canvas, 2018

Figure 7: Yıldız Arun, Shanghai, acrylic on paper, 2015
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Figure 8: Yıldız Arun, Industrial city, acrylic on canvas, 2016

Figure 9: Yıldız Arun, Marina bay, acrylic on canvas, 2015
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Figure 10: Yıldız Arun, Forbidden lives, acrylic on canvas, 2016

Figure 11: Yıldız Arun, Metamorphosis, acrylic on canvas, 2016
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Figure 12: Yıldız Arun, Metamorphosis by the sea, mixed media on canvas, 2017

Figure 13: Yıldız Arun, Volcano burst, acrylic on paper, 2016
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Total Environment (Sculpture) as a Symbology: The
Mesological Study of the Axe Majeur in Cergy-Pontoise
Abstract: In Cergy-Pontoise, the artist Dani Karavan is commissioned to conceive the
three-kilometer linear path named Axe Majeur (Main Axis), connecting the city center and the
vast riverside. Instead of a work of art to contemplate, Karavan builds 12 stations in succession
and in the form of instruments with which people are equipped to measure and to process the
existent environmental data and to find their own interpretation of the site. By making factual
information measurable and translatable into cultural connotations, Karavan’s work implies a
mesological point of view from which osmosis between the sculpture and the site invalidates
the opposite physical/phenomenal. The paper studies this method based on the notion mediance proposed by the geographer Augustin Berque and on a field survey. Two principles constitute the method: First, Karavan invents a sculptural metrology functioning in the way of the
perceptive calibration system. Secondly, the Axe Majeur shows a “total environment” which
means not only 12 parts as a single unit but also the inseparable relationship of Karavan’s environment (art) with the whole geographical environment. Each part annotates the signs left
behind after Earth’s motion (e.g. topography, geothermal energy) and after cultural activities
(e.g. orchard, view of Paris) and turns these signs into the basis on which imagination could
be formed and new meaning could arise. By articulating historical and spatial dimension with
an environmental symbology, the Axe Majeur constitutes an innovative urban planning method which moves away from an international-vernacular (modernism) or historical-ahistorical
(postmodernism) debate.
Keywords: Axe Majeur; environmental sculpture; environmental symbology; mediance; milieu; new cities in France; total environment.

Introduction
Developing the cultural dimension of urban space is not a new issue in urbanism. During the interwar period, the term urban art is used largely as opposed to the
tabula rasa tendency of urbanism and to its resulting lifeless city. Especially employed
in the field of urbanism, the term does not refer to a mural painting or a sculpture installed in a public place but a whole urban space conceived as a work of art. In search
*Author contact information: yt.wang.paris8@gmail.com
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of a synthesis between the past embellishment practices and the new ambition of urban extension, urban art implies a time aesthetic composition and functional optimization.1 Its principal idea is that some of the urban forms in the past constitute a better
way of living and serve as an essential reference for the present urban planning. To
mention just a few key points: Pierre Lavedan’s studies which argued the superiority of
radiating concentric city plans over regular “checkerboard” plans;2 Camillo Sitte’s Der
Städte-Bau which valued ancient public squares;3 and Charles Buls’s analysis, which
examined how winding streets allow a visual richness and an unexpected view.4
When the term reappears in the French new towns projects of the 1970s and
80s, it shows a great interest in finding a proper culture for the cities, however, it
presents very different results. Several contemporary artists were commissioned to
collaborate with architects and city planners. The first secretary of new towns institution (SGVN), Jean-Eudes Rouiller has observed that they help improve the quality
of public spaces and solve the problems of urban aesthetics with their quasi-instinctive methods, in contrast to the functionalism oriented by rational thinking and by
pure technical requirements.5 Numerous publications associated with this initiative
discussed the relationship between art and cities. Some of them focused on the art of
public procurement since 1983; some of them on the new functions of public sculpture and its role in urban planning.6 However, very few studies dealt with the close
relationship between the method and the artistic practice called environment.
In the late 1950s, the term environment firstly came to light with Allan Kaprow’s
room-size work.7 It was used later in France, as François Loyer explained, with a different meaning to describe art on the boundary between sculpture and architecture.8
The term then extends to the research of urban space and implies a specific way of
Pierre Lavedan, Antiquité et Moyen Âge [Antiquity and the Middle Ages], vol. 1, and Renaissance et temps
modernes [Renaissance and modern times], vol. 2 of Histoire de l’urbanisme (Paris: H. Laurens, 1926–1941).
1

2

Ibid.

Camillo Sitte, The Art of Building Cities: City Building According to Its Artistic Fundamentals, trans. Charles T.
Stewart (Mansfield Center, CT: Martino Publishing, 2013). Originally published as Der Städte-Bau nach seinen
künstlerischen Grundsätzen (Vienna: C. Graeser, 1889).
3

Marcel Smets, Charles Buls: Les principes de l’art urbain [Charles Buls: The principles of the urban art] (Liège:
P. Mardaga, 1995).
4

5

Ibid.

To mention just three publications, see Sylvie Lagnier, Sculpture et espace urbain en France: Histoire de l’instauration d’un dialogue, 1951–1992 [Sculpture and urban space in France: History of the establishment of a dialogue,
1951–1992] (Paris: Harmattan, 2001); L’art et la ville – art dans la vie: L’espace public vu par les artistes en France
et à l’étranger depuis 10 ans [The art and the city – art in life: Public space seen by artists in France and abroad for
10 years] (Paris: La Documentation française, 1978); and François Barré et al. L’art renouvelle la ville: Urbanisme
et art contemporain [Art renews the city: Town-Planning and contemporary art] (Paris: Association UAC, 1995);
and Daniel Abadie et al., L’Art et la ville: urbanisme et art contemporain [Art and the City: Town Planning ad
Contemporary Art] (Geneva: Skira; Paris: SGVN, 1990).
6

Julie H. Reiss, From Margin to Center: The Spaces of Installation Art (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1999),
xi.
7

François Loyer, “Environnement, art,” [Environment, art], Encyclopædia Universalis, http://www.universalis.
fr/encyclopedie/environnement-art/, acc. January 19, 2019.
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providing synthetic spatial experiences. Merged with the field of urban art, this environment liberates not only public art from its traditional role but also the culturalist
perspective from an obsession with certain past urban forms or civic life. Integrating
the environment into the new town projects displayed a new approach which could
turn living space into the sculpture, and which could enable people to explore values
and meanings of and for the place they live in. In the case of Cergy-Pontoise, the
sculptor Dani Karavan was invited in 1980 to take part in the conception of the Axe
Majeur which transformed the whole site into an environment, the most complete
and the largest scale environment to this day. Through a study of the Axe Majeur, this
paper aims at clarifying the method at the crossroad between art and territorial planning, between environment and urban art.

Materials and methods
Urban Art in Cergy-Pontoise
French urban planning in the 1960s is dominated by a functionalist perspective
from which large-scale housing estates – the grand ensembles – were considered as an
only practical solution to the housing crisis. Viewed as a remedy of social segregation,
a large number of massive constructions were built in the suburban area. They did not
result in a utopia where people live together in harmony and in a way of the middle
class9 however caused grave landscape problems. Against this background, the new
town project provided in the following decade, as Gilbert Smadja indicates, was permeated with the urban culturalist perspective heightening the value of site and symbols and leading “back to the real city with its cordial, polyfunctional complexity, and
take every necessary distance with the icy functionalism of former days.”10
In the Saint-Christophe district of Cergy-Pontoise, the project was divided into
two parts. The first part was to build a city center around the railway station and
mainly for housing, by means of a system of zoning. Marcel Bajard, Michel Gaillard,
and Michel Jaouën believe that the typo-morphological method encourages urban
planners and architects to discover the notion of urban art, along with a functional
asset and a formal laxness.11 Nevertheless, it comes in the end with a boom of postmodern architectures such as the medieval bastide-like blocks built by the agency
G.G.K. and the Georgian-style crescent created by Ricardo Bofill. An accumulation of
See Jean-Claude Chamboredon and Madelaine Lemaire, “Proximité spatiale et distance sociale. Les grands
ensembles et leur peuplement,” [Spatial proximity and social distance. The grand ensembles and their population], Revue française et sociologie 11, 1 (January to March 1970): 3–33.
9

Gilbert Smadja, “An Encounter of Art and the City – Bringing a Work of Art to Its Accomplishment,” in
Abadie et al., Art and the City, 13.
10

For this typo-morphological conception of the district Saint-Christophe, see Marcel Bajard, Michel Gaillard,
and Michel Jaouën, “La rue dans le concours ‘immeubles de ville’: Ville Nouvelle de Cergy-Pontoise,” [The
street in the “buildings of city” competition: New town of Cergy-Pontoise], Techniques et Architecture 323
(Feburary 1979): 69–83.
11
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such diverse style buildings gives rise to a blurred and composite patchwork-like form
without producing a clear and coherent cultural image.
After viewing Karavan’s Two environments for peace made in Florence, one of
the project directors Michel Jaouën invited Karavan to design the second part of the
district connecting the central city to the waterfront area. According to Pierre Restany,
this idea of the artistic intervention on the municipal level dates back to 1970 when
Rouiller discovered that “the solution to urban art did not lie in setting up sculptures
for such places, but on the contrary in transforming those places through the artist’s
vision.”12 In doing so, the cultural dimension is developed by the actual sculptural
research rather than by the traditional urban forms.
Environment as Public Sculpture
When designing an urban production, town planners tend to relate contemporary art to as a means to enrich people’s leisure activities and to ennoble the site. It
was believed that a new function of the public sculptures was to endow the new towns
with a high-ranking identity opposed to the grand ensembles. As Georges Duby says
in the preface of Art and the City, Town-Planning and Contemporary Art, the function
“is to make manifest […] that this is truly a city, […] a place in which it is good to live,
to stroll, to reflect and rejoice; and that it has been the city-dweller’s privilege, through
the prestige of public art, to the higher level of what we call culture”13. In the eyes of
Gaillard and Jaouën, the Axe Majeur performs perfectly the function and is considered an advantage that could attract potential clients, namely future inhabitants.14
When we look at the sculptures created in this context, we find that many of
them are closely related to the practice of environment, for example Ervin Patkaï’s
Mur-Fontaine (1967) in Grenoble, Gérard Singer’s Déambulatoire (1975) in Evry
and Cheminement (1977–1981) in L’Isle-d’Abeau, Luc Peire’s Place Salvador Allende
(1976–1982) in Marne-la-Vallée and evidently the Axe Majeur. However, there is a
discrepancy between the planners’ expectation and the artists’ vision. None of these
environments is in line with the attempt to magnify the place, to upgrade it from a
suburban housing conglomerate to superior city, or to cultivate people and to instruct
them in an elitist lifestyle.
Patkaï uses an architectural casting technique to shape a layered sculptural
volume. The stratum-like structure left after demolding becomes a coordinate system which helps read the structure. Midway between rational and irrational, the
form makes an encoding and a decoding mechanism possible. The singer creates in
a residential area a walk-in space covered with blue epoxy resin and composed of
Pierre Restany, Dani Karavan, L’Axe Majeur de Cergy-Pontoise, trans. Claire Larrière (Paris: La documentation française, 1987), 28.
12
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Georges Duby, Preface to Art and the city, by Abadie et al., 8.

See Michel Gaillard and Michel Jaoüen, “L’îlot comme unité de base: Quartier St-Christophe, Ville Nouvelle
de Cergy-Pontoise,” [The block as a basic unit: St-Christophe district, new town of Cergy-Pontoise], L’Architecture d’aujourd’hui 234 (September 1984): 24–29.
14
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stalagmite-like steles and bubble-like protuberance. Through contrasting the dwelling
experience with the experience of alpinism, the artist tries to provoke the sensations
during the arduous ascent and the following euphoria of being unattached so that
man’s intuitive feeling would replace his rational thought. Peire designs a pavement
consisting of white, black and blue tiles, like a giant painting of strict lines drawn on
the ground. And the work visually joins the vertical lines on the facades of the surrounding buildings. By mingling the pictorial universe with the three-dimensional
living space, Peire’s environment extends from the realm of imagination to reality. In
the above examples, we find that the culture the environments reveal does not simply
result from a reproduction of the heritage elements or a revival of the past noble life.
Beyond that, the artists are concerned more about people’s perceptive faculties than
about transplanting the ancient spatial system to the actual site. To “reset” the cognitive system dominated by a materialist vision, the environments are conceived as a
high degree of combination between the spiritual and the real space.
The same goes for the Axe Majeur. Within the 12 stations Karavan creates, we
find a belvedere tower, an orchard, an esplanade, an amphitheater, a pyramid, a footbridge, also, an axial perspective, and a landscape. All recall the cultural heritage such as
the medieval fortified towers in Tuscany, impressionism, the Louvre, ancient Egyptian
astronomy, and Le Nôtre’s garden. However, these elements do not serve as reproducible
motifs from a retrospective nor from a postmodern point of view. They could not be
easily recognized by their cultural references because of their minimal appearances and
geometrical forms. As Karavan’s answer in an interview to the question about his lack
of respect for traditional French garden composition: “What matters from my starting
point is the unity of the axis and not the historical quality: it does not matter whether
with a palace or not” (my translation).15 Instead of following the correct historical formula, Karavan places great emphasis on allowing the axis to run through the whole site
in order that the landscape plays a key role in ensuring the place meaning.
Point of View of Mediance
To better understand the meaning-emergence operation triggered by the Axe
Majeur, it is useful to start with the landscape theory proposed by the geographer
Augustin Berque. Inspired by Tetsuro Watsuji, Berque has developed the notion fûdo
(風土) – the ensemble of physical and social characters of a given region.16 The term
is composed of two sonograms 風 (fû) and 土 (do) which mean the wind and the soil/
earth respectively. According to the syntax of Japanese, the wind is in a position of
determiner while the earth is determined, and that denotes the earth subject to the
wind. In Japanese, fû means “mores” or “in the manner of ”. To sum up, “fûdo signifies
Dani Karavan, Interview by Pierre Restany, 4–5 May 1983, Cergy-Pontoise Axe Majeur (Cergy-Pontoise:
EPAVN de Cergy-Pontoise, 1984), 26.
15

See Augustin Berque, Médiance de milieux en paysages [Mediance of milieus in landscapes], 2nd éd. (Paris:
Belin, 2000), 25.
16
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that certain land is seized – perceived, exploited and arranged – in a certain manner
by a certain society” (my translation)17. Derived from fûdo, the notion fûdosei with
the suffix sei equivalent to the English -ness is defined by Watsuji as “the structural
moment of human existence” (ningen sonzai no kôzô keiki 人間存在の構造契機)
and is proposed against Martin Heidegger’s theory of temporality without valuing the
spatiality. Berque points out that in Japanese, the human being – ningen (人間) – is
composed of two parts: nin (人, read as hito) which means human’s individual part;
gen (間, read as aida, ma or ken) which means its relational part and designates between-ness or spatial or temporal interval. From this perspective, Heidegger’s concept
of Dasein is reconsidered with the interconnection not only between humans but also
between human and its environment. And “this correlation is a dynamic coupling – a
moment – which evolves in a certain sense, and which for the being in question is
charged with meaning.”18 Highlighting the importance of space means that the human existence should imply both: in Heideggerian way that the Dasein is aware of its
finitude through the understanding of death and then concerns its existential possibilities, and interacts with the world – “there” (Da) of Dasein – without drifting away
from itself; and in a Watsujian way that this temporality should be also founded on the
spatial structure, both social and environmental, where – “there” as aida 間 – the links
are established, and constantly changed and moved between the human being and its
milieu. By relating fûdo to milieu, Berque translates the Watsuji’s notion fûdosei (風土
性) with a neologism mediance which indicates “the dynamic coupling of being and
its milieu”.
After reviewing the concept mediance, we believe that it is crucial to analyze
how Karavan takes the ecological and the social aspects of the site into account of
the Axe Majeur. As a first step, we conducted a field survey in the Saint-Christophe
district to evaluate the collected data. And then we brought out the essential idea of
practice of environment realized in the Axe Majeur. Finally, we developed the relationship between Karavan’s method and the concept of the landscape which, from a
point of view of mediance, implies at the same time nature and its representation, in
other words, objective facts and subjective value.

Augustin Berque, “Milieu et sens des choses. Mésologie et sémiotique,” [Milieu and sense of things. Mesology and semiotics], in Le Sens au cœur des dispositifs et des environnements, ed. Eleni Mitropoulou and Nicole
Pignier (Saint-Denis: Connaissances et Savoirs, 2018), 25.
17

For the original quotation in French, see Augustin Berque, Poétique de la terre: Histoire naturelle et histoire
humaine, essai de mésologie [Poetics of the earth: Natural history and human history, an essay of mesology] (Paris:
Belin, 2014), 93. This translation of the mediance refers to Augustin Berque, “From ‘Mediance’ to Places”, in
Stream 04: The Paradoxes of the Living, ed. Philippe Chiambaretta, trans. Derek Byrne et al. (Paris: PCA éditions; Dijon: Les Presses du Réel; Amsterdam: Idea Books, 2017), 122–26.
18
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Results
Sculptural metrology
When walking through the site of the Axe Majeur, we are not obsessed anymore with a confused feeling of déjà vu we experience between the railway station and
the Place Ronde surrounded by Bofill’s monumental semicircular buildings. We begin
with the first station Tour Belvédère standing at the center of the Place Ronde. There
is a long straight path extending from the Tower and paved with white concrete slabs
which suggest us the following itinerary. When we leave the Place Ronde, we quickly
noticed that all elements such as an apple orchard, a parterre, buildings, and hedges
are arranged in a symmetrical way. Our eyes are oriented towards the vanishing point
where lies a layer of green and a view of Paris. Then we continue our promenade along
a steep slope down to the riverside. We are led to perceive in detail the site including
the movement of nature and the variety of the landscape.
We find that 12 stations, instead of being historical elements loaded with cultural qualities, serve as perceptive instruments, as a guiding system for people to explore
their relationship to the site. This guiding system is made with various measurement
devices following the symbol of time: the number 12, its multiple, or the multiple of
its tenth. There are 12 stations. One of them consists of 12 columns, each 12 meters
high. In addition, the Tour Belvédère is 3.6 meters wide, 36 meters high, and is visually
divided into 24 cubes. On the ground of the Place Ronde, there is a paved circle which
contains 360 slabs, each 36 centimeters wide, and which corresponds to a 360-degree
graduated compass (see Figure 1). This ground circle transforms the central Tower
into a giant gnomon from which the moving shadow represents the passage of time.
Inside the Tower, there is a narrow opening on every floor to allow people to see the
axis of the site (see Figure 2) and observe it step by step while moving upstairs or
down. Moreover, a wider hole in the middle of the opening plays the role of viewfinder that helps viewers focus on the view of the Parisian region saturated with memory.
This process of scrutiny continues until reaching the rooftop of the Tower. Situated
right at the junction of the two parts of the district, the Belvedere offers a panorama.
On the northern side, vendors occupy the main street with their vivid and colorful
tents, fitting architectural diversity. On the south-eastern side, the richness of the Axe
Majeur comes into sight (see Figure 3).
The narrow views show the axis passing through the plateau Puiseux, the
hillside, the Oise River, continuing to Paris, and crossing the Axe Historique. This
evokes the links between the old and the new city. Besides, the experience of climbing
to the top allows people to observe the composition of the site and the relationship
between each component from the different height at which they stand. During their
movement, the landscape is configured progressively while they realize the correlation between scales, distances, and viewing positions. Instead of simply providing a
spot with a good view, the Tower acts more like an observatory which engages people
in a progressive discovery of Axe Majeur, its shape, its colors, its size, its topographic
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features, its spatial relationship with surrounding areas, and further its possible meaning. Simply put, this is an instrument not for observing pure terrestrial events but for
beholding the cultural dimensions of the site.
As an approach to research of mediance, the Tour Belvédère put the dynamic coupling into operation with metrology. On one hand, the Tower and the Place
Ronde presents a huge sundial from which the movement of the sun and clouds become measurable. On the other hand, the Tower constitutes a system of perceptual
calibration through which the site in people’s mind and eyes is firstly reduced to the
main road of the Axe Majeur, secondly complemented by the images observed from
different angles, and finally, strongly characterized by a physical and mental axis. The
sculptural metrology quantifies what is unmeasurable before no matter in the natural
or the cultural field, thus articulates phenomenon to facts. Unlike the postmodern
tendency flourished in the neighboring urban area and fascinated by endless historical connotations, Karavan’s method attaches great importance to the spatial condition
of the site: light, water, breeze, plants, etc. The measurement makes all elements we
observe reducible to calculable data, not for creating an abstract world but for triggering possible interpretations.
Total environment
The metrological approach is also used in the other stations. For example, the
Douze Colonnes [Twelve Columns] which highlight the end of the plateau and the
starting point of the slopes become a reference point for viewers to verify their spatial
relation to the site. The same logic applies to the Passerelle [Footbridge] equipped with
rangefinder-like structures which allow viewers to survey the environmental cadence.
Through continual measurement and calibration, the relationship between being and
its milieu could be established in order to create an environment interlaced with history, space, and people’s participation in the site.
This environment composed of 12 stations is in accordance with the notion
“total environment” that Restany mentions regarding Karavan’s works in Florence and
defines as “artscapes integrated into the landscape”.19 We are able to verify the notion
from an etymological point of view. According to John Brinckerhoff Jackson’s study,
the suffix -scape which functions like shape, ship or sheaf indicates collective aspects
of the environment and signify an organization or a system (e.g. housecape equivalent
to household, township describing administrative unit).20 Kenneth R. Olwig points
out that the suffix -ship designates an abstraction of something concrete: friendship
and fellowship describing a quality or state of being friend or fellow.21 He explains that
Pierre Restany, Dani Karavan, trans. Jean Marie Clarke and Caroline Beamish (Munich: Pretel-Verlag, 1992),
58.
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Kenneth R. Olwig, “Representation and Alienation in Political Land-scape,” Cultural Geographies 12, 1 (January 2005): 19–40.
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the landscape is related to the powerful meaning of shape. On the one hand, shape as
an expression of -ship implies the abstract state of a portion of land, configured with
the aid of a shaping process. On the other hand, shape suggests the material form as a
result of that process “by which the land is shaped as a social and material phenomenon”.22
From this point of view, we understand that the 12 stations – in other words,
12 environments – present a shaping operation which brings to light the shapes of art.
In the sense of urban art, the artscapes could be considered as the small-scale urban
forms charged with culture and meaning. The fruit trees, the geothermal steam, the
abandoned tracks, the river, and the silhouette of the townscape awake people’s memory. All of these take the shape of art which manifests at a time the cultural qualities
(i.e. “art-ship”) and the cultural forms (i.e. “art-shape”). Therefore, a walk in the Axe
Majeur leads to a nest of artscapes superposing each other so that both the abstract
collective state of the site and its concrete material form emerge. Through organizing
its landscape, the site is transformed into a work of art: a total environment.
Discussion
Environmental symbology
If Karavan has developed in Cergy-Pontoise a place of symbols as Kosme de
Barañano points out,23 it means that time, axes, trees, columns, water, vapor, a bridge,
a pyramid and a laser beam here appear as signs and will become cultural symbols
through the participation of the public. The symbology that Karavan carries out is
defined by Restany as a “synthetic strategy of adaptation” in parallel with an “analytic
tactic of intervention” employed by other artists such as Daniel Buren who conceives
Les Deux Plateaux, Gérad Singer Canyoneaustrate, and Jean Amado Hommage à Arthur Rimbaud. The former approach which adapts the art to the site aims at shaping
the work while “the visitor becomes a reader: he grasps the symbolic significance of
the work as he gradually moves through it”24. The latter one confronts the artists’ individual vocabulary to the problematic urban expression. The artistic intervention in
public space is based on their recognized style.
We find that Restany’s semantic analysis recalls Kant’s “subject-predicate judgment”. If we take Buren’s work as an example, the analytic proposition could be: “the
colonnade Galerie d’Orléans is columns”. That is to say, the predicate “columns” is
included in the subject “colonnade”. Introducing a new linguistic reference – Buren’s
columns of variable height and with alternate black and white stripes – dislocates the
predicate and then modifies the original subject. In Karavan’s example, the synthetic
22

Olwig, “Representation,” 21.

Kosme de Barañano, “Dani Karavan and the Meaning of Landscape,” in Barañano et al., Dani Karavan, trans.
Belaire et al. (Valencià: Institut Valencià d’Art Modern, 2002), 11.
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propositions would be: “the center of an Oise River loop is an axis”. Here, the predicate “axis” is related to the subject “center of an Oise River loop”. With the measuring devices on a human scale, the relationship between the predicate and the subject
depends on man’s perception, on how he achieves a synthetic understanding of the
site. Buren alters what is supposed to be the predicate whereas Karavan generates a
predicate which could be continually translatable into other predicates. Here comes
the following proposition: “the axis is a link to Paris”.
From the point of view of mediance, this process of predication is summarized by Berque with a ternary relation S-I-P, which denotes subject-interpreter-predicate following the same principle as Peirce’s semiotic triad sign-interpretant-object.
This means that S is P for I.25 This leads to the definition of the reality according to
the formula: r = S/P (reality in the making is the subject assumed as the predicate).
Based on the relation, the reality of all milieu is a result of a continuous and reciprocal
operation by which S could be indefinitely re-interpreted as P, P’, P’’, P’’’, and so on,
thus formulated as r = (((S/P)/P’)/P’’)/P’’’…
In contrast to the modernist and postmodernist approach, territorial planning through the Axe Majeur reveals a long-term process. As Karavan says: “Sowing
the seed, then ensuring all stages of growth. This is a complex and curious process of
creation, the artist being both the one who directs and the one who is directed, the one
who directs the work while being directed by it” (my translation).26 Due to various
factors of milieu, neither the artist’s vision nor the environmental condition could
occupy the dominant position in the planning. He adds that “it is this nature-architecture relationship that controls the succession of stations and determines the different behavior of users, the effective participation of the public” (my translation).27
But far from the determinism, Karavan also “strives to create for men so that they
can put into action all their senses” (my translation)28. The creation of the site will
be achieved only when visitors discover what resides in their milieu, in other words,
only when their sensibility and interpretation make the synthetic proposition possible, make the environment significant.
Conclusion
Reviewing the Axe Majeur has provided a new perspective for culturalist urban
study. We have found that the work associates urban art with the artistic practice of
environment and presents an innovative way which revalues at the same time the
cultural and environmental issue. According to Karavan, this “is a work with the visible and invisible, with the sensitive matter, with the memory and with the personal
25

Berque, Poétique, 185–86.
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Jean-Luc Daval et al., Question d’urbanité [Question of urbanity] (Paris: Galerie Jeanne Bucher, 1986).
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Karavan, interview, 26.
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and historical conscience” (my translation).29 By adapting the site to man’s vision,
the total environment implies a shaping process of the landscape which deploys the
mediance. Here comes an environmental symbology by which environmental signs
become symbols at the same time as the reality emerges in a constant reinterpretation
operation. From this, the site meaning is no longer given directly from what architects
or artists construct however lies in the landscape, in the connotation that the spatial
characteristics could carry according to people’s historical-cultural interpretation.
This has led us to conclude that the Axe Majeur as a mediance-oriented method develops a perceptive system by which the place meaning resides in the interrelationship
between an individual, society, history, and space.
Figures

Figure 1: The Place Ronde viewed from the Belvedere.
(Photo by author, 15 September 2018.)

29

Ibid.
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Figure 2: The view of the Axe Majeur from the inside of the Tour Belvédère.
(Photo by author, 15 September 2018.)

Figure 3: The view of the Axe Majeur from the Belvedere.
(Photo by author, 15 September 2018.)
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Michelangelo Antonioni’s Blow-Up as Abstract Art
Theory
Abstract: As is well known, Blow-Up (1966) directed by Michelangelo Antonioni is based on
Julio Cortázar’s short story; “Las babas del diablo” (1959). In literary terms, it is very difficult to
find similarities between both works, except in their outlines. Many critics, therefore, thought
Blow-Up was Antonioni’s own film with no special connection with “Las babas del diablo”.
But we should focus on the common outlines of the two. Both deal with ‘vision’. The change
of seeing through a viewfinder to seeing through a photographic print gives the protagonists
a daydream-like experience.
Cortázar was not only a writer but also an amateur photographer, and Antonioni a
film director. If both auteurs reveal their interest in ‘vison’ in their works, we can say that
Antonioni follows Cortázar regarding this theme and further develops it through his use of
abstract paintings. Antonioni was concerned with differences between the vision of the naked
eye and photographic vision, and with similarities between the photographic vision and abstract painting. So, what is Antonioni’s understanding of vision?
I think there is a key to resolve this question in Blow-Up itself. One can focus on not
only the change of the protagonist’s behavior in following the story’s development, but also
on photographs, abstract paintings, and landscape paintings that appear in the film. Then
we would find the possibility that Antonioni thinks photographs and pointillist paintings are
based on the same principle; the retinal mesh-like structure.
Keywords: Michelangelo Antonioni; Blow-Up; abstract painting; photograph; perspective
painting; theory of vision.

Introduction
Near the end of Blow-Up (1966), there is a scene where the painter’s lover says
to the hero “It looks like one of Bill’s paintings” while viewing an exaggeratedly blownup blot from a photograph that the photographer thinks shows a dead body (Figure
1). In general, we can understand that this scene signifies “existential loneliness”,1 as
As the hero and the woman don’t communicate very well in Blow-Up, Antonioni’s films characterize the
alienation of man in the modern world.
1
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other scenes from Antonioni’s existentialist films show. But we can also think that her
words literally show the similarities between the texture of Bill’s Pollock-like abstract
paintings2 (Figure 2) and that of the blown-up photographs.3 If so, what did Antonioni want to express by the words she used? There is a key to resolve this question
in Blow-Up itself. When we focus on the photographs, abstract paintings, landscape
paintings, that appear in Blow-Up, we will be able to find the possibilities that Antonioni has a unique thought that photography and pointillist abstract paintings are
similar in visual forms.
‘The rays of light’ and ‘the line of sight’
As is well known, Blow-Up is based on “Las babas del diablo” (1959) written by
Julio Cortázar (1914–1984).4 In literary terms, it is very difficult to find similarities
between both works, except in their basic outlines. Many critics, therefore, thought
Blow-Up was Antonioni’s own concept with no special connection with its source5
and that both had different themes; “Las babas del diablo” is a fantasy story, but BlowUp is an existentialistic one.6 But we should focus more on the similarities of the two
outlines. Peeping at a couple, taking pictures of them, the women looking back at the
heroes, quarrels between the heroes and the women, photographs that reveal crimes,
and inexplicable endings. As you can see, both storylines are almost the same, even
though both stories give us completely different impressions.
Let us try to examine these similarities in more detail. When both heroes originally see the couples, they see them either with their naked eyes or through their camera
viewfinders. On the other hand, at home, they see the couples again in photographs.
Thus, both heroes’ ways of observing things change, and these changes help the development of these stories. Then, how different are both visions? In “Short History of
Photography” (1931), Walter Benjamin (1892–1940) explains the difference between
naked-eye vision and photographic vision: “For it is another nature which speaks to
the camera rather than to the eye: ‘other’ above all in the sense that a space informed by
human consciousness gives way to a space informed by the unconscious.”7
According to Benjamin’s words, the reason why the heroes have a nightmarish
and daydream-like experience is that the photographs show many details repressed in
2

They are Ian Stephenson’s paintings that was borrowed for Blow-Up.

The hero’s blow-ups from the park were photographed by Don McCullin, a British photojournalist recognized for his war photography.
3

4

The title of “Las babas del diablo” (1959) was changed into “Blow-Up” in the translation in English.

Cf. Peter Brunette, The Films of Michelangelo Antonioni, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998),
109, 172.
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Cf. David I. Grossvogel, “Blow-Up: The Forms of an Esthetic Itinerary,” Diacritics 11, 3 (Fall 1972): 49–54.

Walter Benjamin, “Little History of Photography,” in Selected Writings Vol. 2, 1927–1934, trans. Michael W.
Livingstone and others, ed. Michael W Jennings, Howard Eiland, and Gary Smith (Massachusetts: Belknap
Press of Harvard University Press, 1999), 510.
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the unconscious. So, when the heroes see the photographs, the details therein stimulate both heroes’ ‘unconscious’, and they have nightmarish experiences. Thus, Benjamin’s speculation is very adequate to analyze both works. They certainly have the
same theme; the difference between naked-eye vision and photographic vision. But
unfortunately, it is not enough to explain the connection between photographs and
abstract paintings, which Blow-Up shows. So, to think about it, we start off by reconsidering the visual perception from today’s understanding of the function of the eye.
Here are a pair of phrases we should be careful of; ‘the rays of light’ and ‘the line of
sight’. It is most simply explained as follows:
‘The rays of light’ are radiations that emit from the surface of an object. They
pass through the pupil to the retina. Then the image is formed on the retina (Figure 3).
We ordinarily think this ‘retinal image’ is our vision. But this idea is partially wrong
because the photoreceptor cells are not evenly distributed on the retina. As they are
gathered in the center of the retina, the eye can capture clearly only the center of our
field of vision. So, our eye must always be moving, even while focusing on various
points within our eyesight. By doing so, we put together psychologically and physiologically a number of tiny images that the eye captures moment by moment, to construct the whole of the visual field.
When we think this way, we can imagine that a straight line goes from the eye
to the object we are looking at. This imaginary line is a so-called ‘line of sight’. The ‘line
of sight’ is an imaginary straight line along which an observer looks. When we are
looking at an object, this imaginary line traces the individual rays of light back to their
origins. Thus, eye movement replaces the rays of light with the line of sight, while
picking up only important rays for the viewer (Figure 4). So, the eye is an organ that
‘captures’ the actual rays of light and ‘emits’ the imaginary line of sight. Even though
we think that we are seeing the retinal image moment by moment, in fact, our vision
is the geometrically-imperfect analogue of the retinal image constructed over a period
of time. But we don’t notice this.8
By the way, this also holds true for the differences between drawing paintings
and the way we see them. Consider the famous images drawn by Leonardo da Vinci
(1452–1519) and Albrecht Dürer (1471–1528), which show a similar device for drawing in perspective (Figures 5 and 6). We think that their images explain the following
things: First, the impression that real objects leave on the retina is the same as the
cross-cutting of the visual pyramid.9 Second, in perspective, the scene we see is seen
with a single and immobile eye.10 But these things are only a hypothesis of Renaissance
thinkers. Imagine how to draw with Leonardo’s and Dürer’s devices. Indeed, the eye
stays in the same position. But the eye itself is always moving. When drawing by using
Cf. Robert Snowden, Peter Thompson and Tom Troscianko, Basic Vision (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2006), 6.
8

Leonardo da Vinci, Notebooks, selected by Irma Richter, ed. with an Introduction and Notes by Thereza
Wells (New York: Oxford University Press, [1952], 2008), 115.
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29.
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these devices, the line of sight is always moving to catch every point of the surface. At
the same time, we put together these points on the canvas to make up the intersection
of a visual pyramid. But when viewers see a painting drawn in perspective, they regard
it as a scene captured in a moment. We can also see here the differences between ‘rays
of light’ and ‘line of sight’. In fact, this opposition of directions in vision has been questioned for centuries.11 Alberti (1404–1472) says, in his On Painting (1435): “Indeed,
among the ancients, there was a considerable dispute as to whether these rays emerge
from the surface or from the eye. This truly difficult question, which is quite without
value for our purposes, may here be set aside.”12
As Alberti didn’t distinguish opposite directions when an observer looked at
an object, he could ignore the movement of the line of sight, and this made him think
that the retinal image is captured in an instant and represents our true naked-eye vision. But by distinguishing ‘the rays of light’ and ‘the line of sight’, we can think more
clearly ‘how the vison is formed’ and ‘how we have interpreted the vision or misunderstood it’ as I said above. Now, let’s compare anew the various visions in Blow-Up by
using the concepts of ‘rays of light’ and ‘line of sight’.
The changing of our idea of vision in Blow-Up
In an earlier part of Blow-Up, the hero always sees people with his naked eye and
through his camera’s viewfinder. For example, he takes sneak shots of a dosshouse,13
erotic photographs with a model, fashion photographs with a few models, and shots
of a couple in a park, In these scenes, his line of sight is like a bullet, imagining the
scenes in front of him as he thinks they should be, and his camera’s finder helps him to
do so.14 In addition, the scene where the hero tries to buy a landscape painting in an
antique shop near the park might show that he sees objects in perspective.15 But after
the hero was looked at by the woman, and later he saw the scene again through the
photographs, he starts losing the power of his line of sight and he becomes the object
of someone’s gaze. In his photographs, he finds the third man with a gun and a dead
body of the man who was with the woman. To confirm the fact, he returns to the park
again and really finds the dead body. Now his line of sight is not like a bullet. He feels
someone’s gaze and becomes uneasy. He touches the dead body and runs from the
park, scared. What causes this change? It is the ‘mesh-like structure’ common between
photographs and Pollock-like paintings.
11

Cf. David Park, The Fire within the Eye (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1997).
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Leon Battista Alberti, On Paintings, trans. Cecil Grayson (London: Penguin Books, 2004), 40.
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The hero dresses as a bum to take shots of the inside of a doss house, later he shows them to his editor, Ron.

He constructs scenes he is looking at, by using his line of sight. This is a reason why he always imagines what
he took.
14

In this scene, we can see some landscapes inside the antique shop and a woman’s portrait outside it. In addition, inside the antique shop, we can also see a stereoscope device.
15
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The function of the line of sight that we use to draw in perspective is to aim
at and focus on something. So, we can say that seeing in perspective is indeed active
and aggressive, and moreover, it is reinforced when looking through a telescope or a
viewfinder.16 On the contrary, we might be able to say that the images captured by
the retina and film are very passive for the following reasons. The surface of the film
is covered with a network of silver grains, and the surface of the retina is covered
with a network of photoreceptor cells. The chemical reaction of the silver grains with
light fixes the rays of light on the film, in a similar way the photoreceptor cells change
light into electric signals. This mesh-like structure common to both makes it possible
for the retina and the film to receive directly the rays of light. In this way, the images
captured by the retina and the film are very passive. So, the fact that the hero changes his aggressive attitude into a passive one shows that the hero changes his way of
seeing from looking at the scene through the viewfinder to looking at it through the
photographs.
Needless to say, the reference to this mesh-like structure of the retina is one of
many concepts that brought about abstract painting. Let’s remember here pointillist
paintings by Georges Seurat (1859–1891). What pointillists wanted was to make the
colors of paintings as similar to light as possible and to create as much luminosity as
possible in their paintings. So, pointillists juxtaposed dots of complementary colors
next to each other on their canvases rather than mixing their pigments on their palettes. As a result, the surface of the canvas is covered by bright dots and emits the light
by itself.
By referring not to the geometry of the line of sight, but to the physiological
function of the retina, paintings stopped being windows; instead, they started getting
closer to being abstract flat planes like the retina. Consequently, the paintings came
to resemble veils or curtains with abstract mesh-like patterns. Now that we can see
that photographs and pointillist paintings are based on the same principle; the retinal
mesh-like structure. In Blow-Up, this is emphasized when the exaggerated blown-up
photographs are compared to Bill’s pointillist paintings. Then Bill’s girlfriend says, “It
looks like one of Bill’s paintings.”
Conclusion
Incidentally, different from ‘three-dimensional illusions’ drawn in perspective,
some kinds of patterns affect us physically and give us ‘optical illusions’ like a hallucination. Optical Art, which became popular about the same time as Blow-Up, was a
good example of this. Bridget Riley (b. 1931) is representative of this movement, and
her partner between 1960 and 1973, Peter Sedgley (b. 1930) is another abstract painter
whose painting appears in Blow-Up (Figure 7). Like Optical Art, the patterns of both
The reverse Galilean type is often used for a Range View Finder Camera, and Michel who is a hero in “Las
babas del diablo” uses a Contax 1.1.2 with a range finder.
16
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the exaggeratedly blown-up photographs and the abstract paintings with mesh-like
structure might also give the hero a day-dream-like experience.
In addition to the reference to Optical art in Blow-Up, let me introduce some
interesting facts about this connection. About the time when Blow-Up was released,
Richard Hamilton (1922–2011) was also dealing with this photographic feature for a
series of his works. In this series, he kept enlarging a post-card over and over, until
there was nothing but dots (Figure 8).17 And an even more interesting fact is that
Hamilton was a teacher of Ian Stephenson (1934–2000) who is the real painter of “Bill’s
paintings”. But it seems to me that it was more than a coincidence, because Hamilton
was heavily influenced by Marcel Duchamp (1877–1968). As was well known, Duchamp was also interested in psychological and physiological aspect of vision.
From these facts, we might be able to say, the scenes of the hero taking sneak
shots and fashion photographs were influenced by Duchamp’s Large Glass (1915–
1923) or Etant Donnés (1946–1966). Looking through a viewfinder and smoked glasses evoke us some Duchamp’s works. In addition, in this film, there is a scene that the
hero buys a propeller in an antique shop. This also evokes some of Duchamp’s works;
his first ‘readymade’ Bicycle Wheel (1913), Rotary Glass Plate (Precision Optics) (1920),
and Rotoreliefs (1935). They are objects that give us a feeling of a rotary motion. When
we see them, we experience an optical illusion which sometimes produces vertigo.

Figure 1: “It looks like one of Bill’s paintings”

Richard Hamilton talks about his work to one of the main characters in Greetings (1968), directed by Brian
de Parma who was also fascinated by Blow-Up and adapted Blow-Out (1981) from it.
17
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Figure 2: Ian Stephenson’s abstract painting in Blow-Up

Figure 3: The retinal image (the image on the retina)

Figure 4: The line of sight and the movement of the eye
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Figure 5: Leonardo da Vinci, Man using a transparent plane to draw an armillary sphere (c.
1510)

Figure 6: Albrecht Dürer, Illustration to the Treatise on Measurement (1525)
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Figure 7: Peter Sedgley, Circle II (1965) in Blow-Up

Figure 8: Richard Hamilton’s A Postal Card – For Mother from S.M.S. No. 1 (1968)
in Greetings (1968) directed by Brian de Palma
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Empty Pages and Full Stops: On the Aesthetic Relation
between Books and Art
Abstract: Books and artworks have a long common history. Written texts, as well as the joy of
reading and the act of writing them, appeared in pieces of art from early Antiquity onwards,
well before the current form of the book itself was invented. Apart from indicating readers
and writers, the book had also become a basic symbol of culture, education, or the attribute of
saints. On the other hand, there are many artists who create special books, i.e. special one-copy
and one-edition volumes, not only containing the artist’s drawings or paintings but the whole
assemblage of the book (and often even the paper itself) is the creator’s own work. From the
Early Modern Age and especially from Romanticism onwards, the sketchbook of the artist
grew rapidly in its importance. In this paper, however, I would like to survey another aspect:
when the book, and especially its material property or physicality, serves as the basis of the creation of a novel artwork. In other words, I focus on pieces of art where the book is not simply
a depicted motif or an attribute and it is not even a newly-created book-art object. Hence my
current examination aims to analyze the phenomenon of the book, as how its materiality and
referential ability may inspire the artist to further develop considerations on cultural, social
and political issues. Works by Sophia Pompéry, Ákos Czigány, the art collective Slavs and Tatars, Jorge Méndez Blake and Carla Filipe are analyzed.
Keywords: artworks; books; sketchbooks; Sophia Pompéry; Ákos Czigány; Slavs and Tatars;
Jorge Méndez Blake; Carla Filipe.

Can we be optimistic and see a revival of books? Or can we at least be less
pessimistic and hope for their survival? On the one hand, we regularly hear and read
complaints about the declining reading of books, on the other hand, certain signs
should still make us somehow hopeful. For example, the sheer number of new books
published each year – even if sometimes in a significantly lower number of copies
than some decades ago – and the renaissance of cover design shows that for many the
several millennia-old objects remain significant despite all the threats coming from,
among others, disinterest in reading and digitalization in publishing. And the increasing popularity of various slow-movements can also find allies among readers of long
books, instead of accepting to be satisfied with the high-paced text with ephemeral
significance we are regularly bombarded with.
*Author contact information: zsomhegyi@sharjah.ac.ae; zoltansomhegyi@yahoo.co.uk
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For our current discussion about the aesthetic relationship between books and
art, there are plenty of connection points between these two cultural phenomena. For
example, art can be analyzed and artworks can be reproduced in books. Books can
appear in pieces of art, what’s more, they can become artworks, not only as a special
artist book (i.e. special one-copy and one-edition volumes created by the artist), but
also as raw materials for installations. And just like books can become artworks, also
pieces of art can inspire authors or serve as a central plots in novels.
Books and artworks thus have a long common history, and in two recent publications we can see a nicely illustrated survey of this. In Books Do Furnish a Painting, Jamie
Camplin and Maria Ranauro (2018) focus on the cultural history of the book, based on
its representation in art pieces over the centuries.1 David Trigg’s Reading Art: Art for
Book Lovers (2018) is also a lavishly illustrated visual anthology of great works, mainly
focusing on the appearance of books in pieces of art and the representation of people
reading. However, he adds examples of the aforementioned process too, when the book
becomes material for installations.2 From these volumes, the reader can survey how
written texts as well as the joy of reading and the act of writing them appeared in pieces
of art from early Antiquity onwards, well before the current form of the book itself was
invented. However, apart from indicating readers and writers, the book had also become a basic symbol of culture, education, or the attribute of saints.
However, there are some further areas in the examination of the relationship
between art and the book as a form that we can add to our analyses, and that were
not mentioned in the above volumes. For example, the sketchbook of the artist, that
grew rapidly in its importance from the Early Modern Age and especially from Romanticism onwards. Although it may at first seem to be of secondary importance,
some outstanding examples can illustrate what a broad range of aesthetic and artistic
considerations a sketchbook can trigger, i.e. that a sketchbook may contain invaluable information about both the artist’s own ideas and about novel approaches and
tendencies of art. Just think of for example Villard de Honnecourt, the 13th-century
French sculptor’s survived parchment that contains many visual notes, including also
textual references to forms drawn ‘from life’ – the expression that despite its ambiguity
and doubtfulness in the context still indicates the start of a crucial turn in Western
art, i.e. the idea that instead of the pure copying of the already existing material in
model books, the invention of a new mode, creation of new forms based on the direct
observation of the actual object can also be an adequate means of artistic and creative
process. Or, another example of high importance is the 18th-century Venetian painter
Canaletto’s survived sketchbook, published in a modern facsimile edition by Giovanna Nepi Scirè.3 In and through this sketchbook we can observe the artist’s way of notetaking, working method, ideas, ideals and artistic solutions, that will then help us to
better understand the features of his capriccios and vedutas, as well as the convoluted
connection of these two genres to each other and to reality.
1

Jamie Camplin and Maria Ranuro, Books Do Furnish a Painting (London: Thames & Hudson, 2018).

2

David Trigg, Reading Art. Art for Book Lovers (London, New York: Phaidon, 2018).

3

Giovanna Nepi Scirè, Le Carnet de Canaletto (Paris: Canal Éditions, 1997).
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So far I have quoted rather classical connection points between books and artworks. In the following section, however, I would like to focus on another aspect:
when the book, and especially its material property or physicality, serves as the basis
of the creation of a novel artwork. In other words, I will focus on pieces of art where
the book is not simply a depicted motif or an attribute and it is not even a newly created book-art object. Hence my current examination aims to analyze the phenomenon
of the book, as how its materiality and referential ability may inspire the artist to further develop considerations on cultural, social and political issues. In this way my five
examples below do depart from books, or from some parts and aspects of them, but
in none of them will the book itself appear in its regular form and function. What’s
more, in some cases even the content of the book becomes less important, compared
to other characteristics and to the symbolic features it might bear and refer to.
A functional and at the same time symbolic aspect of the book and of the text in
it serves as the basis for the poetic and conceptual works of Sophia Pompéry. What we
see at first of the Berlin-based artist’s series titled Und Punkt [And Full Stop] are undefinable amorphous greyish spots (Figure 1). Later however we learn that the pieces
are photographs taken with a special microscope, reproducing the last full stop of
several love novels of over two centuries, ranging from Goethe’s Werther (1774) to
Ingo Schulze’s Adam und Evelyne (2008). For the series Pompéry was working with
the Staatsbibliothek in Berlin and the Rathgen Research Laboratory, and always used
the first edition of each book. For the viewer of the pieces the most surprising aspect
is that in such an enlargement the points are not necessarily round at all, e.g. the full
stop of the Traumnovelle by Arthur Schnitzler (1926) or the aforementioned Werther
are for example rather square-like, and even the “rounder” ones are irregular and
messy, thus challenging our primary concept of the roundness of a full stop. At the
same time, as Tobias Roth wrote, the artist creates a special “typographic intimacy”,
which also explains why all the full stops come from love novels.4 In this way also our
idea of the efficiency of the finishing of the story is challenged or at least questioned,
seeing how the final act of the author, the last point, may float away.
While Pompéry took only a point from a book, my next example, Ákos Czigány,
in certain aspects, took even less. In his series Darwin Online the photographer created
artworks by composing together the blank pages of Charles Darwin’s works (Figure 2.).
Just like Pompéry above, when creating his conceptual works, Czigány used the first edition of the books, but instead of photographing them, took the material from the extensive online archive of Darwin’s texts. When Darwin’s books were scanned, all the pages
were digitalized, even those which, for normal editorial reasons, like chapter divisions,
did not contain any text. The artist selected these and put them together, without modifying the colors, appearance, resolution and especially not changing their order. The
final pieces are nevertheless not entirely and simply blank pages, for several reasons: the
printed text from the other side of the digitalized empty sheet may partially be visible
Tobias Roth, “Und Punkt. Gesammelte Schlusspunkte von Sophia Pompéry,” Signaturen. Forum für
Autonome Poesie, December 26, 2013, http://www.signaturen-magazin.de/und-punkt.html, acc. July 20, 2019.
4
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due to the strong light of the scan, and in many cases signs and elements of the natural
decay of the book – brownish spots, effects of moisture, folds of the pages, etc. – can be
observed. The assembling of the blank pages will thus result in an abstract image having
lost its resemblance to the original book, where each of the individual pages make the
contexts of science, art and media meet in the textual gaps. Naturally the blank pages
can also stand for a wide array of potential considerations on the gaps of meaning, missing links in the chain of evolution, and not lastly on the thrilling ambiguity of preserving
and using knowledge – for this last aspect see the dichotomy between printed and digital, and the digitalization of the material decay of the original.
Especially this latter aspect – i.e. the investigation of the ways of gaining and
consuming knowledge – can connect Ákos Czigány’s work with my next example, a
series by Slavs and Tatars, where, despite the different appearance, the experience and
experiencing of the materiality of the book will become essential in the interpretation of
the pieces. The analyses of the social, historical and political realities – as well as of the
multiple possible issues connected to their transformations – and a country’s, a nation’s
or a group’s struggle for finding and maintaining its cultural coherence throughout the
vicissitudes of history are examined in the works of the art collective, Slavs and Tatars,
who examine the cultural and geopolitical changes of the Eurasian region. They are particularly focusing on the mixture of cultures, religions, traditions, languages and forms
of expressions from the former Berlin Wall to the Great Wall of China – hence their
artist name “Slavs and Tatars”, referring to the dominant groups of these vast lands.
Their interest is nicely illustrated in an ongoing series titled Kitab Kebab [Book Kebab],
where, quoting from their website: “A traditional kebab skewer pierces through a selection of Slavs and Tatars’ books, suggesting not only an analytical but also an affective and digestive relationship to text. The mashed-up reading list proposes a lateral or
transversal approach to knowledge, an attempt to combine the depth of the more traditionally-inclined vertical forms of knowledge with the range of the horizontal.”5 Obviously, among the titles we can see works of authors from the wider region, and hence
the direction and dimension of gaining knowledge gets very much in parallel with the
discovering of the interwoven histories of the populations and nations of their research
area – ‘area’ in both geographical and metaphorical sense.
In the following two examples, the power of books and the power of culture symbolized by the book is more directly connected to social and political issues. Both were
shown at the 2013 Istanbul Biennial. The first one is Jorge Méndez Blake’s work, as part
of a series of installations, built inside the exhibition space that the artist had created on
several occasions and versions. It consisted of a solid brick wall, which however, after
the first superficial glance, shows a significant irregularity: the artist added a book in
the lowest row of the bricks that naturally broke the regular pattern of the construction,
resulting in a growing crack in the wall, a potential opening of an architectural and urbanistic form of which the primary aim is closing, division, separation and exclusion.
Throughout the series Blake uses different books, the one shown in the 2013 Istanbul
5
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Biennial was Kafka’s The Castle. Naturally the work is open to many readings, some
of which I mentioned in an earlier essay, starting from the inaccessibility of complete
knowledge: just like K. in Kafka’s novel cannot understand the situation and series of
events he finds himself in, we are also unable to take out the book to read its content.6
Besides this – or better to say, despite this – it can also remind us of the power of critical thought that may break through walls. This latter aspect was highlighted in a more
recent version of the piece, installed in December 2018 in New York, where the artist
built Kafka’s Amerika in the wall, and we may easily understand why the actuality and
references of this text is important for the Mexican artist.
In my last example, the book’s actual content has a less direct connection with
the final work itself, it becomes and is used to symbolize culture in general and to analyze its current threats and challenges. In Carla Filipe’s work titled “Rorschach-Installation”, old books, taken from the artist’s favorite bookshop Moreira da Costa in Porto
are shown. The beautifully aged volumes are however partly eaten by bookworms, and
the delicate, fine lines and holes of this dereliction appear symmetrically on – or in – the
open books. This naturally makes them resemble the random forms of Rorschach tests,
originally used to examine a patient’s mental state and personality disorders. In Carla
Filipe’s work, however, the test is not applied on an individual but for the survey of the
state of culture on the level of the entire society, by testing the mental preparedness and
ability of its individuals to care for the human culture. Therefore, on the one hand we
can agree with Fulya Erdemci, curator of the 2013 Istanbul Biennial when writing in the
catalogue that the books “focus on the cultural impact of the global financial crisis at
the local level, reminding us that if culture is abandoned, it will gradually disintegrate
and be overpowered by nature.”7 Adding to this interpretation however, we can also
understand that the Rorschach test-like lines involuntarily caused by the bookworms
are thus testing us not only whether we can simply understand the signs of the current
dereliction of human culture, but also challenge us whether we can find solutions for its
proper maintenance and care – for our own cure.8
Despite all the differences in the above examples, we can see as a connecting
point that the artists are not merely experimenting with new forms and appearances
but by alluding to the symbolic strength of the book as an object, and by departing
from the material properties and from the physicality of the book, they examine curious questions of art and literature, pressing issues of contemporary society, politics
and most importantly the actual state of human culture, as well as the threats we need
to face when caring for this culture and cultural objects. These works show us that
books can contain and maintain culture, but they themselves can often and easily
decay. Worse, however, their decay directly leads to our own.
Zoltán Somhegyi, “Art (out) of separation. Aesthetics around the wall,” Serbian Architectural Journal 6, 1
(2014): 17–28.
6

Fulya Erdemci, Mom, am I barbarian? 13th Istanbul Biennial Book (Istanbul: Istanbul Foundation for Culture
and Arts, 2014), 75–77.
7

See also: Zoltán Somhegyi, “Barbarians instead? Fragile dichotomy at the 13th Istanbul Biennial 2013,”
Contemporary Practices. Visual Arts from the Middle East 14, 1 (2014): 14–21.
8
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Figure 1: Sophia Pompéry, Full Stop, 2013. The last full stop of the book Die Leiden des
Jungen Werthers, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, [1. Edition]. – Weygand, Leipzig, 1774.
Part of a limited edition set. Pigment print on paper, blind embossing, 38 × 28 cm. Photo credits: Sophia Pompéry, VG-Bildkunst

Figure 2: Ákos Czigány, 16 blank pages from Charles Darwin: Het uitdrukken der gemoedsaandoeningen bij den mensch en de dieren. Vertaald door Dr. H. Hartogh Heys van Zouteveen. ‘s
Gravenhage: Joh. Ykema. 1873, 2009–2010. Archival pigment inkjet print, 35,5 x 55 cm. Courtesy the artist and Várfok Gallery
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Post-Human Aesthetics of Apocalypse
Abstract: This paper aims to illustrate the transformation of point of view in apocalyptic/
dystopian genre films, abandoning the lamenting tone in favor of other species. It also intends
to exhibit the aesthetic strategies conforming to the shifting tone of these genre films towards
a post-human stance. It can be argued that the conjuncture which is shaped by several coinciding narratives of crisis from the Anthropocene to the more recent political crisis of rising
Populism led Posthumanist discourse gain prevalence. The paper will try to link the shifting
tone of genre films with the lineages of Posthumanist discourse and contemporary collective
anxieties. Through analyzing the voice of narrative and its visual language, this paper will attempt to layout significant characteristics of post-human aesthetics in apocalyptic/dystopian
genre films.
Keyword: post-human; genre cinema; dystopian films; apocalyptic films; eschatological narratives.

In times of crisis, eschatological narratives tend to proliferate and flare like
symptoms during allergy season. In the form of dystopias, horrors, catastrophic or
apocalyptic films, these narratives on the ultimate destiny of humanity or the end
of the world reflect our contemporary anxieties, fears, and concerns. In the face of
an acute and inevitable struggle of life and death with a tangible foe, and a prospect for better days ahead, moral narratives accommodating rightful heroes help us
confront our anxieties. However, uncertain, pervasive and chronic crises, lacking a
certain nemesis and accompanying pessimistic future projections, lead to despair and
cynicism.
While we are experiencing a simultaneous political-economic crisis, ecological
crisis and a deeper existential crisis, our apocalyptic narratives and dystopias are deviating from an anthropocentric point of view. On one hand, feeding on sores of global
capitalism, social inequalities, migration waves, and rising reactionary populism, a
crisis of democracy is sprawling, and it is leading to illiberal or authoritarian regimes,
and to one-man rules trivializing democratic institutions and civil rights. On the other
hand, a moral and existential crisis is unfolding in the face of ecological crisis, natural
*Author contact information: yaren@ankara.edu.tr
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catastrophes, and sustainability problems. The unpredictable outcomes of biogenetic
revolution, the advancements in artificial intelligence, and raising awareness of animal rights are increasingly habituating us to the idea that humans are just another
biological species living on Earth. In this conjuncture setting, apocalyptic/dystopian
genre films are growing indifferent to the catastrophe of humanity, and even celebrating its extinction, as an opportunity for a new beginning.
This shift is very symptomatic in terms of marking a Posthumanist turn in popular culture. Posthumanism is an epistemological critique of the modernist definition
of humanity and humanist ideologies, and an ontological reconsideration of the very
definition of human. It has inherited the critique of the Enlightenment and modernity
which traces back to the post-war era when the critical thinkers Theodor W. Adorno and Max Horkheimer coined the term “dialectic of enlightenment”. According to
critical thinkers, the Enlightenment and its call for a universal idea of humanity was
bound to be totalitarian and its rationality was unavoidably self-destructive.1 Thus,
Fascism was not a deviation but a possible trajectory of Western rationality. Through
the same logic, Walter Benjamin concluded that “there is not a document of civilization which is not at the same time a document of barbarism.”2
It was Michel Foucault, who distilled the critique of the Enlightenment and
modernity to achieve an epistemological critique of the concept of humanity. According to him, the idea of universal humanity – although subject to change during the
course of history – was suppressing plurality and ignoring heterogeneity in favor of
a totalitarian definition of humanity.3 Foucault, in The Order of Things reminded us
that “man is an invention of recent date” and he warned, or rather heralded that perhaps humanity as a concept or a category is nearing its end: “Man would be erased,
like a face drawn in sand at the edge of the sea.”4 Doubtlessly, after Foucault, the idea
of universal humanity has come under fire for being normative, totalitarian, colonialist, sexist, speciesist and bearing other forms of exclusivism.
While a critique of modernity in critical theory and later in postmodernist
thought laid the theoretical ground for Posthumanist turn, thanks to apprehensions
concerning technological advancements in biogenetics and artificial intelligence, ontological reconsiderations of human grew gradually. Being prone to diseases, having
limited intellectual, physical, emotional skills or a limited life-span, humankind has
biological inadequacies, therefore it is bound to be displaced by its own creations of
supermen; biologically enhanced humans, machine-human hybrids, or cyborgs.
Furthermore, signs of ecological crisis and problems of ‘sustainability’ – a term
defining our relationship with nature in business management terminology – supported
Max Horkheimer and Theodor W. Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment: Philosophical Fragments (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 2002), 4.
1

Walter Benjamin, “Theses on the philosophy of history,” in Illuminations, ed. Hanna Arendt, trans. Harry
Zohn (New York. Schocken Books, 2007), 256.
2

Michael Foucault, “What is Enlightenment?” in The Foucault Reader, ed. Paul Rabinow (New York: Pantheon
Books, 1984), 32–50.
3
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a contemporary crisis narrative where human beings are a doomed species. Tightly
linked with a new morality raised on animal rights awareness and veganism, this narrative had created a reactionary stance with a certain misanthropic tone. Questioning
the central role of humanity in the universe in favor of other species – this narrative is
in a way surpassing the Foucauldian questioning of universal humanity. But it also lays
the blames of global capitalism and its late neoliberal mode on the entirety of humankind. Accordingly, we are a greedy species, exhausting and contaminating the Earth.
No wonder if the apocalypse is near; and possible extinction of humanity would be an
auspicious beginning for the rest of the universe.
Slavoj Žižek attempts to link this apocalyptic narrative to the global capitalist
system instead of a formerly-denied universal conception of humanity. As the repercussions of global capitalism, he mentions “the ecological crisis, the consequences of
the biogenetic revolution, the imbalances within the system itself and the explosions
of social divisions and exclusions”.5 Then he uses the Kübler-Ross model which is
popularly known as the ‘five stages of grief ’.6 Accordingly, society’s first reaction to
these repercussions is “ideological denial, then explosions of anger at the injustices
of the new world order, attempts at bargaining, and when this fails, depression and
withdrawal set in. Finally, after passing through this zero-point we no longer perceive
it as a threat, but as the chance for a new beginning.”7
Some recent apocalyptic films abandoning the pessimistic tones of dystopian
narratives and embracing the apocalypse as a new beginning call to mind that we already passed beyond the zero-point. The Girl with All the Gifts (Dir. Colm McCarthy,
2016) cherishes an apocalyptic story with a utopian discourse and aesthetics. With
a hazy atmosphere and warm filter colors, it portrays a blazing apocalypse where a
mysterious fungal disease eradicates humanity as we know it. Airborne fungal spores
transform human beings into flesh-eating ‘hungries’ who are stripped from reason,
emotions and the notion of language. A small group of hybrid children however, born
to diseased mothers, crave human flesh but they still retain the ability to think, feel
and communicate. In this dystopic environment where airborne fungal spores forbid
humans to exist, only those hybrids immune to disease have the ability to survive. The
heroine of the story, a little girl named Melanie (portrayed by Sennia Nanua) is not
only a hybrid of human and ‘hungry’, but also European and the migrant – civilization
and ‘the barbarians’. With all the gifts and abilities she possesses, she embodies the
hope of a posthuman life on earth.
On one hand, we are disturbed and worried by the idea that liberal democracy,
national and international institutions, and civilization, which we owe to the legacy
of the Enlightenment and modernity may come to an end. On the other hand, we are
convinced that because of the flaws of the way humanity has organized itself, and the
way humans interact with their environment, it ought to happen already. That’s why,
5

Slavoj Žižek, Living in the End Times (London: Verso, 2011), x.

6

Elisabeth Kübler-Ross, On Death and Dying (London, New York: Routledge, 1973).

7

Žižek, Living in the End Times, xi, xii.
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in the film, we spurn the overzealous attempts of the scientist, and her means (cruel
experiments on hybrid children) to save humanity. Throughout the story, Melanie
comes to terms with herself and moves from being a lesser being, a mongrel which
fails to meet what requires to be fully human (in this case, being able to curb one’s
appetite to eat other humans), to self-realization as a different species, a non-human,
which has more capacity, which is more fit to survive. Instead of consenting to the
humans, self-consciousness leads Melanie to act for herself and her kind (für sich, in
Hegelian/Marxist terminology), as a conscious actor in history. Why then would she
loyally sacrifice herself for the continuation of another – weaker – species?
The assumed audience is also convinced that Melanie should not be handed
over to the selfishly humanist doctor. We resent the scientist’s indifference to the right
of a hybrid girl to live. She should be saved from being dissected by the scientist, even
though the only cure to save the human race from absolute extinction is dependent
on the vaccine to be produced through her sacrifice. The readiness of the assumed
audience here, to accept non-humans’ rights to live at the expense of the entire human
race is stunning. This is an eschatological narrative with an assumed audience entirely
disregarding the extinction of human beings.
Here the vaccine works as a key plot device utilized as a means of humanity’s salvation and Melanie’s self-realization. Taking into account the alarmingly growing skepticism about vaccination and modern medicine, this device works perfectly to persuade
the audience that the scientist is the villain in the story. After all, we do not obediently
listen to scientists anymore. The anti-vaccine movement is gaining momentum, along
with a wider, anti-intellectualist populist trend, and a new fundamentalism which deploys a vulgarized Foucauldian critique of modernism, particularly through the notions
of ‘power/knowledge’ and ‘disciplining of the body’ as an entrenching tool to defend a
reactionary skepticism about science and modern medicine.
Once the menacing scientist has been eliminated, Melanie’s teacher remains
as the sole specimen of the battered humanity. We see her stuck in an airproof cabin,
an old mobile lab which looks like an animal cage in a zoo, or a prison cell. She cannot leave the cabin since the air is not respirable for her anymore. Behind the cabin’s
window, she tutors the children of the new kind. Her life will end when her limited
resources run out. But the wild children will form a new society. In the final scene,
we see the hybrid girl as her eyes are sparkling with hope. The camera captures her
smiling, from a lower angle like in utopian and optimist early Soviets films. In response to her tutor, she confidently delivers her double entendre: “There’ll be lots of
time”, enough to listen to stories from the last remnant of the antiquity and to build a
new future. The sun illuminates the ruins of the city above a clear sky for the first time
through the film. The haze seems to be gone, promising the upcoming hopeful days
for a new society and we witness that hope exists in the absence of us.
War for the Planet of the Apes (dir. Matt Reeves, 2017) concludes in a similar
manner. A viral disease increases the intelligence of apes while it kills most humans.
Even in the face of total extinction, humans do not cease wars. They fight against apes
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and also against each other. At the end of the skirmish between two warring parties,
an avalanche triggered by the victory cheering of soldiers consumes the last remnants
of humanity while apes manage to climb up to treetops and save themselves from the
snow. What brings the total annihilation of human beings, the wrath of nature, as a
response to the imprudent cheers after a Pyrrhic victory, deters the assumed audience
from lamenting the extinction of humanity. The film does not linger on the carnage.
It promptly abandons the suffocated human beings and focuses on the ape survivors.
The next scene depicts an ape exodus, which brings them away from freezing winter
landscape to a temperate lush valley. We watch the sun illuminating the land with
warm tones, for the first time in the film, timely – as it happened in The Girl with All
the Gifts – right after the disappearance of humans. The Planet of the Apes series is
considered by critics as a liberal allegory of racial conflict which also has been built
on anxieties concerning the Cold War and nuclear apocalypse. Nevertheless, what
started in 1968 as a dystopian and apocalyptic film series eventually abandons the
dark and pessimistic approach to an apocalypse and human downfall. It now rather
embraces a utopian tone, celebrating the effort of the apes to form a new society and
to claim the earth – now freed of human beings – as their home.
Conclusion
Posthumanist discourse has several loosely connected lineages. It has been established by the epistemological questioning of the universality of humanity in Western thought. Questioning the boundaries between humans and the animals,8 the
“entire field of the living, or rather to the life/death relation”,9 has added an ontological aspect to this reconsideration. The ontological questioning is frequently accompanied by the need to stress the biological inadequacies of the human, to conclude “the
decentering of the human in relation to either evolutionary, ecological, or technological coordinates.”10 Y. N. Harari’s recent best-seller Sapiens, which accounts a biological-determinist history of humanity, successfully lodges in this strain and bridges
it with futuristic narratives. Sapiens concludes with the demise of humanity due to
genetic engineering, cyborg engineering and engineering non-organic life practices, a
typical motif in Posthuman literature, extending back to Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein.
Futuristic narratives depicting a post-human world in literature and popular culture constitute another Posthumanist lineage with an emphasis on hybridity
through all kinds of accented humanities and particularly the cyborg figure; a hybrid
of machine and organism which blurs the boundaries of what it means to be human,
Étienne Balibar, “Racism and Nationalism,” trans. Chris Turner, in Race, Nation, Class: Ambiguous Identities,
ed. Étienne Balibar and Immanuel Wallerstein (London: Verso, 1991), 57.
8

Jacques Derrida, “Violence against Animals,” in For What Tomorrow…: A Dialogue, by Jacques Derrida and
Elisabeth Roudinesco, trans. Jeff Fort (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2004), 63.
9

10

Cary Wolfe, What is posthumanism? (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2010), xvi.
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and threatens the idea of “original unity”11 or “ontological hygiene”12 of humanity in
western tradition.
These lineages of Posthumanist discourse have existed for a while now. Perhaps
what’s new in the landscape is a substantial and persistent crisis of global capitalism,
the growing indignation it creates and an invasive populist wave absorbing the resentments like a black hole. Without the prospect of an imagined alternative to the
dominant mode of production, however – be it in the form of a utopia or a political
program – the critical stance itself is doomed to end in despair and grow politically
sterile, cynical, nihilist and – even worse – misanthropic. In other words, it channels
the anger emanated from global capitalism towards society, and eventually the entirety
of humankind. In the face of systemic crisis, we are urged to discard human-centered
ideologies, abandon the narrative of great humanity, and taint the humanist ideals
either as naive and outmoded, or straightforwardly barbaric. Let alone lamentation,
the odd celebratory tone of apocalyptic films should be related with this languish. The
effectual critique of humanist ideologies took down their intrinsic hope and utopian
thought, too. Fredric Jameson someone saying “it is easier to imagine the end of the
world than to imagine the end of capitalism.”13 Maybe to reverse this suggestion, we
need new utopias before facing the end of the world.
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Black Feminism and the Feeling of the Sublime in the
Performance Merci Beaucoup, Blanco!
Abstract This paper presents a criticism of the performance Merci Beaucoup, Blanco! by Michelle Mattiuzzi and the self-reflection on it published in the 32nd Biennial of São Paulo – “Live
Uncertainty” (2016) – entitled Written Performance Photography Experiment. To this end,
we emphasize the performance’s formal elements alongside aspects of the history of racist
practices and theories in Brazil, in addition to the official historiography concerning the black
population, which contextualize the feelings of pain and horror impregnating both the artist’s
personal experience and her performance.
Accordingly, the elements of this performance that can incite feelings of pleasure in the
observer such as the resistance of black women and their political representation are analyzed
in the field of art and culture. Lastly, to conclude, this paper argues about the possibilities of
the performance’s fruition. This argument is based on the artist’s text and certain constituent
arguments of the feeling of the sublime’s concept, as presented by Edmund Burke, Immanuel
Kant and Jean-François Lyotard.
Considering an analogy with the aesthetics of the sublime, it is argued that Merci Beaucoup Blanco! gravitates in the atmosphere of horror, pain and shock, recalling/suggesting feelings of racial violence and discrimination still existing in Brazil. This performance of a black
woman against racist oppression also constitutes an act of resistance of the artist, capable of
awakening feelings of pleasure in their watchers. The public then moves from shock, pain and
horror to contentment of the political consciousness of race, gender, and class.
Keywords: art criticism; black art; performance; sublime; racism.

Between art and life: body painting and the eugenicist thought in Brazil
This text refers to the performance Merci Beaucoup, Blanco! of Michelle Mattiuzzi in the midst of risk and unpredictability in the ‘here and now’ of the performance
event and the possible “psychosocial influences and motivations”1 that constitute the
Florestan Fernandes, O negro no mundo dos Brancos, my translation. (São Paulo: Global, 2007), 208 [all
translations in the text are made by the author, A. L. L.].
1
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modes of feeling and “representing, poetically, feelings, aspirations and frustrations
that could be understood as part of the life experience”2 of black women in Brazil.
We will begin with a brief description of the “rite” proposed by Mattiuzzi particularly, the actions discussed in this text, they are: the act of the artist to paint herself
with her own hands entirely in white ink and the moment she removes the needles
that are holding the metallic mask fixed on her face. Accordingly, the analysis refers
exclusively to the video documenting the performance that is part of the collection of
the Videobrasil Cultural Association (SP), produced in Vienna in 2017.

Figure 1: merci beaucoup, blanco! by Musa Michelle Mattiuzzi. Videobrasil Historical Collection. Photography: Pedro Napolitano Prata

At the beginning of the performance Merci Beaucoup, Blanco!, Mattiuzzi is naked and sitting on her back on a round wooden swivel seat. She’s breathing through
three perforated round metal structures. These structures are stitched together and
it’s tied to the artist’s hair by three red ribbons. This type of mask alludes the torture
performed during the enslaved period. One of the ribbons is placed in the height of
her nose, it passes between the eyes and is fixed by two needles on her forehead. The
other two ribbons leave the height of the mouth, one on each side of the face, and are
fixed by two needles on her cheeks.
Sensually caressing her body, the artist paints herself with white ink with her
own hands. Then, she walks towards a seat and stands upon it, extending her arms
in a horizontal direction. Following that, she begins to untie the ribbons attached to
2
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her dreadlocks. Carefully, and with enough composure, she takes the needles from
her forehead. She then removes the needles attached to her cheeks. At this moment,
we see her whole face for the first time and there are three needles spiked vertically,
closing her mouth. She removes the needles slowly and her head hangs back, demonstrating dizziness and pain. The blood runs down her forehead, her eyes watered and
the performance ends.
According to this description of the performance, there is no rational and logical narrative with beginning, middle and end, that focuses on certain content or message to be transmitted. Instead, collage is used as a structuring axis, that is, “juxtaposition and collage of images not originally close”3. In other words, using mainly her
body, Mattiuzzi overlaps images distant from each other, unlikely to be experienced
in daily life, which possibly determines the strangeness to the public. However, such
distance from everyday events does not cause a break between art and life, “on the
contrary, it will enable the stimulation of the sensory apparatus for other readings
of the events of life.”4 Thus, in the actions unleashed by this performance, there is
a rearrangement, a rereading, a “reconstruction of the world”5 with the purpose of
subverting it. Let’s remember that, “the artist recreating images and objects remains
to be who does not conform to reality. He never takes it for granted. He aims through
his alchemical process of transformation, arrives at another reality – a reality that does
not belong to every day.”6
The consciousness of the uninterrupted physical and psychological racist violence directed at the black population motivated the performance Merci Beaucoup,
Blanco! The critical sensitivity with which the artist understands her own experience
and the solidarity is shown with other black women in situations of vulnerability
overflows in the performance field. Hence, when Mattiuzzi paints her entire naked
body in white, she brings out the feelings around the oppression experienced in a
society whose ideals focus on whitening part of the Brazilian population or the Black
population’s extinction. It refers to the experience of being black in a society which
aesthetic and moral standards are determined by the dominant white ideology. In this
conception, it´s understood that black people should try to be similar to white people.
In other words, they should become white.7

Renato Cohen, Performance como linguagem. Criação de um tempo-espaço de experimentação (São Paulo:
Editora Perspectiva, 2002), 60.
3

4

Ibid., 63.

5

Ibid., 61.

6

Ibid., 61–2.

Cf. Fernandes, O negro no mundo dos Brancos, 45. Neusa Santos, Tornar-se negro ou as vicissitudes da Identidade do Negro Brasileiro em Ascensão Social (Rio de Janeiro: Edições Graal Ltda, 1990), 17.
7
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Figure 2: merci beaucoup, blanco! by Musa Michelle Mattiuzzi. Videobrasil Historical Collection. Photography: Pedro Napolitano Prata

The eugenic theory starts to transit in the imagination of the Brazilian population through scientific expeditions made in the 19th century by theorists such as
Gustave Le Bon, Arthur de Gobineau, Louis Agassiz and Louis Couty. By observing
the mestizaje in Brazil, they understood that this society was unable to develop itself
in respect to the civility values, due to its hybrid constitution.
In Brazil, the doctor and pharmacist Renato Kehl, notoriously influenced by
the theorists referred above, affirms the eugenic ideas through publications such as
Lessons from Eugenics (1929), Sex and Civilization (1933), Why I am Eugenist: 20 years
old of the eugenic campaign 1917–1937 (1937) and also through several articles in
magazines and lectures were given about this subject. In addition, Kehl founded in
1918 the “Eugenic Society of São Paulo”, with 140 associate doctors. Kehl’s eugenics
ideology prioritized the development of awareness in the Brazilian population, whose
purpose was “become general the public interest for the social protection by the eugenics program, the promotion of dignified paternity, the procreation impediment
of the defective and the perverted” 8. Through this ideology, “discussions about the
restriction of immigration, the obligation of a prenuptial medical examination, the
control of marriages, [...] and the sterilization of the unfit”9 became public. In these
terms, racial segregation was promoted, supported by pseudoscience.
Cf. Renato Kehl, 1929, 39, quoted from: Denis Henrique, Fiuza, “A Propaganda da Eugenia no Brasil: Renato
Kehl e a implantação do racismo científico no Brasil a partir da obra ‘Lições de Eugenia,’” Aedos 8, 19 (2016): 96.
8

Vanderlei Sebastião de Souza, “A política biológica como projeto: a ‘eugenia negativa’ e a construção da
nacionalidade na trajetória de Renato Kehl (1917–1932), dissertaton (Mestrado em História das Ciências),
Fundação Oswaldo Cruz, Rio de Janeiro, 215 f, 2006, 13.
9
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The ideology of ‘stimulating a eugenic education’ is present in article 138 of the
Constitution of the Republic of the United States of Brazil of 1934. In the book Brazilian
Political Institutions (1949), Oliveira Viana presents an analysis of how much the black
people and their culture would have disseminated in the country’s regions. According
to the authors presented, the North, Northeast and South regions would not have absorbed the black culture in alarming terms, so that, especially in the South, the ‘selection
process’ would be ‘practically complete’. In São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro there would
have been a “reaction movement of the police authorities [...] against candomblés10 and
terreiros”,11 which would prove to be a “selective reaction of Aryan culture”.12
The black element as a cultural factor is therefore transitory in our civilization – and all its ‘traits’ will have to disappear as Aryan (European)
‘culture’ increases its penetration and diffusion in the mass, in consequence of the increasing densification of the white immigration coefficient – because the African flow has been stagnated since 1850. Brazil is
destined to have an exclusively European culture within a hundred or
two hundred years. Black people will survive only through the heredity
of the blood – because it is ineliminable.13
Oliveira Vianna idealized the whitening of the Brazilian population with the
intention of its development and its modernization. To this end, “the culture of the
dominant group” should impose “its characters, eliminating those of the culture of
the dominated group, through the selective mechanism with which its ‘integration’
takes place.”14 It is evident that this idea did not materialize, but remained in the
imagination of the Brazilian population in order to promote racial discrimination,
which determines the physical and psychological violence directed at black people.
According to Florestan Fernandes, people considered as “white” in Brazil live a “contradictory accommodation” in relation to the racial issue, because, discrimination “is
condemned without reservation, as if it were evil in itself, more degrading for the
practitioner than for its victim.”15 On the other hand, some conservative freedom is
maintained in relation to racist practices, that is, discriminatory actions are preserved
in the “intimate that subsists in the home recess” or they are associated with impositions resulting from the agents’ way of being or style, for which they ‘have a duty to
care’16. To this end, a false decorum remains in order to conceal racial discrimination,
which determines the conception of ‘cordial racism’ practiced in Brazil.
10

Afro-Brazilian religion.

11

Place where Afro-Brazilian religion is practiced.

Oliveira Viana, Instituições políticas brasileiras, Vol. 2 (Brasília: Conselho Editorial do Senado Federal, Coleção Biblioteca Básica Brasileira, 1999), 563.
12
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Ibidem.
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The metallic mask as a symbol of the slave violence

Figure 3: merci beaucoup, blanco! by Musa Michelle Mattiuzzi. Videobrasil Historical Collection. Photography: Pedro Napolitano Prata

By wearing the metal mask, the artist revisits the pain felt by Anastasia,17 who
would have lived in the 18th century among many other brave black warriors. It is
noteworthy that, in the process of creating this performance, Mattiuzzi claims that
black women in miserable conditions on the streets of Salvador, where she currently
lives, would also be a motivation for her presentation.18 Therefore, this performance
‘discusses’ in its own way the ignorance or neglect related to the damage caused by the
slavery past to the black population, which is perpetuated until contemporary times
in the form of racial discrimination.
Even in the period of the slavery, there would be no reasonable justification for
the use of the tinplate gag because of the cruelty of this practice, unless we agree with
Although there is still doubt about the existence of Anastasia, she is worshiped as a saint and heroine in
Afro-Brazilian religions in the contemporaneity. She is described as a beautiful blue-eyed woman, a descendant
of the Bantu people, originally from Congo. His mother Delminda was raped by a white man, and then Anastácia was born. She participated in the struggle of resistance to the slave system. In colonial times, her beauty
attracted even more violence from lords and their jealous wives, which would lead to punishment by the use of
the tinplate gag until her death.
17

Michelle Mattiuzzi, “Encontro com a performer, escritora e pesquisadora do corpo Michelle Mattiuzzi,” SP
Escola de Teatro, sede Brás., https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K3q9ZwEtAdE, acc. March 3, 2018.
18
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the black writer Machado de Assis, who affirms in Father against Mother (1906) that
“it was grotesque such mask, but the social and human order is not always reached
without the grotesque, and sometimes the cruel.”19 The writer’s condescension facing
such violence is curious. If by ‘social order’ is meant the concept of Comte’s positivist
school, which sought the resignation of the working class, torture might even ensure
some discipline, but in no way harmonious and balanced but simply atrocious.
Black women “were a pasture of the human bestiality that the slavery generated, […] to serve on dessert pieces of black mistresses to the lords or whom they
admired – or simply because they were so beautiful and overshadowed their ladies’
pallor – was common.”20 The jealous sinhás (ladies) ordered that the slave’s women
had their teeth broken or torn out by a hammer. Their eyes were torn out, their breasts
were cut off, and served at meals for the ladies’s husbands, “who often ate them not to
denounce himself as the victims’ lovers.”21
In the period of low slave prices, black newborns were killed, because the mother could not spend her time caring for her baby and should turn exclusively to work.
In addition, the lords would have spent money on poor baby feeding, which in turn
would only bring some productive return by the time they were sixteen. As evidenced
in documents at the time, raising these children would not be profitable, because in
just one year of work, in harvesting a crop, the adult slave would pay his price (300
$ 000) and the following years of work would mean profits.22 Another determining
factor in the interest of the death of black babies would be related to the rent of the wet
nurse, who earned twice as a coffee picker (600 $ 000).23 And even in 1871, with the
“Law of Free Birth”, in “every twenty black babies born only one survived.”24
During slavery, the horror directed at the black population continues to be represented in the sexual abuse of virgin black children and teenagers, aged between 10
and 15 years old, by white men who commonly sought to cure syphilis.25 In addition,
chronicles of the nineteenth century26 narrate that families survived by forcing their
slaves to prostitute themselves, an act legitimized by article 179 of the Empire’s Constitution, which ensured full ownership.

Machado de Assis, “Pai contra mãe,” in Relíquias da casa velha (Rio de Janeiro: Fundação Biblioteca Nacional,
1906), 2.
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Julio José Chiavenato, O negro no Brasil (São Paulo: Editora Brasiliense, 1986), 10, 132.
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Ibid, 10.
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Figure 4: Jacques Etienne Arago, Slaves Punishment, 1839.27

Facing the feelings incited by the metallic mask, it is worth mentioning the intrinsic transgressive character of the performance art, whose purpose is to transpose
“the impediments and interdictions that reality”28 imposes on us. This way, there is
a dialectical movement in this ‘rite’, that´s it, the black body of Mattiuzzi, which routinely faces the oppressive racist barbarism, symbolized by the mask, exhibits these
atrocities and the resistance to them. Because
Know yourself like a black woman is to live the experience of being massacred in your identity, confused in your perspectives, subjected to demands, compelled to alienated expectations. But it is also, and above all,
the experience of committing to redeeming her history and recreating
herself in her potentialities.29
Museu Afro Brasil, http://museuafrobrasil.org.br/pesquisa/indice-biografico/lista-de-biografias/2016/04/07/
jacques-etienne-arago---obras. Acc. March 7, 2018.
27

28

Cohen, Performance como linguagem, 45.

Neusa Santos Souza, Tornar-se negro ou as vicissitudes da Identidade do Negro Brasileiro em Ascensão Social
(Rio de Janeiro: Edições Graal Ltda, 1990), 17–18.
29
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Mattiuzzi affirms30 that assume the risk in the performance art, accessing certain physical and psychological pains leaves her in a permanent emotional disorder,
but this experience with body art makes possible the knowledge of herself and the
realization of her autonomy. According to Cohen,
In direct line with counterculture artists, performance practitioners are
part of the last stronghold that Susan Sontag calls ‘heroes of radical will’,
people who do not submit their selves to the system’s cynicism and practice at the expense of their personal lives an art of transcendence31.
Using the metallic mask, Mattiuzzi confronts the cynicism of the society racial
prejudice that originally presents a hybrid constitution in order to subvert the oppressive racist logic. Racism stops her voice and body as the tinplate gag did in the slave
period. Here, it is noteworthy the disenchantment and the clashes felt in the academic
environment, which proved to be unwelcome to the artist. At the time, she should be
evolved with self-knowledge through the development of her potential as an artist for
to get her autonomy, but she perceives that public and private education institutions
reproduce the racial discrimination and the ideology of a white dominant class that
there are in the streets. Thus, indignation is felt in this coexistence, as it is evident in
her writings:
a great revolt moves my body against some white college students, especially those of opinion-forming profile, ‘white’ artist [...] who try at any
cost to morally disqualify me, and consequently all black people who
stand up and claim with them rights that these students already have.32
Merci Beaucoup, Blanco! is set in the violence, pain and horror that inhabit
the body of the black woman since her kidnapping in her homeland until nowadays
in Brazil. The political gesture of this performance art according to awareness of the
damage done to black women, who still remain impaired by inconsistencies in perceptions through negative stereotypes. It is known that “a whole device of attributing
negative qualities to black people is designed with the objective of keeping the space
of social participation of black people in the same narrow limits of the”33 slave order.
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Figure 5: merci beaucoup, blanco! by Musa Michelle Mattiuzzi. Videobrasil Historical Collection. Photography: Pedro Napolitano Prata

Finally, when Mattiuzzi removes the mask in Merci Beaucoup, Blanco!, she faces the racist violence and, although her face bleeds and her body shows fatigue, she
exhibits some relief in the enjoyment of the resistance. There is also some manifest
contentment in the autonomy and courage to represent herself from the understanding of her history and ancestry with the purpose of developing her artistic, intellectual
and moral potential as a black woman. In this performance, the artist shows herself in
a harmonious acceptance of her black body attributes. Her acceptance also subverts
the whitening and Eurocentric stereotypes which insist on subjugating black women
in Brazil. The artist affirms that the actions in the performance are “micropolitics of
resistance”34 that free her “from rejection of her own body, which means to go” [...]
“at full speed in the will to live to re-exist.”35 She insists: I am a black woman, out of
the standards and symmetries accepted by the normativity of a colonial society that
affirms the representations of Eurocentric supremacy. I tell the people that I stay.36
In Merci Beaucoup Blanco!, Mattiuzzi shows herself in a harmonious acceptance of her black body attributes, subverting the claims of whitening and Eurocentric stereotypes, which insist on subduing black women in Brazil. In this sense, her
performance refers to a positive reconstruction of black identity in Brazil’s public
34
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imagination, no longer represented by supposed inferiority, passivity and incapacity. Therefore, it is intended to give visibility to the stigma, to break the Eurocentric
beauty standards and representations of subaltern behaviors, which still falls on black
women in Brazil.
The reception of the performance Merci Beaucoup, Blanco! From the
sublime aesthetics
Even though Merci Beaucoup, Blanco! gravitates in the atmosphere of horror,
pain and shock, precisely to bring to the surface the feeling about slavery violence and
racial discrimination – still existing in Brazil – the performance of a black woman
against racist oppression constitutes an act of resistance of the artist. Consequently, it
incites feelings of pleasure in its observers and these feelings are in accordance with
the aesthetics of the sublime. The public would then move from the shock, pain, and
horror to the contentment about political awareness of race, gender, and class in the
country.
The feeling of the sublime is understood by Burke as “anything that is in any
way capable of inciting ideas of pain and danger, that is, anything that is in any way
terrible or related to terrible objects or acts in a manner analogous to terror” with the
potential to produce “the strongest emotion that the spirit is capable.”37 Among the
greatness capable of arousing the sublime sentiment, Burke enumerates the deprivation of something, the obscurity – the lack of an integral understanding of some imminent danger – the vastness of the phenomena observable in nature, the power that
imposes itself to unveil human fragility, difficulty, and magnificence, among others.
These are the causes of the astonishment that suspends the reasoning and the action
of the individuals affected by such greatness. However, if pain and danger do not constitute a ‘decidedly imminent threat’ to the subject, enjoyment of delight may occur.
Kant continues the argumentation about this feeling by claiming that it is incited by the force and rapturous greatness of nature, so that, the subject feels subjugated
to such power. Faced with these phenomena, it would have a conflict between the
faculties of imagination and reason because of the impotence of the imagination in
the face of the immensity and the force with nature shows itself. Thus, the limit of this
faculty is experienced in the attempt to apprehend the form of the phenomenon in
its multiplicity and power. In experiencing human fragility, the subject then resorts to
reason, which in its turn will be independent and superior to the senses and nature.
There is, therefore, the possibility of pleasure,
it is a pleasure that arises only indirectly, that is, it is produced by the feeling of a momentary inhibition of the vital forces and by the immediately
Edmund Burke, Uma investigação filosófica sobre a origem de nossas ideias do sublime e do belo (Campinas:
Papirus: Editora da Universidade de Campinas, 1993), 48.
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consecutive effusion and stronger of them [...] Hence, it is also incompatible with attractive, and while the mood is not simply attracted by
objects, but alternately also always again repelled by it, the pleasure of
the sublime contains not so much positive pleasure as much more admiration or respect, this is deserves to be called negative pleasure.38
Thus, the feeling of the sublime refers to the certain disposition of spirit determined by the greatness and strength of natural phenomena and is based on human
rational capacity. However, in order to achieve enjoyment, the subject must be safe
and there must also be a development of his faculties of knowledge in the culture and
moral ideas, because, “in truth, what we, prepared by culture, call sublime, without
development of moral ideas, will present itself to the uncultured man simply in a terrifying way.”39
In addition, still according to Kant, for this feeling, we could require an agreement in society. Hence, if when one sees the performance Merci Beaucoup, Blanco!
one feels the agitation of the contradictory feelings of pleasure and displeasure, analogous to the aesthetics of the sublime, one can require the consent of others to this
judgment. It is because, from the notion of the transcendental subject, everyone is
conceived to be endowed with the faculties of knowledge: imagination and reason are
required for the reflection judgment of the sublime.
In this critique, the phenomenon capable of unleashing feelings analogous to
the sublime would be the “rite” constituted by the actions proposed by Mattiuzzi in
Merci Beaucoup, Blanco! To use Burke’s terms, this performance is inscribed in the
aesthetics of the sublime symbolizing the deprivation of justice, peace, and solidarity
brought to view by the metallic mask pinned with needles to her face alluding to the
tinplate gag used in the period of slavery. Furthermore, the artist’s attempt to cover her body with white paint, which, as already mentioned, refers to the hegemonic
Eurocentric domination and by the pain experienced by the artist removing the needles from her face contribute to the same inscription in the aesthetics of the sublime.
“Therefore, all that is terrible to the vision is equally sublime”40 by unveiling the ideas
of pain and danger, according to Burke’s arguments.
Facing the exposition to violence committed against the black woman in the
slave period and nowadays, which is perceptible in the actions of this performance, the
audience is haunted. According to the Kantian perspective on the faculties of knowledge that determine the sublime feeling, facing the ‘rite’ proposed in Merci Beaucoup,
Blanco! we experience a certain failure of the understanding and the imagination by
not conceiving the actual necessity of this unreasonable cruelty dispensed to the other. As a result, we experience terror and impotence. The passage from these feelings of
terror and shock to the pleasures regarded as negative, admiration and respect, occurs
38
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when the subject uses reason and consciously perceives the possibilities of transposing racist oppression through their political position in society. Let us remember that
for the enjoyment of negative pleasures, the development of the faculties of knowledge in the field of culture and morality is indispensable, otherwise, the observer does
not transpose the feelings of deprivation and danger.
According to Lyotard’s perspective41 on his critique of Barnett Newman’s paintings from the aesthetics of the sublime, Merci Beaucoup, Blanco! propitiates an event,
an ‘occurrence’ which happens specifically in the aesthetic experience, that is, in the
time experienced in particular by the observer viewing the performance. It is an “instant that ‘falls’ or ‘arrives’ unpredictably”42 which in its turn would indicate a sense
for the feeling; thus, “the agitation between life and death”,43 being that “this agitation
is your health and your life”44 or “a new way of feeling life”.45 Regarding the fruition of
his work, Mattiuzzi argues:
I found myself in “Merci Beaucoup, Blanco!” Experiment in art performance – my black presence naked – make my body pass-through for all
and, thus, I finally reconstitute myself: I want to become a body, no matter what it may result. Rejection, exclusion, purging, trauma, inferiority,
oppression, horror, shock [...] My body as a black woman, my marginalized body surrounded by these ideas and they, each in its form, contribute to the definition of my social existential precariousness, although the
indefiniteness is sometimes one of my main characteristics; exactly the
one that allows me the subversive use of the senses of existing in capitalism as a compulsory migration.46
The feelings of “rejection, exclusion, purgation, trauma, inferiority, oppression,
horror, shock”, mentioned by Mattiuzzi as possible feelings incited by performance,
constitute feelings of displeasure, analogous to the aesthetics of the sublime, as we
have shown. In these comments by Mattiuzzi, it is also worth mentioning the aspect
of the indefiniteness as an existential characteristic of her and of her presentation. The
indefinite or “indeterminate” to use Lyotard’s terminology, is associated with silence,
recovered from the aesthetics of the sublime of Longinus, that is, “the sublime is the
In the work Inhuman, considerations on the time, Lyotard elaborates a critique about Barnett Newman’s
paintings from the aesthetics of the sublime. In this text, we use the concept of the “occurrence” of this Lyotard’s
critique work in order to discuss the possibilities of fruition in the Merci Beaucoup, Blanco! performance.
41
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echo of the greatness of the soul”.47 In this perspective, the sublime is not enunciated
by words, but still, we feel something:
This gross admiration is the meeting with the naked thought, the thought
in itself, the great thought. We can hear it somehow resound in the silence. He is strong enough to make himself heard without a voice, for his
own greatness.48
In the case of performance, the muted black body would be able to expose its
greatness and strength through the contradictory feelings of displeasure and pleasure
aroused in its public. In the face of the performative ‘rite’, the observers would feel
so full that they could not even reason about what they see. The feelings that affect
them, in an ‘irresistible’ way, precede any reasoning about possible messages to be
deciphered.49 In Merci Beoucoup, Blanco! the message and the messenger are summed
up in Mattiuzzi’s body, which simply indicates the meaning to the feelings experienced, in particular, by the observers. Therefore, what we consume is the ‘occurrence’
of the performance which is the artist’s naked black body. Her body overflows with
her history, ancestry, gender and traverses the public with a terrifying force, capable
to provoke a new way of feeling and thinking about life.
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How to Produce Novelty? Creating, Borrowing, Modifying,
Repeating And Forgetting: The Process of Contemporary
Fashion Aesthetics
Abstract: The aesthetics of fashion can be regarded as the aesthetics of novelty since constant
changes make novelty the core of fashion. Based on Colin Campbell’s theory, novelty is a judgment about our subjective experiences, indicating something we never experienced before.
In the early stage of the fashion system, designers led fashion trends by creating brand-new
items or borrowing foreign elements. Then, as the pace of fashion circulation increased, designers started to produce novelty by modifying details, or by repeating what was in fashion
long before. Hence, fashion became cyclical. And the cycle duration would become shorter
and shorter as the repetition sped up. At this stage, novelty is not based on whether the item
is brand-new, but whether we still remember it. In the future, maybe the repeating of the old
cannot maintain the feeling of novelty any more since the pace of fashion change is too quick
to give enough time for the new to become old and forgotten. At that time, the novelty will
not be based on whether we still remember it, but whether we want to forget it. Therefore,
with the acceleration of fashion change, the method of how fashion produces novelty has gone
through a logical sequence as follows: creating something brand-new, borrowing foreign elements, modifying details, repeating the forgotten old, and forgetting what is still new. Novelty
has gone through a process from ‘externally determined’ to ‘internally determined’, moving to
the direction of ‘self-deception determined’.
Keywords: aesthetics; change; fashion; novelty; subjective experience.

Fashion and novelty
Fashion is an important modern cultural system. Without being limited to the
Western world, fashion exists almost everywhere. Without being limited to the field
of clothes and accessories, fashion dominates different areas from personalized art
creation to serious scientific studies.1 It is well accepted that fashion is a system of
constant change. What is in fashion today might be out of fashion tomorrow. In other
words, fashion is always ‘becoming’. It changes because of its need for change. Due to
its transience, instability, levity, and superficiality, some scholars describe fashion as
1

Cf. Diana Crane, “Fashion in Science: Does it Exist?” Social Problems 16, 4 (1969): 433–41.
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an insignificant research topic, especially in philosophy which has for centuries aimed
to find the absolute, the essence of our world.2 However, there are indeed some eloquent discussions about fashion in various disciplines, such as sociology, psychology,
art history, philosophy, and aesthetics.3
Given those studies, it is evident that one of the key features of fashion is newness since the newness is not only the result of constant change but also the motive
for constant change. It is the central element of fashion and has built the aesthetics
of newness. Kant believed what makes fashion popular is a novelty.4 Gabriel Tarde
defined the age of fashion as the age when the new is supreme.5 Walter Benjamin
argued that fashion would bring the newest creations in each season.6 In Henri Lefebvre’s reading of Baudelaire, fashion is “the most ephemeral expression of innovation for innovation’s sake”.7 This definition echoed Dwight Robinson’s writing that
fashion “is the pursuit of novelty for its own sake”.8 And for George Darwin, the son
of Charles Darwin, fashion is “the love for novelty”.9 Thus, just like Lars Svendsen
summarized, “practically all fashion theorists stress ‘the new’.”10
However, it is important to note that ‘newness’ can be used in different dimensions. And not all of those meanings are the equivalent to the ‘newness’ in fashion’s
change. According to Colin Campbell, there are three different kinds of ‘new’: the
‘newly created’ or ‘fresh’, the ‘innovative’ or ‘improved’, and the ‘novel’ or ‘unfamiliar’.
The ‘newly created’ or ‘fresh’ is opposite of the ‘old’. It is only used in the dimension
of time. For example, in the sentence ‘I bought a new dress yesterday’, the ‘new’ has
no relationship to the style, the color, the fabric, or the function of the dress. It only
indicates a dress just bought or newly produced. In modern society, almost everyone
For example, the first sentence of Lipovetsky’s The Empire of Fashion (Gilles Lipovetsky, The Empire of Fashion: Dressing Modern Democracy, trans. Catherine Porter /Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press,
1994/, 3) is “the question of fashion is not a fashionable one among intellectuals”. In the preface of Fashion: A
Philosophy, Svendsen pointed out that “fashion has been virtually ignored by philosophers” (Lars Svendsen,
Fashion: A Philosophy, trans. John Irons /London: Reaktion Books, 2006/, 7). And Karen Hanson even published a paper titled the “Philosophical Fear of Fashion” (Karen Hanson, “Dressing down Dressing up – The
Philosophic Fear of Fashion,” Hypatia 5, 2 /1990/: 107–21).
2
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would buy ‘new’ things or ‘fresh’ things, such as food, clothes, and other daily necessities. Nonetheless, this type of consumption is not following fashion, it is just the act of
covering our basic needs. The second meaning of ‘new’, the ‘innovation’ or ‘improved’,
is used in the dimension of efficiency and capacity. It is relevant to the product’s quality. For instance, iPhone X is newer than iPhone 7 because of more pixels. The ‘new’
in this sense is closer to fashion than the ‘new’ as ‘newly created’ because it has been
beyond our basic needs. However, it is still not the ‘new’ which motivates fashion’s
change. The intention of ‘innovation’ is to improve the function pragmatically, far
from being innovation ‘for its own sake’. The third meaning of ‘new’, the ‘novel’ or
‘unfamiliar’, is used in the dimension of personal experience. Regardless of whether a
product is newly created or worn out, whether it has been improved functionally or
not if someone has never seen this product before, it is a novel product for him/her.
The ‘novelty’ is the ‘newness’ that embodies in fashion. It is relevant to the individual’s
feeling of unfamiliar, rather than to any objective standards. Therefore, it is ‘for its
own sake’. And to be more precise, the aesthetics of fashion is not just the aesthetics
of newness but the aesthetics of novelty, the aesthetics of the sense of unfamiliarity.
Whereas, the novelty would be exhausted easily during consumption as we
could become familiar with the commodity in a very short time. It can be argued that
the novelty would disappear at the moment of a purchase being made.11 Thus, fashion
has to endlessly produce ‘new’ novelties to maintain its own existence. Undoubtedly,
the most direct method of producing novelty is designing entirely new styles. But
actually, there are multiple approaches to achieve the aim. With the development of
fashion culture, the dominant method for producing the sense of novelty has also
been changed from creating newness to forgetting newness.
Methods of producing novelty
Creating and borrowing
From the late 19th to the early 20th century, in the early stage of the modern
fashion system,12 the most common method to produce novelty was to create some
items entirely new to embrace the new millennium, or to borrow foreign elements
which were unfamiliar for most fashion customers at that time. And it’s worth noting
that, the borrowing of foreign elements is not just in terms of geography, but also of
technology, discipline, gender, etc.
Colin Campbell, “The Desire for the New: Its Nature and Social Location as Presented in Theories of Fashion
and Modern Consumerism,” in Consuming Technologies: Media and Information in Domestic Spaces, ed. Roger
Silverstone and Eric Hirsch (London: Routledge, 1994), 52–56.
11
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Paul Poiret’s Orientalism design is a typical example of both creating and borrowing geographically. On the one hand, freeing women from corsets was an innovation to some degree. On the other hand, the eastern style harem trousers, sack dresses
and hobble skirts brought exoticism into western daily life. Both brought a feeling of
the unfamiliar. Chanel’s design is another example of both creating and borrowing.
Although short hairstyles, jersey knit suits, straight-line skirts were all-new creations,
they also can be regarded as borrowing from masculine styles. Vionnet’s famous bias-cut gowns were the technological creations, as well as the borrowing from Greek
culture. Schiaparelli borrowed inspiration from artist Dali, and created the remarkable Lobster Dress and Shoe Hat. The collaboration with artists, or in other words,
the borrowing from artworks, can also be found in many other designs, such as Robe
Mondrian, the UT collections of Uniqlo.
Undoubtedly, creating and borrowing are the most thorough methods to produce novelty, since the novelty they produced is virtually externally determined,
meaning we can find some objective criteria for evaluating the degree of novelty relatively. However, as the pace of fashion change is increasingly accelerating, the creation
in a strict sense would be nearly impossible. Even those pioneering designers mentioned above had borrowed foreign elements to varying degrees. Hence, comparing to
creation and borrowing in a large-scale, modifying and repeating the old form would
be more efficient to produce a sense of unfamiliarity.
Modifying and repeating
After the Second World War, with the rise of the ready-to-wear clothing industry, the fashion system circulated much faster. However, fashion change at this
stage was not about creating brand new items. On the contrary, since some classical
designs were confirmed, fashion companies would maintain their styles or signatures
to protect brand identity. Many designers would insist on their basic elements, such
as the hourglass silhouette of Dior’s new look, the straight cut lines of Chanel’s suits,
the loose shape of Issey Miyake’s designs, etc. Thus, in each new season, what is new
is more about unfamiliar details such as different colors, fabrics, pockets, buttons,
rather than a whole novel look. Even those subcultural fashions, which seem like entirely new creations, would not change dramatically every year. By modifying details
of previous designs, we could readily promote the change of fashion. Repeating is another efficient way to produce novelty. Since the sense of novelty is determined by our
personal experiences, we would feel unfamiliar with those old-fashioned things again
as time passed by. As Georg Simmel said, like all phenomena, fashion “tends to conserve energy”, and the most economical means to endeavor for change is “repeatedly
returns to the old forms” which have been forgotten, hence, fashion became cyclical.13
There are always some once old-fashioned items re-staged as a new fashion. Although
fashion culture can be regarded as a game of reincarnation, it does not mean that
13
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fashion would repeat the old form accurately. Repeating and modifying always stand
shoulder to shoulder. Fashion “wilfully cites any style from the past in a novel incarnation”, and the appearance of fashion “is renewed by using past elements”.14 The new
fashion is like a familiar stranger, it is always existing in the in-between space between
familiar and unfamiliar.
Taken Svendsen’s words, the creating and borrowing is ‘a logic of replacement’,
while the modifying and repeating is ‘a logic of supplementation’. And from the late
20th century, the ‘logic of supplementation’ has become the dominant logic of fashion
change.15
Forgetting
From another perspective, it can be argued that in the ‘logic of supplementation’, the speed of fashion change is not only relevant to the efficiency of citing from
the past, but also to how quick we can become familiar with those unfamiliar, and
then forget those familiar objects. Thus, the logic of modifying and repeating might
evolve into the logic of forgetting. From creating to forgetting, a novelty in fashion has
transformed from externally determined into internally determined and moving to
the direction of self-deception determined. There are no objective criteria we can use
for differentiating the old and the new anymore. In the future, we might have to deceive ourselves into believing ‘I have never seen this before’, or ‘it is different’ in order
to preserve the feeling of novelty and to maintain the existence of fashion.
It is widely accepted that, in the context of consumerism, the circulation of
fashion is constantly speeding up. This implies that we can easily forget the fashion
of yesterday. It is not because we suffer from amnesia, but we have unconsciously
made the choice to forget. On the one hand, dazzling commodities would accelerate
the rate of forgetting as novel items emerging every day. Unfamiliar novel things are
always nearby to induce us to abandon what we already own. On the other hand, the
media also has the power to alter our personal judgments of novelty. In traditional society, our judgments of novelty are more about the object itself. For example,
‘a dress is a novel garment’ indicates that a dress is physically different. However, in
modern society, or consumer society, the reference of our judgments is not only to
physical features but also symbolic significances. Novelty is not only the characteristic
of things but also of meanings. As Jean Baudrillard said, fashion is the “production of
meaning”; it is driven by meaning.16 For instance, baggy jeans could become a novel
design simply by changing its name to ‘boyfriend jeans’, or ‘dad jeans’ in recent years,
but actually, the shapes, the cut lines, the fabrics, the details all remain unchanged
Ulrich Lehmann, “Tigersprung: Fashion History,” in The Power of Fashion: About Design and Meaning, ed.
Jan Brand and José Teunissen (Arnhem: ArtEZPress, 2006), 47.
14
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Jean Baudrillard, For a Critique of the Political Economy of the Sign, trans. Charles Levin (St. Louis, Mo.: Telos
Press, 1981), 79.
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virtually. Wearing baggy jeans just indicates casual, leisure and comfortable, while the
‘boyfriend jeans’ might imply gender equality, and ‘dad jeans’ signify vintage styles,
dedicated to working and even family.
However, those meanings or names are not connected with specific items eternally; combinations of things and meanings fade with time. Almost all of those meanings are temporary interpretations made by mass media such as fashion magazines,
advertisements, movies, social media, etc. They persuade us to believe everything we
own has been old, and there is always something different waiting for us ahead. They
urge us to forget that which we bought yesterday and to buy something new today.
They have stimulated our desires for novelty, and constantly produce new novelty by
elucidating to satisfy our desires.
Conclusion
The aesthetics of fashion can be named the aesthetics of novelty to some degree
since novelty is concurrent with change. As discussed above, with the acceleration of
changes in fashion, the method of how fashion produces novelty has gone through a process as follows: creating something brand new, borrowing foreign elements, modifying
details, repeating the forgotten old, and forgetting what is still new. And the novelty has
gone through a process from externally determined to internally determined and moving to the direction of self-deception determined. In the early stage of fashion, the reason
why we have the feeling of novelty is that we see something unfamiliar, but now the reason would be we have forgotten what we saw before and see some meanings unfamiliar.
However, it is vital to note that this process is a logical sequence rather than a
temporal sequence. On the one hand, even today fashion designers are still able to produce novelty by creating new items, especially with the help of some new technologies
and materials such as 3D print and high-tech fabrics. On the other hand, modifying
and repeating are also methods used in the early stage of the fashion system. Although
it is uncertain how far the fashion system can go, it is certain that the logic of fashion
has changed in a sense with the development of fashion’s change.
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Abstract: The contemporary world is so technological that humans are located on the verge
of life and non-life. Computers, cyborgs, artificial intelligence, and androids permeate human
society, and people are even fascinated by such menaces of the non-life. This paper clarifies why
contemporary society loves the idea of the rise of artificial beings by analyzing the use of artificial
colors – black and pink – by the cutting-edge female artists Sachiko Kodama and Bridget Riley.
Media artist Kodama uses black liquid while the abstract artist Riley uses pink pigments as key materials. According to Asao Komachiya, black is the color of the blind; it appears on the verge of being and non-being. Meanwhile, Barbara Nemitz identifies pink as an
artificial color that does not exist in the spectrum of sunlight. Both colors are highly evaluated
in technological and consumer society and widely used on many goods. Kodama’s and Riley’s
high reputation signifies that contemporary society likes the precarious artificial beings between life and non-life. Moreover, their original and unique works have realized the field of
liberty as their extensive use of artificial colors black and pink indicates ultra-human.
Kodama’s and Riley’s gender is also key. As Dora Haraway suggests in “Cyborg Manifesto”
(1991), contemporary women, historically dealt with as peripheral existences, survive as ultra-human beings rather than the ancient goddesses. By considering significant female artists such as
Kodama and Riley, we can understand not only the contemporary aesthetics of visual arts, but
also the concurrent yearning of contemporary society for liberty, ultra-humanity, and non-life.
Keywords: black; Bridget Riley; color theory; cyborg; feminism; pink; Sachiko Kodama.

Introduction
Today, the Internet, social media, robots, androids, AI, the Internet of Things,
and their programing have become the core of our lives. These mechanical and
non-living things have dominated the center of the world. Those who live in technological nations, including Japan – my home country – depend on non-living existences, yet at the same time, we are afraid of the age of ‘singularity’, when the mechanical
ability will surpass our own. Those who depend on cutting-edge technologies feel
both fear and power because of the existence of machines.
*Author contact information: ykato22@mail.saitama-u.ac.jp
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This paper focuses on two living artists in this difficult age: British abstract artist
Bridget Riley (b.1931) and Japanese media artist Sachiko Kodama (b.1970). Influenced
by the French Neo-Impressionist painter Georges Seurat, Riley went into the world of
abstract art. Although she herself dislikes being called an ‘optical artist’, by the 1970s Riley had painted very minute abstract paintings that incorporated certain optical effects.
At that time, her geometrical works skillfully used artificial colors like pink. These works
are never stiff but are rather quite vivid and lively. In fact, Riley is a very humane person
who dislikes mechanical interventions and prefers direct communications. Kodama, on
the other hand, is known for her meditative art, which uses the magnetic liquid called
‘ferrofluid’. The leitmotiv of her art is minimalistic black. Although Kodama calls herself
a ‘media artist’, her personality is humane as well, and according to her, the source of her
inspiration is located in the nature of her homeland of Shizuoka, Japan.
These two female artists are ingeniously exploring the border between life and
non-life in such an age when life is threatened by non-life. Here, I focus on their creativity and charms while simultaneously reading for clues for those of us who have to
survive this difficult age.
Black and pink: the colors on the border of our existence
Kodama uses black in her art. She began using ferrofluids, the leitmotiv of her
art, in 2000. Her leitmotiv has not changed from the works Protrude, Flow (2001) to
Éblouissant (2017).
Technically speaking, the black liquid – the feature of Kodama’s works – consists of nanoparticles of iron oxide, which are colloidally melted in oils. It is a smooth
and non-stagnated black (that actually includes a little brown as rusted iron) that
gleams in the light. According to Kodama, these works produce meditative effects,
and comments on her work have included “I feel like I am looking at the ocean waves”,
“Your works have certain meditative effects”, and “I can look at these works blankly”.1
Morpho Tower (2006) has become a representative work of her ferrofluid art
since the year 2000. The black flowing liquid and cylindrical tower are the cores of
her art. For most of her ferrofluid art, electromagnets are used to generate a magnetic
force when wrapped by copper wires or iron. The strength of the electrical currents
in copper wires is computationally programmed in advance by Kodama, who tries to
get viewers to go deeper into the works psychologically. The works give us a certain
rhythm of nature, like ocean waves or trees swaying in the wind.
This is the color ‘black’ that is the core of Kodama’s hybrid art: the combination
of meditative art and technological media art. Color theorist Asao Komachiya defines
black as the color of non-existence. Komachiya says, “Logically speaking, the color
black does not appear even when it exists under the condition of darkness. Our perception does not work when no stimulus exists. Our eyes see things when a certain
Sachiko Kodama, Myakudō suru jiseiryūtai Art, Bessatsu Nikkei Science Art suru Kagaku, Nikkei Science,
2016, 9.
1
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light is offered. According to this logic, the eyes never work when the light is not given.”2 In other words, the color black appears in the border between working eyes and
non-working eyes, or between existence and non-existence. Komachiya points out
that black does not appear even though it exists and that black is a paradoxical color
of dialectics.3
Komachiya also mentions the “Purkinje phenomenon”, in which our eyes perceive black shifting from red in the sunset darkness.4 Kodama’s work Éblouissant in
dim light is reminiscent of the darkness of sunset when red things shift to appear
black. In short, black is the color on the border of existence and non-existence. Its
ethereal nature is favored by Japanese traditional architectural space which Junichiro
Tanizaki expresses in his essays.
Kodama’s black reminds us of Tanizaki’s In Praise of Shadows (1933–34). Tanizaki says:
The wonderful feeling that comes from using lacquerware takes place
in the moment between removing the lid and soundlessly bringing the
bowl to your lips. It is a time to gaze at the contents that have settled silently in the deep, dark recesses of the bottom of the bowl and appreciate
how the color of the lacquer matches that of the broth. It is impossible
to distinguish what is there in the darkness, but one feels the slow liquid
movement of the broth in the bowl, sees the slight beads of moisture at
the bowl’s edge, then notices the steam rising as it carries the aroma –
offering a faint hint of the taste before the coup even enters the mouth.
[…] I think when Westerners speak of the ‘mysteries of the Orient’ they
are very likely referring to the uncanny silence of these spaces.5
Such esoteric, meditative time on the border of existence and non-existence is
brought by technological black of Kodama’s works. Her technologies are connected
with the traditional ‘mysteries’ of Japan and other Asian countries.
Meanwhile, Riley began using pink more frequently around 1960, when she
shifted from figurative paintings to abstract. For example, we see pink in her Pink
Landscape (1960) and the murals on the 10th floor in St. Mary’s Hospital in London
(1987, 2014). The former work, which draws the scorching heat of Siena, is painted in
pointillist style in pink. The work gives us a feeling of warmth as well as a void. The
latter is composed of beautifully colored stripes and, true to Riley’s impersonal style,
contains no sign of compassions or sappy emotions regarding the patients. The murals emit a strong introspective light in the hospital atmosphere, where life and death
intersect and the individual must carry the full weight of their burden. Considering
2

Asao Komachiya, Iro no Fushigi Sekai (Harashobō, 2011), 293.

3

Ibid., 294.

4

Ibid., 301.

5

Junichiro Tanizaki, In Praise of Shadows (Sora Books, 2017), 38, 47.
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these factors, for Riley, pink is the color that can express subtle feelings of figurative
and abstract art on the border between life and non-life in scorching heat as well as in
the hospital.
In her book, Pink: The Exposed Color in Contemporary Art and Culture (2006),
Barbara Nemitz points out that the color pink does not exist in the solar spectrum.6 In
fact, the Munsell color system puts a non-existential color magenta between red (long
wavelength) and violet (short wavelength). Goethe’s color theory (1810) regards purple
(Purpur) as the supreme color. Pink, just like black, is a color on the border; it is fragile
and unstable. Pink appears in the dawn, sunset, and cherry blossoms, all of which are
transient. To borrow Nemitz’s words, “Pink is simply too beautiful to be true.”7
Pink is not only an artificial and unstable, fictional, and dreamy color but also a
color of flesh – that of the actual borders of our body, such as lips and vaginas. In this
sense, pink has a profound existential meaning.8
While Kodama is trying to surpass the fleeting human existence with black,
Riley expresses the subtle ambiguity of the border between life and non-life with pink.
The two artists create their works with these two colors on the border of life. Both black
and pink have been favored in Japan traditionally as well as contemporarily, as evident
in the Japanese dim architectures, lacquerwares, cherry blossoms, and pop-cultural
pink and black. Not surprisingly, both Riley and Kodama have many fans in Japan.
On the border between life and non-life:
why are we fascinated with non-life existence?
Why are we humans fascinated with non-life existence? To answer this question, I first offer examples from Japan. In the modern and contemporary culture in
Japan, we have taken a very positive attitude toward ‘machines’, which are representatives of non-life existence. The Japanese have a passion for the border between life and
non-life, such as the manga characters Atom Boy, Draemon, and Gundam; the virtual
character Hatsune Miku; and the recent android development efforts of people such
as the scientist Hiroshi Ishiguro.
To borrow the words of one Japanese scholar of aesthetics, Ken-ichi Sasaki, this
is something similar to the Japanese affinity with meguri (natural cycles). At the beginning of the chapter titles “Ten to Hito no Meguri” [Cycles of the Heavens and People] in
his book Nihon-teki Kansei [Japanese Sensibilities, 2010], Sasaki quotes a tenth-century
poem by Tachibana Tadamoto. The poem tells its recipient not to forget that, no matter
how great a distance may separate us, just as the moon returns its cycles (meguri), we too
will meet again.9 As Sasaki points out, the feelings of reassurance and hope aroused by
Barbara Nemitz, ed., Pink: The Exposed Color in Contemporary Art and Culture (Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz,
2006), 27.
6
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the cycles of the heavenly bodies and the seasons often underpin our thought processes.
He writes that “It is worldview based on the hope that even knowing how unreliable the
other person may be, the repetition of good cycles will intervene for the better.”10
The feeling of reassurance aroused by meguri, which started from the veneration of nature, reminds us of the extreme love of regularity and formalism in Japanese
culture. Japanese culture in part does not fit with Western homocentrism represented
by the Renaissance culture. It might be due to our vulnerability and sensitiveness. Japanese culture, since the modern opening of the country, has expressed veneration for
machinery. Such love of machinery runs counter to homocentrism, and we Japanese,
without noticing it, avoid human vulnerability. The machine, which semi-permanently cycles, is a target of veneration, as is the moon.
Yet Western culture also cannot go without machines, just like Japanese culture,
as we can see in the recent developments of artificial intelligence. The difference is
that, in Western culture, ‘loneliness’ is a key, which cogito [cogito, ergo sum /I think,
therefore I am/] since Descartes and pragmatic thought derived from American culture bring about.
It is when people are at the extreme of introspection and isolation that they lose
the ability to distinguish between machine and human being. In his treatise Discourse
on the Method (1637), which lay the foundation for modern Western philosophy, René
Descartes compared himself when thinking to a traveler wandering alone in the forest.11 When he dismissed all uncertainties and concentrated solely on his thinking self
[cogito], he felt that animals were like machines.12 This idea of “animals are machines”
led in 1748 to Julien Offray de La Mettrie’s theory of man as a machine, which links to
artificial intelligence and the concept of human substitution in the present day.13
Then what happened when machines intervened in the actual world? Charles
Babbage (1791–1871), who invented the world’s first calculator, let it calculate the vast
amount of data in voyage records. In other words, it was the ‘extension’ of human ability. In 1936, Alan Turing (1912–1954), made the prototype of the modern computer,
the Turing Machine, by cryptanalyzing the ‘enigma’ during the Second World War.
How Turing thought about machines can be read in his famous paper entitled “On
Computing Machinery and Intelligence” (1950),14 in which he invented the Imitation
Game that judges whether the counterpart in the conversation is a human being or a
machine. In this thesis, Turing claimed that the question “Can machines think?” (essentialism) can be replaced by the question “What will happen when a machine takes
the part of A in this game?” (pragmatism).15 This is a breakthrough of paradigmatic
10

Ibid., 167.
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René Descartes, Discours de la method (Paris, Librairie philosophique J. Vrin, 1967), 24.
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Christoph Asendorf, Batteries of Life: On the History of Things and Their Perception in Modernity, trans. Don
Reneau (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of California Press), 1993.
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shifts because one does not ask what machines are, but instead how machines act,
which is a radical shift from essentialism to pragmatism.
The 21st century, the age of singularity, when the machine’s ability surpasses
the human’s, is also the age of the extreme pragmatism. If machines are regarded as
equivalent to human beings, the meaning of act (how one acts) surpasses the meaning
of perception (how one feels). In other words, one does not care how we feel; only
how we act. This is the world of extreme pragmatism, where one can only know how
people act and not what people feel. The psychologist Jessie Bering says, “We all have
our doubts from time to time – I’ve steered, square in the eyes, my share of somnambulistic students who I would swear were cleverly rigged automations.”16
Such extreme loneliness can be found in Japan, where people are very delicate and have a strong sense of doubt. As previously mentioned, Japanese culture has
been attracted to machines, robots, and androids. In his novel For Humans to Become
Androids [Hito wa androido ni naru tameni, 2017], Hiroshi Ishiguro writes about a
human girl who opens her mind only to an android counselor. The counselor’s favorite phrase is “Human beings are born to become androids”. The human girl acquires
an eternal android body and chooses to live in space.17 Like this girl, many Japanese
dream of a life in which they change to an eternal existence from vulnerable human
beings. This might be an admiration for the eternal being because the Japanese live in
unstable human and natural conditions.
In developed countries like Japan in the 21st century, a mutual monitoring society has developed in extreme pragmatism. That means one only sees how other people
act. In such a society, we cannot tell life from non-life. The arts of Kodama and Riley
are appealing in such a hybrid world, where life and non-life are mingled.
Peripheral women: considering Kodama and Riley through gender
Women have long dreamt of the ultra-human existence. Mary Shelley (1797–
1851), who wrote Frankenstein (1818), dreamt of the border between the human and
the ultra-human. In her novel, the scientist Frankenstein invented an ultra-human
being, and that being committed a number of murders. In addition, Ada Lovelace
(1815–1852) imagined that Babbage’s calculator could deal with any information other than numerals.18
To be a woman has historically been connected to being an ultra-human. Donna Haraway, in her famous book Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The Reinvention of
Nature (1991), points out that peripheral women, if they have power, have been deified since ancient times. However, what Haraway dreams for women is existence as
Jesse Bering, The Belief Instinct: The Psychology of Souls, Destiny, and the Meaning of Life (New York: W.W.
Norton, 2011), Chapter 1.
16
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cyborgs, which is the ultra-human position in another sense.19 It is cyborg feminism,
which counts how women act in society rather than how they show mercy to it. This
is the new way of self-assertion in this pragmatic society.
For women, overcoming life is a dream and one of the few choices in which
they can overcome gender issues. By using black and pink, the colors on the border
of our existence, Kodama and Riley have gained certain freedom that overcomes life.
They never swarm, but rather realize freedom in the history of art.
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The Aesthetics of Relations: The Modernist, Contemporary
and Post-Contemporary General Conceptualizations of Art
Abstract: The article will juxtapose the modernist, contemporary and post-contemporary
general conceptualization of art and aesthetic appearance of an artwork. Even though all three
conceptualizations can be understood as intertwined because they are largely established in
mutual relations, for our purpose they will be analyzed in terms of the basic epistemological terrain on which art enters the Western tradition of knowledge and power: the terrain of
aesthetic education. The conceptualization of modernist art/artwork will mainly draw from
its link with the autopoietic image of artwork/artistic creativity that can be traced to Romanticism as well as the tradition of the so-called aesthetics of form at the beginning of the 20th
century, while conceptualization of contemporary art will be primarily reconstructed on the
ground of cultural studies and its reception theory that focused on the analysis of social mediation of cultural texts where the text itself loses the status of an exclusive source of meaning.
On the one hand, this article attempts to expose the difference between the two by focusing on conceptualizations of their modes of production of meaning (modernist autopoiesis
as producing the artwork’s meaning by, through and of itself versus contextually determined
meaning of the artwork within conceptualizations of contemporary art), while on the other, it
will expose a general aesthetic appearance of the two based on the differentiation of avant-garde and dialogical aesthetics. From there on, the article will focus on conceptualizations of
post-contemporary art in the last ten years that also offered a critique of how contemporary
art has been (self)limited to aesthetic experience and by it the present time. In the final part,
post-contemporary art will be compared with modernism, for instance in terms of the modernist aim for the transcendent standpoint and its methods of aesthetic alienation in contrast
to the post-contemporary aim to eliminate aesthetic experience as such and demonstrate that
there can be knowledge without aesthetic experience, or the modernist media research to the
post-contemporary media archaeology.
Keywords: aesthetic education; modernism, autopoiesis; avant-garde aesthetics; dialogical
aesthetics; contemporary art; post-contemporary art.

The article will juxtapose the modernist, contemporary and post-contemporary general conceptualization of art and the aesthetic appearance of an artwork.
Even though all three can be understood as intertwined because they are (historically)
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largely established in mutual relations, we will focus on their intertwinement as well
as their specifics in terms of the basic epistemological terrain on which art enters the
Western tradition of knowledge and power (epistemology, ethics, politics), namely
the terrain of aesthetic education (understood in the broadest sense). Specifically, in
the context of modernity, the basic terrain of aesthetic education can be related to the
spectrum of ideas how art and aesthetic experience effects, or rather, prepares one for
moral action and/or a desirable form of knowledge. The ‘and/or’ in this case indicates
the fact that in the formative context of the modern concept of art at the beginning
of the 19th century, justifications of desirable forms of knowledge can hardly be distinguished from those of moral behavior. However, as long as both are connected
to art and aesthetic experience, we can identify sketches of the two lines that will be
differentiated later on, namely the line that connects aesthetic and art with ethics and
morality, and the one that connects aesthetics and art with epistemology and knowledge. As the article will attempt to show, the shift from (proto)modern art to modernism can be seen in proximity to the shift of focus of aesthetics and art from ethics to
epistemology, while conceptualizations of contemporary art actualize the relation of
the two with ethics and morality. The latter is also the basis for specific ideas regarding
forms of aesthetic education and through it the aesthetic appearance of art as well as
conceptualizations of modes of meaning production (through art).
In the formative context of the modern conceptualizations of art, important
transformations in this connection can be identified based on the transformation of
aesthetics as a theory of aesthetic judgment into a theory of artistic production. We
could say that this shift, as Peter Osborne suggests, coincides with the reflections of
Romantic art within the tradition of philosophical idealism to proper Romanticism
marked with the loss of a thing in itself and consequential autonomization of the position of enunciation.1 In the narrower field of knowledge of art, this shift is the reason
why modes of legitimation of the autonomy of art change: “It is no longer autonomy of a
type of judgment (Kant), of the illusion of self-determination (Schiller), but of a certain
kind of production of meaning in the object, an autopoiesis, distinct from both techné
and mimesis (Novalis, Friedrich Schlegel).”2 The emerging autopoietic image of artistic creativity as the basis for modern and modernist image of an artwork can be most
directly traced in Schlegel’s concept of transcendental poetry that refers to itself and
explores its own conditions of possibility,3 and is closely linked to his notion of irony
as an aesthetic process in which the act of artistic production is directly inscribed in the
product itself (the idea of the synthesis of praxis and poiesis).4 However, for our current
The loss of a thing in itself also represents the loss of an objective anchor of subjective knowledge based on
which a new procedure of truth follows, relying on the autonomization of the position of enunciation. Cf. Jure
Simoniti, “Romantična znanstvena revolucija med odpravo reči na sebi in institucijo mesta izjavljanja,” in Izvori
romantike, ed. Isaiah Berlin (Ljubljana: Krtina, 2012), 181–201.
1

2

Peter Osborne, Anywhere or Not at All (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of California Press, 2013), 42.

3

A reference to Kant’s justification of autonomous knowledge in the Critique of Pure Reason.

4

Cf. Friedrich Schlegel, Spisi o literaturi (Ljubljana: Literarno-umetniško društvo Literatura, 1998).
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purpose, Fichte’s conceptualization of aesthetic education may be more informative. In
brief, Fichte focuses on the reflection of the artistic creative process where the productive power of imagination is exposed since it represents the foundation for reaching the
transcendental standpoint5 as well as the ability to liberate ourselves from (directly in the
experience given) actuality.6 (Proto)modern articulation of the artistic creative process,
therefore, claims that the artist chooses from the given, but does not operate in a vast
modus of transformation/deformation and, accordingly, creates a duplicate of the given.
He transforms/deforms the given,7 knits it into a new semantic whole, a self-referential
system of signification and thereby creates a conversion of the given (retournement), an
imaginary reality within an imaginary reality.8
At the beginning of the 20th century, protomodernist images of artistic production, for instance, the one by Charles Baudelaire in reference to Constantin Guys9
or the interpretations of a creative process of Paul Cézanne Heidegger suggested,10
were further deepened by avant-garde artistic movements. In the context of the latter,
a strong materialistic line based on the affirmation of materiality, self-sufficiency of
an art media can be identified along with some sort of an ‘artistic religion’ based on
a move from materiality to the supersensual escorted by the image of the artist as a
mystic and visionary (Malevich). However, since our connection between modernism
and Romanticism is based on a thesis about the shift of aesthetics and art towards
epistemology within the framework of ‘Romantic epistemological intervention’, the
specifics of modernism can be most suitably identified in the context of production
of meaning about an artwork. For instance, within the tradition of the aesthetics of
form during the first half of the 20th century, aesthetic ideas manifested within art will
be defined, ie. the ideas which apply neither to Kantian forms of sensuality (time and
place) nor categories (forms of reason) since they, in the strict sense, do not concern
objective reality, but rather sensual independence of men. Generally speaking, we
could say that modernist art tries to achieve sensual independence (of men) through
the medium of sensual (experience): a sensual supersensual (if we borrow from Marx’s
reflection on commodity fetishism). Regardless of direction and approach, we could
also say modernism is marked by the image of an artwork as a design of a poetic world
that produces meaning by, through and of itself – either by negating constraints with
the existing order and therefore the imperative of consensus that shape aesthetic and
5

I.e. the ability to move from the particular/singular/individual to the general.

Cf. Daniel Breazeale, “Against Art? Fichte on Aesthetic Experiences and Fine Art,” Journal of the Faculty of
Letters 38 (2013): 25–42.
6

7

I. e. given only as a phenomenon, imaginatively as Romantic epistemological interventions claim.

Which, as such, also indicates that reality is actually given only imaginatively. Cf. Alain Badiou, “The autonomy of the aesthetic process,” Radical Philosophy 178 (2013): 32–39.
8

Cf. Charles Baudelaire, The Painter of Modern Life and Other Essays, trans. and ed. Jonathan Mayne (London:
Phaidon Press, 1965).
9

10

Cf. Robert B. Pippin, After the Beautiful (Chicago, London: The University of Chicago Press, 2014), 96–105.
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formal norms, or the established ways of art production11 or through the means of
nominalism (autonomization of the position of enunciation).
During the process of moving towards what will become commonly known
as ‘contemporary art’ from the second half of the 1990s onwards, the primary object
of critique was precisely the modernist idea of the autonomous artwork: for example,
criticism focused on the idea that meaning is stored within an artwork as well as the
corresponding spectrum of hermeneutic interpretative approaches based on a more
or less clear distinction between an art object and subject. In this regard, the key
theoretical reference represented a wide range of contributions from which a heterogeneous discipline of cultural studies and their reception theory have been formed
since the 1980s. Generally speaking, the reception theory focuses on the analysis of
the process, conditions and effects of social mediation of cultural texts, whereas the
text itself is largely understood as a means of communication.12 Analyses of cultural
and social phenomena as communication tools since the late 1980s, in short, shift
from the textual to the pragmatic model of thinking about cultural/social phenomena where the text itself loses its status of the exclusive source of meaning, while the
production process and context as well as (aesthetic) experiences of readers are established as new objects of analysis. Gradual deconstruction of autonomy, solidity and
clear borders of cultural texts draws from earlier poststructuralist and semiotic claims
(death of an author, open work, etc.) and also marks the possibility of equalization
between communicator and recipient, which can be perceived in the light of digital
technological communication and reproduction.
However, since we only wish to outline the differences between modernism and
contemporary art in terms of aesthetic education, we can draw from the general aesthetic appearance of the two by differentiating between avant-garde and dialogical aesthetics as proposed by Grant Kester. The avant-garde aesthetics of artwork is, according to
Kester, based on the idea that an authentic artwork presupposes certain independence
both from the artist and the viewer, whereby it communicates precisely through this independence and inconsumability, most often in various forms of aesthetic alienation.13
When Kester tries to outline the dialogical aesthetics of an artwork, which is characteristic for a large part of contemporary art as well, he also identifies it in the pre-modern
period, where art was closely connected with morality and played an important role in
For instance: purification of the art medium, series of abandonment of particular aspects of what has been
the established way of art production, abandonment of craft as such. Here I am referring to the specifics of aesthetic, media-specific and generic modernism as proposed by Peter Osborne, which all negate the established
art practice, but differ in the object of their negation. Cf. Osborne Anywhere or Not at All, 64–74.
11

In the analysis of the process, conditions and effects of social mediation of cultural texts, mostly through
references in Marxism, different levels of communication and its conditions are exposed, for instance how messages depend on institutional power relations (so-called priority reading) or ways of (non)matching different
codes (source and recipient codes), etc.
12

“Avant-garde art work therefore tries to reveal the inability of conventional language to grasp the infinite
complexity of the world and the naive, and possibly reactionary, constraints of a ‘confectionary’ consensus
[shared understanding] about the world.” Grant H. Kester, Conversation Pieces. Community and Communication in Modern Art (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of California Press, 2004), 19.
13
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everyday life. For instance, it was an integral part of aristocratic and bourgeois salon
gatherings, anticipating the ideals of the bourgeois public sphere, since both share similar theater/fictional structure and are based on a certain image of sensus communis. The
transition to the avant-garde aesthetics during modernity was supposedly marked by
the change in how artists were positioned in relation to their consumers, in their refusal
of the bourgeois imperative of utilization and instrumentalization, their increasing sympathy for or identification with the revolutionary working class, and by the changes that
have affected both the role of art and the social, political and economic circumstances
during the 19th century, i.e. free market of artistic goods. All of the listed transformations
in positioning of art and artists in social processes is, therefore, a basis for establishing
methods of ‘aesthetic didactics’ in the way of ‘aesthetic alienation’, mentioned conceptualizations of art’s negative positioning to the world as well as its ability of revealing the
appearance of reality/ideology.
In connection to this, the fundamental question arises: what type of productional circumstances marked contemporary artistic actualization of dialogic aesthetics, for instance during the 1990s in relational aesthetics or later in participatory art
and some new media interactive artworks? The general aesthetic appearance of dialogical contemporary art after the so-called ‘social turn’14 could be analyzed precisely on
the terrain of aesthetic education in connection to socio-political circumstances since
the 1990s (perhaps most evidently in post-Socialist transition context and period).
If we ignore the fact that the ‘social turn’ in contemporary art was mostly explained
in connection to the analysis of alleged side effects of neoliberalism,15 where art was
legitimized as a generator of the social, conceptualizations of contemporary art were
also an important generator of a new moral register of art criticism.16 Such a moral
register of art criticism stems from the past claims on the political, emancipatory, revolutionary potentials of art, but in large part appears in the political and ethical field of
identity policies or the politics of recognition and their theoretical legitimations (that
have been, according to Nizan Shaked, the basis of contemporary art since the transition from conceptual art to conceptualism in the 1970s).17 More precisely, theoretical
legitimations of identity politics or the politics of recognition, particularly since the
14

E.g. within socially engaged art, community art, dialogical art, interventional art, participatory art, etc.

15

E.g. destruction of the common, the end of solidarity, decay of the welfare state, etc. in neoliberalism.

The moral register of art criticism refers to the analysis whether art projects represent a good or bad example
of cooperation or criticality, are empathically and horizontally connected or merely impersonally exploit the
activated audience, criticize ruling ideology or merely reproduce it, etc.
16

Shaked’s analysis is based on the thesis that the shift from conceptual art to conceptualism during the 1970s was
one of the formative contexts of contemporary art from 1990s onwards. A heterogeneous conceptualism should,
according to Shaked, adopt the methodology of analytical research on ontology of art as well as abstract themes
that were present in the framework of conceptual art of the 1960s (language, subject crisis, perception, image,
space, etc.), but apply them to various social and political issues (synthetic proposition methodology), including
the question of the political subject, and thus step into the field of identity politics that, at least in the Northern
American context, coincide with the transition from public (the civil rights movement) to private funding of
social movements (cultural nationalism and identity politics) at the end of the 1970s and during the 1980s, when
social movements were also forced to demonstrate a clearly defined minority, i.e. ‘particularistic’ perspective. Cf.
Nizan Shaked, The Synthetic Proposition (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2017): 113–93.
17
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1990s, were based on the recognition of differences, protection of fundamental freedoms, questions of (subjective) conscience, respect, justice, consensus and dialogue
at the micro-social level, in brief: on the basic liberal-humanistic field where structural social inequalities are supposedly achieved primarily through aesthetic education
(susceptibility, sensitivity, tolerance, sense of community) of individuals. Identity politics or the politics of recognition as the dominant theoretical basis underpinning a
large part of ‘dialogical’ contemporary art therefore also indicates the shift away from
the modernist ideal in transcendental or general standpoint towards a contemporary
particularistic ideal, while embedded knowledge imperative within contemporary art
criticism can be seen as a symptom of autonomization of the statement from position
of enunciation (which had previously guaranteed its authority) within the current ‘age
of digital reproduction’ as well as some sort of an attempt to ground it.
In the last ten years, contemporary art and its (self)limitation on aesthetic experience and by it the present time was perhaps most originally analyzed by conceptualizations of an “exit from contemporary art” to the post-contemporary (art), if we
borrow the formulation by Suhail Malik. Conceptualizations of post-contemporary
art are often derived from new theoretical approaches, such as OOO, speculative realism and media archaeology that tried to overcome epistemological restrains of the
so-called ‘literary culture’ still largely present within conceptualizations on contemporary art even though it is not so much focused on perceiving art as a text/language
and reception as reading, but more of a game algorithm and reception as usage.18 In
addition, they also derive to a large extent from the reflection on the current state of
affairs regarding political action offered by accelerationism, insisting on the thesis
“that the only radical political response to capitalism is not to protest, disrupt, critique, or détourne it, but to accelerate and exacerbate it’s uprooting, alienating, decoding, abstractive tendencies,”19 i.e. from the diagnosis of the death of politics as such.
General specific of conceptualizations of an exit from contemporary art therefore derive from critique of limitations of art and its discourse to human experience as well
as its contextualization imperative. For instance by a critique of the inevitable impotence of contemporary critical (aesthetic) art in the context of techno-capitalism that
is to an ever smaller extent determined by the individual and his experience, and to
a lesser degree linked to the present time.20 Especially those contributions definitely
All of the above references of post-contemporary art and its critique of contemporary art could also be
analyzed in the context of the so-called affective turn in theory since the 1990s inasmuch as key differences of
the two can be highlighted on those grounds. In the framework of contemporary art, the affective turn often
presents a certain revision of the humanistic tradition, for instance a shift from (art) history towards memory
studies (that can be seen as a nostalgic actualization of the oral tradition of narration in ‘the age of digital reproduction’), and in connection to post-contemporary art’s conceptualizations, it in theory usually appears within
the anti-humanistic framework. In other words, the affect is understood in the original Spinozic sense and is, as
such, not limited to (human) experience, it eliminates transcendence and focuses on the ‘level of immanence’.
18

Robin Mackay and Armen Avanessian, “Introduction,” in #Accelerate. The Accelerationist Reader ed. Robin
Mackay and Armen Avanessian (Falmouth, Berlin: Urbanomic, 2014), 4.

19

Cf. Suhail Malik, “Exit not Escape: On the Necessity of the Arts Exit from Contemporary Art,” lecture on
3/5/2013, Artist space, http://artistsspace.org/programs/on-the-necessity-of-arts-exit-from-contemporary-art,
acc. July 21, 2019.
20
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do not eliminate the basic terrain of aesthetic education and, accordingly, also remain
fundamentally anthropocentric or even humanistic. Conceptualizations of post-contemporary art either limit themselves to an artwork in itself or try to actualizes art’s
fictioning potentials which could enable re-opening of the (in contemporary art allegedly missing) future tense or even futurology.
If we said general aesthetic appearance of modernist artwork and by it aesthetic
education is marked with connection between art, aesthetics and epistemology, we
could say conceptualizations of post-contemporary art try to connect art, aesthetics
and ontology, whereas ontology, at least nominally, have nothing to do with ontology of art in sense of symbolic practice. The larger part of this theoretical approaches
namely steam from the critique of assumption human’s access to reality is discursively
mediated and tries to offer new conceptualizations of materiality while for instance
focusing especially on sound and sound art.
For the purpose of sketching the key difference between the two, it is nevertheless perhaps best to compare conceptualizations of post-contemporary art with
modernism, for instance the modernist aim for the transcendent standpoint and its
methods of aesthetic alienation with the post-contemporary aim to eliminate aesthetic experience as such and demonstrate “that there can be a knowledge of what has
never been experienced”.21 However, since our basis for comparison is the terrain
of aesthetic education, we could highlight the difference between the modernist research of medium (medium-specific modernism) and the post-contemporary media
archaeology. Modernist research of the medium can be understood in connection to
Kantian critique, i.e. the exploration of conditions of possibility as a precondition of
autonomy, purification of the media, or, as Osborne (at least indirectly) suggested, in
continuity with the research on the ontology or art (that at some point led to conceptual art). In contrast, media archaeology, where ‘archaeology’ is largely understood
in the Foucauldian, i.e. anti-humanistic context, explores the medium and/or immanent logic and specificities of machines, for instance, the time of the medium that is
radically different from that of the human. It is precisely this that allows us to locate
some of the specifics of post-contemporary art’s conceptualizations, which are forced
to ignore the institutional and symbolic components of art (as a status) so extensively
highlighted by contributions in proximity to contemporary art in order to be able to
analyze the artwork as it appears in itself. We could, therefore, conclude that if conceptualizations of modernism were marked with the aim to achieve sensual supersensual, post-contemporary art conceptualizations’ aim could be perhaps defined as
achieving sensual non-sensual or non-sensual sensual.22
Suhail Malik, “Reason to Destroy Contemporary Art,” in Realism, Materialism, Art, ed. Christoph Cox et al. (New
York, Berlin: Center for Curatorial Studies, Bard College, Sternberg Press, Annandale-on-Hudson, 2015), 198.
21

For instance Graham Harman’s conceptualization of relation as non-relation (Cf. Graham Harman, “Art and
OOObjecthood,” in Realism, Materialism, Art, ed. Christoph Cox et al. /New York, Berlin: Center for Curatorial
Studies, Bard College, Sternberg Press, Annandale-on-Hudson, 2015/, 97–116), based on analysis of sound art
concepts such as flux ontology, sonic objects or sonority that has no immediate affective or perceptive soundness
etc. (Cf. Christoph Cox, “Sonic Thought,” in Realism, Materialism, Art, ed. Christoph Cox et al. /New York, Berlin:
Center for Curatorial Studies, Bard College, Sternberg Press, Annandale-on-Hudson, 2015/, 123–30).
22
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Zlatko Paković’s Vox Dei – Civil Disobedience as an
Embodied Text: The Impact of Different Types of
Spaciality on Semioticity of a Performance
Abstract: This paper deals with the corporeality of a performance and its place in the process of the emergence of meaning, following a case study of a Serbian theatrical piece Vox
Dei – Civil Disobedience. Performance is constituted by bodies brought together by a certain
purpose and temporal and spatial coordinates, and it is more and more often now decoded by
the feedback loop performers and participants form in specific kinds of spatiality. Artistic corporeality defies objectivization, therefore the relational aesthetics is needed instead of an idealistic one to investigate the materiality of these performances. Using this theoretical framework, the analysis of the two different performances of the same dramatic text from the recent
Serbian political theater production will tend to examine the nature of political potential of
bodily co-presence in artistically and socially different environments and its implications for
the semioticity of the given embodied text.
Keywords: corporeality; bodily co-presence; performance; political theater; spatiality; Vox Dei
– Civil Disobedience, Zlatko Paković.

Introduction
When it comes to performance studies, in recent decades much has been done
in order to shift the focus from the semiotic approach of the most part of theater historiography and critiques to the more performative one that refers not only to artwork
– or, in this case more appropriately, art event – but also every public occasion where
two or more bodies share the same space in a certain time and with a certain common
purpose. The term ‘performance’ is, however, more complex than one would suggest
and, therefore, the analysis of any concrete performance demands previous clarification of the term and its constitutional parts. In this paper we will use a theoretical
framework of relational aesthetics given by a scholar Erika Fisher Lichte to deal with
two different performances of the play Vox Dei – Civil Disobedience directed by Serbian theater author Zlatko Paković – one performed in a public space of a street square
and other in the closed area of a municipal City Hall in Belgrade. Even though the
*Author contact information: marija.nezavisna@gmail.rs
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staging of the play was the same, we will examine the repercussions of different types
of spatiality on the eventfulness of these performances.
Performance as an event
An artistic performance such as theater play is aesthetically achieved through
its own eventfulness and ephemerity and leaves no artifact which can be reproduced,
interpreted or archived in any other way but using historiographic methods. The
non-existance of an artistic artifact is one of the reasons dramatic arts were unfairly
neglected in the praxis of traditional aesthetics. Relational or transformative aesthetics tend to surmount these lapses, facing inevitably the problem of materiality. Materiality is one of the four main characteristics of performance, along with mediality,
semioticity and aestheticity. As we will later see, it is achieved through spatiality, corporeality and tonality.
Mediality also includes corporeality, but as a specific way of transmission
through bodily co-presence which is, again, linked with semioticity. Bodily co-presence testifies that the assumption of the predetermined meaning of a performance
cannot be sustained. Phenomenality is meaning. From the perspective of a viewer,
there are always two orders present: the perceptual order of presence and perceptual
order of representation. Their oscillations, beyond their control, bring them to a liminal state. The perceptual order of representation – the semiotic part of the reception
– puts an emphasis on the creation of meaning with signs – proxemic (actors moving
in the space), gestural (postulation and gestures), mimic (facial expressions), para-linguistic and linguistic signs.1 While the linguistic signs are mostly abstract, theatrical
ones are very concrete. But, autoreferentiality of theater objects neither transmits nor
bans their already existing meaning – as soon as a viewer stops focusing their attention to the phenomenality of perceived, they start to see it as a referent. There is always
a lingering possibility of the interference of reality into fiction.
Semiotic and phenomenal oscillations within a subject`s perception are of a
specific political quality. The role of a subject in the creation of meaning emerges as
an important question of Marxism, feminism and deconstruction. Louis Althusser
completely erased a subject replacing it with the theory of an ideological determination, according to which subjects exist only as ideological formations. The position of
coherence that the subject interprets as themselves he considers adopted out of the
ideological mirror.2 On the other hand, the epistemology of art is indeed closely dependent on the concrete material conditions of the art world in Danto`s sense.3 Even
though Althusser’s position does seem too exaggerated, it is important to note that
Erika Fischer-Lichte, The Routledge Introduction to Theater and Performance Studies (London, New York:
Routledge, 2014), 56.
1

2

Luj Altiser, Ideologija i družavni ideološki aparati (Beograd: Karpos, 2009), 77.

Miodrag Šuvaković, Epistemologija umetnosti. Kritični dizajn za procedure i platform savremenog umetničkog
obrazovanja (Belgrade: Orion Art), 5.
3
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regarding a subject who constitutes the essence of performance – be it a performer or
a viewer – as politically determined is, in fact, inevitable.
Bodily co-presence and community
Bodily co-presence does not suggest only actors being present on stage, but also
the viewers who together with them build an autopoietic feedback loop.4 This loop
reaffirms the co-presence as a specific mediality of a performance, as it testifies the
transmission of visible and invisible reactions of everyone involved. It identifies the
transformance as the fundamental category of relational aesthetics.5 This has inherently followed the second performative turn of the 1960s.6 Contingency became the
central aspect of performance, essentially differentiating it from the staging. While
staging includes strategies used to determine time, duration, sounds and the spacial
appearance of people and objects, a performance stands for the totality of the exchange during an event staged. That exchange constitutes a performance in the same
way the performance constitutes performers and the audience. Given that everything
before and after the performance is fundamentally different from it, the performance
cannot be controlled by an individual, even though individuals set its basic parameters. As subjects, participants are neither completely autonomous nor completely determined, but they function as co-authors affecting the performance in different ways.
The self-creating act is necessarily ephemeral, so bodily co-presence determines the
materiality of performance regarding transience – its duration stops the moment bodies physically part. As we have already mentioned, the other elements of materiality,
spatiality and tonality are also directly connected with bodily co-presence.7
Co-present bodies in performance can build a community. As Janelle Reinelt
states, in the case of artistic performance in an institutional framework,
[…] theatre is a democratic institution with its basic structure of shaping
scenes and words, that stands in at least analog or hypothetical relation
with the human experience, in front of the viewers that estimate and
judge it aesthetically… I will paraphrase Althusser, the mise en scene addresses the audience with ‘Hey, you there!’ in order to create a certain
kind of community, and if the audience provides a positive answer, between it and performers an imaginative space of sensations and reflections is to be made.8
4

Fischer-Lichte, The Routledge Introduction to Theater and Performance Studies, 20.

5

Fischer-Lichte, The Transformative Power of Performance, 23.

Vlatko Ilić, Irena Ristić, “Dialogue on Performative Turns: From a Theater Autonomy to the Repeal,” in
Theatre Within a Context… And not Just Theater, ed. Vlatko Ilić, Irena Ristić (Belgrade: Hop.La! and Faculty of
Dramatic Arts, 2016), 15.
6

7

Fischer-Lichte, The Routledge Introduction to Theater and Performance Studies, 23.

8

Janelle Reinelt, Politics and Performing Arts (Belgrade: University of Arts, 2012), 83.
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She notices that ‘we’ exist only in continuation of its demonstrations and cannot be represented, and that collectiveness of ‘us’ that appears in an event does not
necessarily, nor it usually does, exist outside of the event. The act of performing and
the act of its reception are seen as the reality of ‘here and now’, but the question remains whether the process of constant change of the autopoietic feedback loop is primarily social or aesthetic. Certain artists, such as Schechner or the Vienna Actionists,
did not consider bodily co-presence enough for automatic creation of a community
in an artistic event. They proclaimed performing of a ritual9 as a necessary condition
for that, formally avoiding theater institutions but encouraging role inversion. Still, as
the autopoietic feedback loop does not function only through visual and auditory elements, but also through an exchange of non-directed energy, Fischer-Lichte considers
the creation of a community to be one of the main potentials of bodily co-presence in
terms of transformative aesthetics.
Corporeality and embodiment
Corporeality is the core of performing actions. It is characterized by duality,
meaning that people, besides having bodies which they can use as an object, are bodies, embodied subjects. The concept of the discrepancy of soma/sema relation is not
new nor unquestionably defined and for centuries now has been oscillating between
schemes of binary oppositions and a complementary union of elements in disciplines
such as philosophy, theology, theater studies and, in more recent time, performance
studies. It is fair to say that today the most widely accepted common ground is the one
that sees the body as a result of a complex and reciprocal relation between organic and
societal, as Richard Schechner puts it, individual bodies participate in natural but also
in symbolic order.10 In the 20th century, besides somatic and discursive, Judith Butler
added a performative layer to the body, introducing the concept of never entirely free,
but also never entirely fixed identity.11 Duality, described as a tension made between
bodily attraction and abstraction, has become the essential material of artistic performances and its creators. Paying respect to primordial bodies, impurity and concrete
gesticulation can be observed as a reaction to the privilege given to bodily functions
of representation all up to the first decades of the 20th century.
The thing that differs such gatherings from the real ritual communities is the non-existence of coercion and
violence over those outside of them. Still, even though the community is based upon aesthetic principles, its
members experience it as a social one, and the collision of an individual and the group can even turn into a
conflict.
9

“The cry of a frightened child, the moaning of grief, the scream of pain, the gasp of terror, and other phatic
expressions – as well as the body configurations, gestures, and facial displays accompanying these – probably
constitute universal signals; yet each culture, each family, each person plays this pan-species repertory with
singular skill, manipulating meaning and effect.” Richard Scheckner, Performance Theory (New York, London:
Routledge, 2005), 211.
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The human body does not equal a theater artifact but is second to such an ideally-set notion, being in that way an essential aesthetic material. Paradoxically, living
body which is constantly in a process of transformation and becoming defies the basic
aesthetic law of objectivation, refusing any attempt to turn itself into an art piece. An
actor’s body is hence in a constant state of tension between its phenomenal and semiotic nature. The phenomenal and semiotic body are inseparably linked and cannot
appear one without the other, even though the phenomenal one has a kind of priority
since it can be conceived without the semiotic – that not being the case vice versa. As
Erika Fischer-Lichte states, favoring one of these two bodily aspects can be historically traced through the work of actors and, from the beginning of the 20th century,
theater directors.12
From the viewers` perspective, the experience of the liminal situation destabilizes the sense of self, other and world in general, articulating itself cognitively and
somatically. In anthropology, transformation leads to the changes in social status and
identity of the one in a rite of passage, but also of the society in whole. Even though
transformation in artistic performances is itself a means to an end, each self-exposure
represents the exposure of certain ‘ethics of performing’ as well, and some scholars
like Reinelt hope for it not to be the furthest reach of transformative aesthetics –
[…] The audience is being constantly hit by theater ideas. If we see this
as a developing action – not an action represented but the actual action
belonging to the theater itself – we will realize the sense in which performance can be, but not necessarily is, performative. The theater has the
capacity to hit as well as to cultivate, to treat people like cabbage, to represent the state leaving the viewers unchanged and not doing anything
else but mere imitating the empire of the imperial.13
The change implied here is not the one of an anthropological sort, but is also not
as short-termed as the performance is – following the logic of relational aesthetics, longterm change, though not in status and probably not in broader social terms, can happen.
Spatiality and tonality
For the purpose of this paper, we need to pay closer attention to two more specific elements of a performance, namely spatiality and tonality. Spatiality always fluctuates and can be constantly changed by physical movements, while its atmosphere
has the possibility of infiltrating recipients’ bodies via light, noise and scents. To an
even bigger extent, tonality comes from corporeality – not only that the sound penetrates the body and affects it psychologically, but physicality also creates vocality;
12

Fischer-Lichte, The Routledge Introduction to Theater and Performance Studies, 101.

13

Reinelt, Politics and Performing Arts, 378.
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in an actor`s voice, as part of his corporeality, all three forms of materiality are combined – physicality, spatiality and tonality. Tonality does not include just the verbalized aspects of a performance – the tension between the voice and language can be
seen as analogue to the tension between the phenomenal and semiotic body. Certain
authors, like Aleksandra Jovićević, perceive performance as more semiotically than
visually organized whose ‘textures’ are always directed toward an active liberation of
the imaginative energy that is weakening in the contemporary world of passive visual
consumption.14 According to that view, performance would be an intersection of the
organized representation and everyday life, with the awareness of role-playing being
its most important part.
Vox Dei – Civil Disobedience: A dramatic text
Given theoretical postulates can very well serve to explain the semioticity of
one of the most recent examples in the sphere of Serbian political theater. Zlatko Paković is one of Serbia’s renowned theater directors who has staged shows in the mainly
non-institutional theater scene, and Vox Dei – Civil Disobedience is one of his last
plays, both written and staged, that premiered on Good Friday, April 19, 2019. Its date
of premiere was closely connected to its content and subtitle, namely, ‘theological-political miracle play’. It is openly political, having Serbian president Aleksandar Vučić
and Serbian Prime Minister Ana Brnabić as dramatis personae, and dealing with the
unresolved murder of a Serbian politician from Kosovo, Oliver Ivanović.
The play’s script is very precise yet fluid, relying upon intertextual structure.
It uses some of the dramatic techniques of ancient Greek drama and epic theater,
which is most noticeable in the type of characters to which certain lines are ascribed,
some of them being concrete references to real persons (as in case of the politicians
mentioned), and some (‘first actor’, ‘second actor’, ‘first shadow’, ‘second shadow’, including ‘chorus’ followed by music) just the epitomes of certain social structures such
as citizens and state intelligence and security agencies. The play’s intertextual parts
include several references from Serbian literary and political history, as well as some
globally-known political and philosophical works.
The play is divided into four scenes: ”Transvesty – donated suits”, “Transubstantiation – a suit makes a corpse”, “Look how the blood gushes out of our conscience!” and “The Special Court for the Fight against Organized Governmental
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Crimes”, containing 9 songs,15 with ‘no ending’.16 The last scene depicts an imaginary
trial led by a late judge killed in October 2000 for many representatives of the executive, legislative and judicial powers on accusations including murder, electoral crimes,
money laundry and jeopardizing territorial integrity. It also includes a sudden president`s repentance when hearing his lawyer comparing him to a Jesus Christ, he tries
to redeem himself. Metatheatrical parts have strong didactic implications, claiming
that the “theater is the only institution where resurrection is indeed possible”17 and
that the “theater is an intervention of imagination into reality. And imagination is the
most human of all the human features. Therefore it is possible in theater for villains
to realize their malice, to be ashamed in front of themselves and to ask forgiveness
from others. Theater can be a teacher for a society and its future.”18 Paković`s media
statements similarly claim that “we have entered a dangerous zone”19 for the show “to
do what the society is disabled for […] set trials, with full names and surnames and
full responsibility”.20
Stage directions assume seven performers on stage, three musicians (a drummer,
guitar and trumpet players), three actors and one actress. The show is seen to begin as a
concert “on behalf of disempowered citizens, dethroned working class, the unemployed,
humiliated, those being robbed for decades, fed with lies, tired of living”21
Vox Dei – Civil Disobedience as an outdoor performance: ‘the free zone’
The street performance Vox Dei – Civil Disobedience was performed on May
7, 2019 at Andrić`s Square in Belgrade. This square is located in the city center, belonging to the municipality of Stari Grad. Its name derives from the name of the only
Yugoslav Nobel Prize winner in literature Ivo Andrić, whose statue was erected at the
square. The presidential palace Novi Dvor is also situated at this square, with the National Assembly in close vicinity.
The political situation in Serbia in 2019 has been rather unstable with anti-government protests, including civil marches around Andrić’s Square, happening every
Ouverture “Oh you Serbia, our pale Mother” (based upon Brecht’s Germany); “Ones for the eternal life, others for disgrace”, based upon the Book of the prophet Daniel; “Murdered is he who had not obeyed” (based upon
Brecht’s At Death of a Peacefighter); “What are we waiting for?” (upon Brecht’s Completely in Charge); “The
right to Rebellion, for blood has boiled out of the soil” (upon Filip Višnjić’s The Beginning of the Revolt Against
Dahijas, and Njegoš’s The Mountain Wreath); “A Note on Freedom” (based upon Božidar Grujović’s poem and
the 1805 Constitutional Draft on Secon Serbia Uprising); “Oh you Serbia among revolts” (based upon Dositej
Obradović’s Arise, Serbia and Oskar Davičo’s Serbia). All references in the brecket has been made in the Vox Dei
performance play’s script by the author, Zlatko Paković.
15
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Saturday for the first couple of months.22 After accusing the ruling party and government of misconduct and abuse of the Assembly as an institution, several opposition
parties decided to boycott its work, erecting a tent called ‘The Free Zone’ in the park
across the Assembly, at Andrić’s Square.23 The show was performed as part of cultural
activities of ‘The Free Zone’.24
The architecture and urban structure of the square greatly influenced the atmosphere of the performance. The stage was set in a narrow passage that connects
the square’s park with one of Belgrade’s busiest streets Kralja Milana, right next to the
sidewalk with presidential Novi Dvor on its immediate left. The stage was elevated
about two meters from the ground, for the improvised grandstands, or, potentially,
security reasons. Grandstands were actually chairs placed only in front of the stage,
while all the other sides of the stage were unoccupied. The performers were facing the
audience, with their backs to the sidewalk and lanes. Besides spotlights, the light was
coming from the street lights and cars passing by. Except for a couple of men in the
fluorescent vests, no other guards were visible. The performing space was seemingly
open for anyone to join.
This loose staging brought about the immense intensity of spatiality. People in
the audience were constantly moving, as a vast number of them were standing. They
occupied the parts of the surrounding buildings transforming them into theatrical
space, making a question of an ‘institution’, art or political one, even more prevailing.
The performers, who more than once climbed down into this space, used their bodily
movements to make the viewers move, which was aligned with the main semiotic
layer of the play, citizens’ passiveness. Even though tonality mostly consisted of loud
music coming from the stage, constant whispers, comments on current events, sighs
but also car sirens emphasized the level of contingency, changing the rhythm but as
well adding to the semiotic sense of urgency and necessity of reacting in the circumstances of poor media freedom. Freedom of speech distinguished itself as one of the
main performative layers in this type of spatiality.
Vox Dei – Civil Disobedience as an indoor performance: The safe zone
An indoor performance was held on May 15, 2019, in the Congress Hall of the
municipality of Stari Grad, one of a few in Serbia not governed by the Serbian Progressive Party. Vox Dei – Civil Disobedience was a production of the Cultural Center
of this municipality, funded by the city.
Even though this space resembles more of a typical `black box`, it is still not
theatrical in a strict, institutional sense. With it functioning primarily as a political
chamber, it carries a lot of semantic connotations for the possible understandings of
22
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the play. In order to be present at this performance, one should have bought a ticket
first, and then passed through the security gates at the entrance. If the open space we
discussed previously was externally marked as ‘The Free Zone, this closed space could
be described as ‘the safe zone’.
Being completely closed and quite small, this space created a certain intimate
atmosphere which was quite contradictory to the explosiveness performers were trying to achieve. The stage was small in dimensions and very low, leaving almost no
space between musicians, actors and the audience. The audience was seated the whole
time, without the possibility to move, and the performers who were coming off the
stage had to follow already established stairway paths. Unlike the case of the previous
performance held in the natural darkness, here the light was completely artificial and
throughout the show switched on, supporting the disillusioning effect. Tonality was
mostly consisting of the sounds coming from the stage, without the interference of
any outer noise.
Discussion
The corporeality in these performances was the most striking through the
sounds performers made. Performers’ voices were building rhythm together with
the instruments and predominantly sharp, excessive moves, like the atmosphere they
were trying to create. Contrary to the Hegelian idealistic aesthetics, relational aesthetics inevitably operates on questions of ideology and utopia by dealing with ‘renewable’ or ‘trained’ human behavior and subsequently ‘cracks of sociability’ between a
subject and action. Some authors conclude that the performance makes the cultural
inscription visible on and through the performing body. Like palimpsest, semiotic
body shows the way a culture works.25 The more the attention is put on an exchange
of corporeal techniques, the more the performance becomes historical and political.
Fischer-Lichte explicitly links the truthfulness of performance to bodily co-presence.26 Speaking about the presence of the actors’ bodies on stage (the intensity of
which changes along with the actors’ abilities to control the space of performance) she
defines a radical presence by the circulating energy that leads to an ‘embodied mind’
as a transforming power. And performers of both these performances did make their
presence radical.
Nonetheless, power relations through bodily co-presence refracted also by
negotiation of the traditional subject-object relation. Performance is always a social
process founded in certain rules that do not attract much attention until disobeyed
or changed. This social process becomes political when the power struggle among
the performers and the viewers or their subgroups begins. There is no such thing
as passive participation in performance because the presence itself implies a certain
25
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consent. This is important because it puts the idea of ‘manipulation’, that can only
partially explain an event, especially political one, at stake. These two performances
included different types of people with different levels of involvement – performers
who were completely devoted to the show regardless of its spatiality; the viewers who
were devoted to the semiotic content, more or less dependent on the spatiality; the
participants who were primarily dependent on spatiality. The third subgroup of the
audience was completely absent in an indoor performance, while it was greatly contributing to the outdoor one – pedestrians stopping by or people swearing from cars
in motion were constantly challenging not only the interweaving of the audience’s two
orders of perceptions but also the expected semioticity of the staging. If we accept the
preconception that the community is made during theater act, a process of redefining
relations among community members must be constantly happening. Concepts and
ideas that we understand as dichotomies – autonomy and determinism, presence and
representation – crumble down as opposites.27 The question of the effect artistic performances have on viewers indeed is ethical and political as much as aesthetic, and
the outdoor performance did show the potential of being a “new form of social co-existence”28. Regardless of the performance type, aesthetic, social and political aspects
take turn through power relations. In that regard, given that the majority of politicians
accused in the play belong to the ruling parties, and that the politicians from the opposition parties were present in the audience,29 these performances take the struggle
among social groups involved to a much higher level than visible at first glance, on the
level of pure bodily co-presence. Even though lines in the text say that “no pal will go
for a pal, no politician will go for a politician”30 and stage directions envision bloody
shirts of public figures murdered in the last decades31 fluttering like ‘the flags of our
Republic’ in the ‘Belgrade wind’32, the power struggles makes a production and subsequent performances very much differing from the textual semiotic layers.
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Conclusion
Anglo-American theory differentiates performativity from theatricality, first
being in action when, in theater or life, mimetic aspects of representation are denied.
Aldo Milohnić33 and Aleksandra Jovićević34 state that theater art has too easily accepted Austin`s claim that theater phrases do not have performative power. Derrida,
as well, posed a question whether an everyday life performative utterance is, in fact,
stage performative utterance`s parasite by analyzing illocution and iterability of the
latter. The discrepancy between the semioticity of the text and performances is most
detectable on an example seemingly overseen judging from the reactions of commenting audience – the dramatic text did not put a gun used to kill the character of Oliver
Ivanović in president’s Vučić’s character’s hands. Staging, with actors switching from
one role to another without major shifts in costumes or gestures intentionally contributed to the prevailing opposite conclusion, but the ultimate semiotic analysis was left
to the audience. There was no verdict. The fact that the outdoor audience followed the
act of repentance of Aleksandar Vučić’s character with exuberant silence and the indoor audience did it with the reckless laughter once again affirmed the importance of
spatiality in shaping performances that tend to function as procedures of advocating
and constructing reality rather than simply showing it by commenting on it.
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Artist, A.I.R. Gallery, Brooklyn, New York, USA

Tangled Tango: A Personal History
My historical and mythological paintings directly confront iconic moments of
social and personal struggle through imagination and fantasy. I address specific political moments in Votes for Women (2018), about suffrage, and Framing the Rosenbergs
(1993), about McCarthyism. On the side of fantasy, I have a series of feminist paintings that figure women as monsters.
Expressionist and symbolic elements explode in my work, with a riot of pop
imagery, linear gestures, and layered painterly textures. These works are in dialogue
with visionary artists of the romantic and the sublime. The works are homages but
also confrontations. The paintings intensify expressivity, color, and texture.
I paint scenes and screens: vignettes from everyday life that I turn into heightened image tableaus. You can feel emotional forces pulsing through my canvases,
whether they are idyllic reveries of waves and sea, boats embarking on a journey,
psyches tossed into fates, or still lives alive with color.
The richness of my imagery – a potpourri of collaged and appropriated figures
and forms – synthesize invented, observed, and received iconography. This syncretic
blend of remade and remembered is so characteristic of my work that viewers to recognize will recognize both recurring and transforming images.
Two recent paintings – Siren Song (2019) and Abuses of the World, 2018 – are
based on pages from medieval manuscripts. I reimagine for our times the strange
beauties and frightful anomalies that populated the medieval world. These fantastic beings were meant to inspire awe. The monstrous women powerfully take on the
world of men: the male figures drown as female figures play defiant songs on their
instruments. I want paintings that bring music to your ears.
Abuses of the World (2018) is based on a very small page from a medieval manuscript that was featured in the 2018 Morgan Library show Medieval Monsters: Terrors, Aliens, Wonders. This show explored the complex social role of monsters. One
part, “Terrors”, explored how monsters enhanced the aura of those in power, whether
kings, knights, or saints. “Aliens” showed how marginalized groups in European societies – Jews, Muslims, women, the poor, and the disabled – were figured as monstrous.
The final section, “Wonders”, explored the unusual creatures and wondrous beings
that populated the medieval world.
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Demonology (2018) is inspired by a lightly colored lithograph by James Ensor,
Self-Portrait with Demons (1898). I have reconfigured the composition to include an
understated portrait of a woman, which is possibly a self-portrait of me at an earlier
age. In changing the central figure from a man to a woman, the meaning of the image
has shifted. The cartoon-like demons seem friendly and intimate with the central figure, which forms a strong contrast to the leering and scary demons. In converting the
composition from a few flat colors to full color, the meaning of the image morphed. It
is now more pop and comic. You can hear a rooster crowing.
In this close reading of the image, I suddenly saw the rooster crowing in the
middle of the composition, surrounded by a radiant halo. Is this a religious symbol?
A symbol of awakening and a call to chase away the demons surrounding Ensor? In
effect, making these paintings give me a way of doing a close reading of images, that I
might have given only a cursory glance to and to examine the original artist’s mind. I
become immersed in these images, retracing their logic and meaning. By inserting my
own self-portrait into the image, I entered Ensor’s mind space reinhabiting the details
he used in his original composition.
Votes for Women (2018) was painted in honor of the centennial anniversary of
women’s suffrage in 1918. This scene is London’s Trafalgar Square in 1918, where suffragette leader Charlotte Despard addresses the crowd. I based the painting on a black
and white news photo. Daring stunts and civil disobedience were an integral part of the
campaign for women’s suffrage. My painting centers on the leader’s figure, which is up
against the back of the lion’s statue. Strangely, the lion faces away from the speaker. I
used dripped enamel paint, sand, and bright oil colors to illuminate the scene.
As I worked on the painting, I became more interested in painting the crowd,
which consisted of men, women, and police officers. This represented a challenge as
the image was not clear. I settled on a diverse and colorful sea of heads and that became central to the painting. I wanted to commemorate this momentous movement,
but also to suggest the long and uncertain road ahead for equal rights for women.
Tangled Tango (2018) continues my engagement with imaginary landscapes
and romantic couples, along with my European Jewish background. The couple in
the painting are dancing: the image is inspired by a postcard advertising the Clärchens Ballhaus on Auguststraße in Berlin, which I had have visited several times. This
legendary dance hall opened in 1913, during a tango craze; it has survived two world
wars. The poster for space was designed by Otto Dix. Even now, couples are still dancing in its ancient wooden rooms.
In the painting, I place the romantic couple on a crayoned wave of paint that
resembles The Great Wave, an 1833 woodblock print by the Japanese artist Hokusai.
The couple face the music and dance; you can almost hear it. In the background there
is a radiant sun circled my black enamel paint, illuminating their passage through life.
My mother, painter Miriam Laufer (1918–1980), grew up on Auguststraße in
Berlin, when the Clärchens Ballhaus was active. My father, Sigmund Laufer (1920–
2007), was also an artist. He grew up on Alexanderplatz in Berlin and emigrated to
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Palestine at the age of 16. My parents met in Jerusalem in the late 1930s and then
emigrated to New York City in 1947. I was born in Manhattan in 1952. On account
of this, I feel close to both Berlin and Israel/Palestine. My parents spoke German at
home and they loved the culture of the Berlin, which has been their culture, despite
the ugly history that drove them from their home. So Berlin evokes complex feelings
of regret mingled with the pain of loss. I struggle to render that in the paint.
This part of my family history was also addressed in my painting Ahava, Berlin
(2012). Ahava was inspired by a trip I made to Berlin in 2012. My mother grew up
at the former Ahava Kinderheim on Auguststraße, a politically progressive Jewish
children’s home where she lived from 1927 to 1934. Following the Nazi rise to power,
the Kinderheim and most of its inhabitants, including my mother, were relocated to
Palestine.
As Raphael Rubinstein wrote in, “Capitals of Pain and Love”, the catalog essay
to “Criss Cross: New Paintings,” my solo show at Accola Griefen Gallery (NY) in 2013:
“Family history also guides Ahava, Berlin, a painting that shows a large weathered building distinguished by its arched entryway and paint-spattered façade. Standing to one side of the imposing entry arch is a woman dressed in purple and green
clothes and a colorfully patterned scarf. Although the title doesn’t tell us so, this is
a self-portrait of the artist. […] Situated in the former East Berlin, and also in the
Mitte, Berlin’s old Jewish quarter, the Ahava building was war-scarred, dilapidated
and heavily grafittied when Bee came upon it. […] Standing stiffly under a plaque
that reads “Ahava”, the artist is a diminutive figure who looks overwhelmed by the ravaged façade, by the tortured history it represents. […] Unexpectedly, Bee transforms a
snapshot situation (tourist daughter standing in front of an orphanage where mother
lived as a child) into a powerful image of hope and renewal, albeit one that acknowledges the heavy price of history. The ultimate message of this painting is legible on the
sign placed just above Bee’s head: ‘Ahava’, the Hebrew word for love.”
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Susan Bee, Siren Song, 2019, 18” x 24”, oil and enamel on linen.
Collection: Ellen Hackl Fagan.
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Susan Bee, Abuses of the World, 2018, 30” x 24”, oil and enamel on linen.
Collection: Layla May Berrada-Riggs.
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Susan Bee, Demonology, 2018, 30” x 24”, oil on linen.
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Susan Bee, Votes for Women, 2018, 30” x 40”, oil, enamel, sand on linen.
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Susan Bee, Tangled Tango, 2018, 24” x 30”, oil and enamel on linen.
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Environmental Costs of the Movies, New York: Columbia
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Film is an effective medium through which to illustrate the problem of ecological decline, climate change, and other issues related to the environment. It is also an
activist platform to consider human impact on the planet and suggest possible ways
to solve the current environmental crisis or at least help minimize its effects. Yet film,
as Hunter Vaughan demonstrates in Hollywood’s Dirtiest Secret: The Hidden Environmental Costs of the Movies, despite its ability to engage in a serious environmental discussion, has literally contributed to ecological degradation. For example, during the
production of Titanic (1997), “Popotla [a village in Mexico] was cut off from the seas
and local fisheries by a massive movie wall that was built to keep local citizens away,
and Fox’s chlorine treatment of the water on set led to the pollution of surrounding
seawater, decimated the local sea urchin industry, and reduced overall fish levels by
one-third” (74). Studying examples like this one, the book explores film as one of the
reasons for current environmental problems and as a medium that communicates
these problems to audiences worldwide.
Hollywood’s Dirtiest Secret dares to speak openly about the problems that movie-making has been causing with regard to the environment. Drawing on well-known
cinematic examples, it reveals how each of them contributed to reshaping the world
that we live in. Thus, for instance, to create a spectacle, numerous films have included the scenes of destruction. Vaughan invites the reader to take another look at the
well-known film Gone with the Wind (1939) and reconsider the making of its famous
fire scenes as essentially anti-environmental. A similar problem emerges when one
considers movies that include scenes of pouring rain (that, in principle, is just wasting water) or strong wind (that use jet engines to recreate it). The very production
of film stock during earlier years contributed to the destruction of the environment.
Thus, Vaughan specifies that Eastman Kodak “was not only the nation’s second-largest
consumer of pure silver bullion […] but also a cavernous abyss for water use and pollution” (72). It also “drew more than 12 million gallons of water [from Lake Ontario]
* Author contact information: tatiana.prorokova@univie.ac.at
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daily for the annual production of 200,000 miles of film stock during the 1920s” (72;
italics in original).
With the emergence of digital technology, the situation did not get better. Today, film plays a somewhat ambiguous role. On the one hand, it is a tool through
which to communicate environmental problems. Various genres – from the environmental documentary to ecohorror – indeed, explore the place of humans on the planet, our relationship with nature, as well as draw attention to the ways we have been
destroying the Earth. On the other hand, the film industry continues to contribute to
environmental degradation, skillfully “distract[ing] audiences from the very real material impact of digital screen practices” (127). According to Vaughan, “our entry into
the digital age has only complicated this relationship [between humans and nature],
offering us new ways of understanding the natural world while also moving us farther
away from it” (2–3).
Providing the reader with “an environmental criticism of the methods and
madness of our screen culture” (11), Hollywood’s Dirtiest Secret is an important read
that aptly reveals the twofold nature of film, being both a powerful medium to speak
about environmental problems and the cause of these very problems. The book certainly acknowledges “the current green turn in American cinema” (11), yet telling the
reader about various ‘dirty secrets’ that surround the film industry, it not only helps
spread eco-awareness but also prompts one to reconsider the films we watch, admiring certain scenes and never really thinking of their true costs.
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received a master degree (master of engineering) from Kyoto Institute of Technology,
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Theories of Vision and Volition, 1870–1905” (Ph.D. dissertation 2010); “Cubism in
Color: An Untold History” (Aesthetics 2011, 76–89); “Riley and Seurat: Japanesque,
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Ruhan Liao is a lecturer in the Department of Public Art at Sichuan Fine Arts
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in aesthetics (Southwest University). Her research lies in the field of fashion, consumerism and contemporary aesthetics. Her doctoral dissertation is about the philosophical thinking of fashion and identity. She has published four articles (all in Chinese)
on the semiology of fashion, somaesthetics of fashion, the transition of meanings in
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and politics and applied arts and design. Lives and works in Belgrade.
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Authors must follow the instructions for authors strictly, failing which the
manuscripts would be rejected without review.
The manuscript should be written in MS Word in .doc or .doc.x format, in
Times New Roman font, font size 12 with 1.5 line-spaced text.
Original scholarly papers should be between 3,000 and 5,000 words (section
Main Topic and Beyond the Main Topic). Book review articles should be about 1,000
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